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ForEStS contain most of the Earth’s terrestrial 
biodiversity and make our planet habitable by 
moderating surface temperatures. Across the 
globe they are critical to the subsistence and cash-
based livelihoods of millions of households and 
provide environmental services that contribute 
to our daily existence. For many people natural 
forests hold special cultural significance and are 
important places of recreation and education. 
their contribution to human survival and welfare 
will only increase as our policymakers and leaders 
grapple with the growing threat of human-
induced climate change.

Unfortunately, our use and management of 
forests does not reflect their full value to human 
society. In State of the World’s Forests 2007 the 
Food and Agriculture organisation of the 
United Nations reported that the bio-diversity 
rich primary forests of Southeast Asia are disap-
pearing at an annual rate of 2% and Indonesia 
alone has 122 critically endangered tree species. 
Deforestation as a major driver of climate 
change can also no longer be ignored with the 
same report suggesting that forest loss is 
responsible for 35% of the greenhouse gas 
emissions of developing countries. 

Foreword

Within producer countries of the Asia-Pacific 
region illegal forest activities are amongst the 
most critical proximate causes of deforestation. 
While a general trend can be observed across 
the region to incorporate the concept of sustain-
ability into national forest policies, governments 
are struggling with policy implementation. In 
particular, the enforcement of forest law is often 
poor, resulting not only in deforestation but 
also knock-on effects such as loss of potential 
public revenue and undermining of local liveli-
hoods and the sustainability of wood-based 
industries. Consumer countries have benefited 
from poor enforcement through lower prices 
and greater timber volumes, but at the expense 
of the sustainable development of producer 
countries and the long-term health of our 
planet.       

As a major timber user, the Japanese govern-
ment recognises that it has an obligation to 
contribute to the sustainable management of 
the world’s natural forests. It has made combat-
ing illegal logging a top priority, revising its 
public procurement policy from April 2006 to 
favour legal and sustainable wood. this is part 
of a growing trend amongst industrialised con-
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sumer countries to use public procurement 
policy as a means to encourage sustainable 
forest management in producer countries.    

In 2005, the Institute for Global Environmental 
Strategies (IGES) launched a research pro-
gramme to monitor and provide an independ-
ent assessment of Japan’s efforts to develop an 
effective public timber procurement policy. 
Independent monitoring and assessment were 
considered necessary because designing an 
effective procurement policy is a lengthy and a 
complex process that can be pulled in various 
directions by competing interest groups. 

this report presents the results of IGES research 
on public timber procurement policy to date. It 
includes a comparative analysis between 
Japan’s policy and those of several European 
countries. In addition to providing recommen-
dations for further strengthening Japan’s policy, 
the report identifies a generic set of elements 
that public timber procurement policies must 
include to be effective. the report is thus 
directed not only at Japan’s policymakers, but 
at a broader audience concerned that procure-
ment policies should support the wise steward-
ship of natural resources. I sincerely hope that 
this report will promote informed and construc-

tive thinking on how public procurement policy 
can contribute to an international timber trade 
that promotes the sustainable management of 
the world’s forests.       

Mr. Duncan Brack, the royal Institute of Inter-
national Affairs, UK, provided invaluable com-
ments as an independent reviewer of this 
report. Dr. Hwan ok Ma, International tropical 
timber organisation (Itto), and Dr. James 
Mayers, International Institute for Environment 
and Development (IIED), also provided insight-
ful comments on the report. From the Forest 
Conservation, Livelihoods and rights Project 
of IGES, Dr. Kimihiko Hyakumura participated 
in interviews with informants in Japan and Ms. 
Kanaru Segawa offered a high level of secre-
tarial assistance. 

Any errors of fact, omission, interpretation and 
conclusions of this report are those of the 
authors and editors alone.

Hironori Hamanaka
Chair, 
IGES Board of Directors

Hayama, Japan
August 2007
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Japan, the world’s third largest importer 
of wood, has laid out a range of measures 
to assist producer countries in combating 
illegal logging and to curb the resultant 
timber trade. of these, the development 
of a public timber procurement policy that 
favours legal and sustainable timber is the 
most significant and challenging step that 
the government has taken.

the importance of public investment in 
Japan and the use of imported timber by 
public agencies, especially the use of concrete 
forming plywood for public works projects, 
suggest that Japan’s public procurement 
policy is significant for the regional trade 
in timber. Public procurement policies are 
important not only because of the volumes 
of timber involved, but also because they 
could spur the private sector to take action.

the new timber procurement policy has 
been introduced by revising the Basic 
Policy of the Green Purchasing Law to 
include legality in the “criteria for deci-
sion” and sustainability in the “factors for 
consideration” for selected wood and wood 







products. In effect, the timber procurement 
policy gives greater weight to legality than 
sustainability; the legality of the specified 
wood items must be considered in public 
procurement, whereas sustainability need 
only be considered as desirable.

the Forestry Agency Guideline for Verifica-
tion on Legality and Sustainability of Wood 
and Wood Products provides three modali-
ties for verifying legality and sustainability: 
forest certification and chain of custody 
systems; codes of conduct of wood industry 
associations; self-established procedures of 
individual companies. through the codes 
of conduct approach, the government has 
passed a great deal of the responsibility of 
policy implementation on to the private 
sector.

Progress by Japan’s private sector in estab-
lishing codes of conduct has been fairly 
rapid. By 16 March 2007 all 19 national 
timber industry associations and 104 pre-
fecture timber industry associations had 
established codes of conduct for the purpose 
of supplying public contracts. Company 
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accreditation has also progressed steadily. 
only one association has utilised the third 
modality of the Guideline.

When Japan’s timber procurement policy is 
viewed through the lens of forest realities in 
a “high risk” country (Papua New Guinea), 
the policy is found wanting in a number of 
areas:

the policy’s definition of legality, which 
describes timber as legal when it is “har-
vested in legal manner consistent with 
procedures in the forest laws”, is too 
narrow. By only focusing on harvesting, 
Japan’s national public entities could find 
themselves inadvertently procuring 
timber that is linked with the unjust acqui-
sition of timber harvesting rights and 
violations of laws not specific to forestry.
the policy does not provide a set of 
minimum legality criteria that could be 
used to provide consistency in encour-
aging the development of national 
legality standards.
the policy does not provide a process or 
a set of minimum criteria for assessing 
existing verification systems, including 
forest certification, in a consistent, com-
prehensive and transparent manner.
the policy does not have an operational 
definition of sustainable forest manage-
ment. 

A review of Japan’s and EU member coun-
tries’ timber procurement policies (focusing 
on the UK, France and the Netherlands) 
found that:

EU consumer countries have developed 
their policies independently, though 
harmonisation is now being discussed.
Experience shows that procurement 
policy evolution can be gradual and 
incremental, or it can be erratic. the 
evolution of policy can be marked by 
key events or turning points.
Providing assurance of legality and sus-
tainability of wood products is complex 
and contested, which partly explains why 
policies evolve over a long period of time.



















NGos have been a major driver for the 
introduction of the policies and have 
successfully lobbied governments.
For some policies, the personal engage-
ment of parliamentarians/government 
officials has been an important driver, 
albeit to varying extents. 
the policy formation process is of keen 
interest to the private sector and NGos. 
Governments have sought their partici-
pation in policy development through 
multi-stakeholder processes.
All policies share a number of essential 
elements, such as instruments to verify 
sustainability and/or legality and the 
informational needs of the procuring 
agents.
the elements of each policy are respon-
sive to many variables, particularly the 
relative influence of actors, their institu-
tional relationships and the historical 
context of the policy.
Definitions of legality and sustainability 
in the policies vary widely from vague 
descriptions to detailed sets of criteria 
and indicators.
An institutional framework must be 
constructed to implement the policy. 
often, new institutions are established 
for this purpose.
Procurement policies usually distinguish 
between legality and sustainability and 
set the latter as a higher objective. 
Policies usually have their own modali-
ties to verify legality. 
All schemes accept forest certification 
for assurance of legality and sustainabil-
ity and some allow for other verification 
providing equivalence to the certifica-
tion standards. Some require forest cer-
tification schemes to be assessed against 
sets of process and performance crite-
ria. 
Verification of legality is usually based 
on official documentation and self-dec-
larations throughout the supply chain. 
Policies differ widely with respect to 
whether the private or the public sector 
assesses documentary evidence.
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Policies can be shaped by, as well as 
influence, the private sector. 

the report’s comparative analysis con-
trasted the design of four policies – Japan, 
UK, France, the Netherlands - with respect 
to requirements for verification of legality 
and sustainability and means for implemen-
tation. the comparative analysis suggested 
that there are a number of elements that all 
procurement policies must contain to be 
effective. there are notable commonalities 
and differences in the way in which the com-
pared policies treat these essential elements. 
Differences in treatment are justifiable 
because of the different contexts in which 
the policies are located, but can also result 
in variations in policy effectiveness. table 1 
provides an overview of the observations 
made in the report, distinguishing whether 
elements are missing (hyphen), reflected in 
a rudimentary fashion (hyphen in brackets), 





TabLE 1 – essential elements of robustness in the compared policies’ designs

ELEmEnTS oF RobuSTnESS uK nEThERLandS FRanCE JaPan
1. Major wood product categories    
2. generic definitions/criteria of legality 

and sustainability
 () 

(to be revised)
(-) (broad definitions, 

no criteria)
(-) (broad 

definitions, no 
criteria)

3. Provision of definitions/criteria to 
procurement agents (or expert bodies on 
their behalf) to assess evidence of 
legality/sustainability


(criteria to 

agents)


(criteria to expert 

body) 

(-) (-)

4. Assessment of legality and sustainability 
assurance schemes using minimum 
criteria

() (5 schemes 
so far)

()
(procedure to be 

revised) 

— —

5. effective system for case-by-case 
assurance of legal origin and compliance, 
and chain of custody

()
(to be 

evaluated)

()
(uK system to be 

adopted)

(-) (private sector to 
establish)

(-) (private sector to 
establish)

6. third party investigation if concern over 
legal origin and compliance and chain of 
custody

  ()
(in principle demanded, 

not detailed)

() (if “considerable 
evidence” for 

illegality)
7. Be mandatory to the extent possible   () 
8. Participation from all levels of public 

administration encouraged
  (-) 

9. freedom to pay a price premium ()  () ()
10. comprehensive guidance to procurement 

agents


(support service)
()

(considering support) 
(-)

(information)
(-)

(information)
11. internal monitoring of public purchases () () (/-) 

(depends on amount)


(legal requirement)
12. Participatory & transparent revision 

procedure
  () 

partially included (tick in brackets) or fully 
included (tick) in the respective policy 
designs.  

Drawing on both the comparative analysis 
and the case study of forest realities in a 
high risk country, the final chapter elabo-
rates on the essential elements that a public 
timber procurement policy should include 
to be robust. these are:

1. apply to major types of wood products from 
all regions 

2. contain broad generic definitions/criteria of 
legality and sustainability

3. if the policy accepts existing legality and 
sustainability assurance schemes, 
a) define adequate criteria for assessing 

these
b) employ a third party to conduct the 

assessments and publicise results
c) allow freedom to pay price premiums
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4.  if the policy has alternative modalities to 
existing assurance schemes, these modali-
ties should
a) for legality assurance, cover legal origin, 

legal compliance and chain of custody
b) for sustainability assurance, include 

those criteria that are broadly recognised 
by the international consensus reflected 
in sustainable forest management crite-
ria and indicators processes

c) include neutral assessment of documen-
tary evidence

5. monitoring of suppliers and third party 
investigation when there is concern over 
legal origin, legal compliance, chain of 
custody or sustainability

6. be mandatory to the extent possible 
7. provide sufficient guidance for procuring 

agents to implement the policy
8. encourage participation from all levels of 

public administration, i.e., both horizontally 
(government agencies and (semi) public 
administrative bodies) and vertically 
(national and subnational)  

9. include internal monitoring of procuring 
agents familiarity with and adherence to 
the policy 

10. include a participatory and transparent 
revision procedure for policy strengthening 

the report makes the following recommen-
dations for Japan to strengthen its public 
timber procurement policy:

create a broad generic legality standard 
to provide consistency in policy applica-
tion in producer countries regarding the 
scope of legality definitions 
use the generic legality standard as the 
basis for participating in processes to 
formulate national definitions/standards 
of legality







provide a definition/standard of sustain-
able forest management (SFM) in line 
with the international consensus on 
SFM criteria 
combine the recommended legality and 
sustainability standards with a chain of 
custody standard to establish a minimum 
set of criteria for the systematic and 
comprehensive assessment of legality 
and sustainability assurance schemes
assess assurance schemes using these 
criteria and incorporate the findings in 
the industry codes of conduct 
ensure neutrality by having public pro-
curement agencies assess the accuracy 
and veracity of documentary evidence 
provided by their suppliers
establish or employ a professional 
service to guide the implementation and 
strengthening of the policy, to handle 
grievance claims and to provide advi-
sory support
request the Council for tackling Illegal 
Logging Issue to accommodate some of 
the recommendations from this study, 
particularly to a) develop minimum 
legality/sustainability standards, b) 
assess assurance schemes in a consistent, 
rigorous manner, and c) advise on the 
documentation required for each 
country
specify comprehensive, systematic and 
transparent procedures to review docu-
mentary evidence when there is concern 
over its accuracy or veracity
collaborate with the EU to officially rec-
ognise the VPA licensing schemes, as 
one step towards developing a global 
wood licensing system 
make use of FLEGt achievements and 
consider collaborating in formulating a 
global licensing scheme





















acp Africa, Caribbean and Pacific region
afp  Asia Forest Partnership
ato  African timber organisation
boe Board of Experts (under Keurhout system)
briK  Badan Revitalisasi Industri Kehutanan (timber export permit, Indonesia)
brl  Nationale Beoordelingsrichtlijn (National Assessment Guideline for the Certification 

of Sustainable Forest Management and the Chain of Custody for timber from Sus-
tainably Managed Forests)

cedaw  Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women
celcor  Centre for Environmental Law and Community rights
cirad  Centre de coopération internationale en recherche agronomique pour le développement 

(Centre for International research Cooperation on Agriculture for Development)
csa  Canadian Standards Association 
cites Convention on International trade in Endangered Species
coc Chain of custody 
confor Confederation of Forest Industries 
cpet  Central Point of Expertise on timber Procurement 
defra Department for Environment, Food and rural Affairs 
eap fleg East Asia and Pacific FLEG
egd  exchange good document 
erm Environmental resources Management 
eur Euro
fao Food and Agriculture organisation of the United Nations
fern  Forests and the European Union resource Network 
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fleg Forest Law Enforcement and Governance
flegt Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and trade
fmu  forest management unit
fsc  Forest Stewardship Council  
fy Fiscal year (in Japan, from April to March)
g8 Group of Eight
gbp Great Britain pound
goJ Government of Japan
gpem-dden   Groupe Permanent d’Etude des Marchés “Development Durable, Environment” (Perma-

nent Study Group on Public Procurement for Sustainable Development and the 
Environment)

ifia Interafrican Forest Industries Association
itto  International tropical timber organisation
Jfwia  Japan Federation of Wood Industry Associations 
Jlia Japan Lumber Importers Association
Jpa Japan Paper Association
lcb Le Commerce du Bois 
lei  Lembaga Ekolabel Indonesia 
lnV Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries (Netherlands)
maff Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (Japan)
moeJ Ministry of the Environment (Japan)
mtcc Malaysian timber Certification Council 
ngos Nongovernmental organisations
nata  Netherlands Association of timber Agents 
ntta Netherlands timber trade Association 
nwgtr Groupe National de Travail sur les Forêts Tropicales Humides (National working group 

for tropical rainforests)
pefc Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification 
png Papua New Guinea
pngfa PNG Forest Authority 
recoftc regional Community Forestry training Centre for Asia and the Pacific
rpp responsible Purchasing Policy
sgec Sustainable Green Ecosystem Council
sfi Sustainable Forestry Initiative 
sfm Sustainable forest management 
sgs  Société Générale de Surveillance
sKshh  Surat Keterangan Sahnya Hasil Hutan (timber transport permit, Indonesia)
tf/ag task Force and Advisory Group
ttf UK timber trade Federation 
uad unique administrative document 
uK  United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
unesco United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural organisation 
usd United States Dollar
Vpas Voluntary Partnership Agreements
wssn  World Standards Services Network 
wto  World trade organisation 
wwf World Wide Fund for Nature



1.0 introduction

c h a p t e r  o n E

Japan’s Public Procurement Policy 
of Legal and Sustainable Timber:

context, features, implementation and strengthening

	 Federico	Lopez-Casero	and	Henry	Scheyvens

Some of the clearance of natural forests in the 
Asia-Pacific region is sanctioned by states as part 
of their broader national development pro-
grammes. However, their intention is mostly to 
maintain their existing forest cover and in some 
cases to increase this. Much of the forest clear-
ance or the removal of wood is in fact illegal, i.e., 
it takes place without approval from the 
authorities or is conducted in a manner that 
violates national laws and regulations. In some 
countries timber that is harvested illegally is 
thought to be of a greater volume than legal 
timber, providing a sense of the enormity of the 
scale of the problem. It is not only scale that we 
should be concerned with, however. the impli-
cations of illegal logging extend well beyond the 
forests themselves to broader governance issues 
such as accountability and the rule of law.  

Forests are critical to human survival and 
development. they contain most of the planet’s 
terrestrial biodiversity, contribute to stable 
landscapes for agriculture and human settle-
ment, replenish the atmosphere with oxygen, 
modify local and global climate systems, 
provide forest products for local subsistence 
and cash-based economies, and are the basis 
for a wood industry that provides millions of 
jobs and a wide variety of goods that we have 
come to take for granted. While the value of 
forests to human existence is well-understood, 
conserving forests has proved a challenge that 
we are struggling to meet. roughly six million 
hectares of the world’s primary forests have 
been lost or degraded each year since 1990 and 
there is no indication of this rate slowing (FAo 
2006). 

1
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Increasingly, major timber importing countries 
are acknowledging that they have a responsibil-
ity to contribute to combating illegal logging. 
they have benefited through access to large 
volumes of high quality, cheap timber, but at 
the cost of forest destruction in the producer 
countries. Japan, the world’s third largest 
importer of wood, has laid out a range of meas-
ures to assist producer countries in combating 
illegal logging and to curb the resultant timber 
trade. of these, the development of a public 
timber procurement policy that favours legal 
and sustainable timber is the most significant 
and challenging step that the government has 
taken. this policy is part of a growing trend in 
industrialised timber importer countries of 
using public procurement as a means to encour-
age effective forest law enforcement and trans-
parent and accountable forest governance in 
producer countries. 

Japan deserves acknowledgement as the first 
country in Asia to implement a public timber 
procurement policy. Devising and implement-
ing an effective procurement policy is a difficult, 
lengthy task and there is a danger of a weak 
policy emerging, especially if the financial 
interests of the firms involved in the timber 
trade are threatened. Japan’s approach to 
developing a procurement policy is somewhat 
unique in that it introduced the policy in a rela-
tively short period of time without taking major 
preparatory steps to ensure that the policy was 
robust. the government acknowledged that 
the policy would need to be strengthened and 
established a process and allocated funding for 
this purpose. A year after the policy was intro-
duced it is timely that its features and imple-
mentation and the strengthening process be 
independently reviewed.  

the objectives of this study are fourfold: 
to describe and analyse the context and fea-
tures of Japan’s public timber procurement 
policy;
to undertake a preliminary assessment of 
the strengths and possible weaknesses of 
this policy; 
to elaborate the essential elements that a 
public timber procurement policy should 
include for it to be robust in curbing the use 
of illegal wood by public agencies;
to identify options and recommend further 
steps for strengthening the policy. 

our major research question is: What would a 
robust and effective public procurement policy 
for Japan entail? 

Because the policy has only been recently 
implemented our assessment is based on an 
analysis of its design, not its impacts. the ana-









lytical framework of this study is based on the 
following three assumptions:

All good policies (not just public procure-
ment policies) share some essential design 
elements (e.g., monitoring of policy imple-
mentation, feedback of information from 
monitoring and allowance for revision).

All good public procurement policies (not just 
timber procurement policies) share some 
essential design elements (e.g., guidance 
to procurement agents and independent 
assessment of evidence provided as proof 
that the procured items meet government 
criteria).

All procurement policies that favour legal and 
sustainable timber, whether public or private, 
share some essential design elements (e.g., 
informed guidance on legal verification).     







2.0 obJectives and analytical frameworK
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to assess the design of Japan’s procurement 
policy we elaborate on these assumptions by 
highlighting the legality and sustainability risks 
of timber procurement and consider how these 
risks have been treated in relatively advanced 
procurement policies.

In Chapter 1 we first discuss the issue of illegal 
logging and the range of measures that Japan 
has pursued to assist producer countries in 
tackling this problem and to reduce imports of 
illegal wood into Japan. We position Japan’s 
timber procurement policy within these broader 
contexts to assess its significance as a policy 
response to illegal logging. Having established 
this backdrop, the chapter next describes how 
the policy was introduced, its features and 
progress towards implementing the policy. our 
discussion concludes with a number of initial 
observations on implications for policy imple-
mentation.

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 elaborate on the essential 
elements of a robust public timber procurement 
policy and assess the strengths and possible 
weaknesses of Japan’s policy against these 
through a two-pronged analysis. First, in 
Chapter 2 we juxtapose Japan’s procurement 
policy against the realities of forest manage-
ment in one “high risk” country - Papua New 
Guinea. our intention is to assess whether the 

policy’s modalities for verifying legality and 
sustainability are robust in a setting which 
places difficult demands on the policy. Second, 
in Chapters 3 and 4 we analyse the approach of 
other industrialised countries to developing 
public timber procurement policies by consider-
ing their relative merits and potential shortcom-
ings against the generic elements of robust 
public timber procurement policies. this allows 
us to consider not only the demands placed on 
the policy by producer countries, but also the 
demands placed on the policy within the con-
sumer country. In particular, we explore 
whether Japan could take instruction to 
strengthen its policy from the experiences of 
other industrialised countries with a longer 
history of policy development, though we do 
not assume that a longer history of policy 
development necessarily equates with superior 
policies. rather, by exploring policy develop-
ment in other countries we seek to extract 
lessons for how Japan might avoid mistakes as 
well as learn from how strong elements have 
been incorporated into these policies. 

In Chapter 5 the report concludes by elaborat-
ing on the essential elements for an effective 
public timber procurement policy and present-
ing options for strengthening Japan’s procure-
ment policy.

the destruction of natural forests continues to 
be the greatest challenge to forestry in the Asia-
Pacific region. the Food and Agriculture 
organisation of the United Nations (FAo) 
reported that the area of primary forest in Asia 
decreased at an average rate of 1.5 million hec-
tares per annum from 1990-2005 (FAo 2006, 
135). Illegal logging is broadly recognised as 

one of the most critical proximate causes for 
deforestation and forest degradation in the 
region. there is no internationally agreed defi-
nition of this term, though it is often used syn-
onymously with illegal harvesting, as in the 
Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and 
trade (FLEGt) Action Plan, which describes 
illegal logging as taking place when timber is 

3.0 overview of illegal logging and  
wood imports by Japan
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harvested in violation of the laws of the country 
of origin1. Illegal harvesting can include cutting 
outside of concession areas, cutting in protected 
areas (such as national parks), cutting above 
quotas or established harvesting rates, felling 
trees that are not recognised as part of the con-
cession agreement and cutting undersize trees 
(Callister 1999). Some definitions of illegal 
logging extend beyond forestry operations to 
include the transportation, buying and selling 
of timber in violation or circumvention of 
national laws. In this paper we use this wider 
perspective of illegal logging, as summarised by 
the royal Institute of International Affairs:    

Illegal logging takes place when timber is 
harvested, transported, bought or sold in vio-
lation of national laws. The harvesting proce-
dure itself may be illegal, including corrupt 
means to gain access to forests, extraction 
without permission or from a protected area, 
cutting of protected species or extraction of 
timber in access of agreed limits. Illegalities 
may also occur during transport including 
illegal processing and export, misdeclaration 
to customs, and avoidance of taxes and other 
charges (Brack and Hayman 2002). 

Illegal logging occurs for a variety of reasons and 
may be either greed or need based. “Greed 
based” illegal logging occurs, for example, when 
concession holders seek to externalise costs, 
reduce their overheads, maximise profits and/or 
reduce risks by engaging in illegal forestry 
activities. “Need based” illegal logging occurs 
when forest-dependent communities resort to 
illegal timber harvesting or forest clearance 
because they have no other livelihood options. 
Contreras-Hermosilla (2002) classifies the under-
lying factors that facilitate illegal actions in the 
forestry sector as: a faulty legal system; insuffi-
cient knowledge and poor knowledge manage-
ment; excessive discretionary power in both the 
public and private sector; poor implementation 
capacity of the public forest administration and 
enforcement agencies, and lack of transparency. 

the exact scale of illegal logging is difficult to 
measure because of its illicit nature, but esti-
mates provided in the literature, which are 
mostly based on anecdotal evidence and dis-
crepancies in trade statistics, show agreement 
that the scale is immense and that illegal logging 
affects many parts of Asia (see table 1). 

TabLE 1 – estimates of illegal logging

CounTRy ESTImaTE oF ILLEGaL LoGGInG

Png one third of operations on logging concessions are fundamentally illegal. illegalities could be found in all 32 logging 
concessions (contreras-hermosilla 2002).

indonesia the government was losing usd 600 million per year in public revenue because of “stolen timber” - more than 
double the public expenditure on subsided food programmes for the poor in 2001 (Kishor and rosenbaum 2003). 
About 80% of logging in indonesia is thought to be illegal (Marijnissen, ozinga, richards and risso 2004).

russia Between 20-50 per cent of logging in the russian federation is illegal (toyne, o’Brien and nelson 2002). About 6.4 
million trees are harvested illegally each year resulting in a loss of government revenue of 72 billion rubles (usd 2.7 
billion) (Kommersant 21 Aug. 2006).

cambodia By 1997, over half of all forest land in cambodia was licensed to 30 companies. in the same year 4 million m3 of 
timber was estimated to have been logged illegally – equivalent to eight times the total sustainable yield (recoftc 
2006). 94% of wood supplies in cambodia are in some way illegal (contreras-hermosilla 2003).

Philippines 46% of domestically consumed wood is illegal (ibid.).

global As much as 23% of global plywood exports are “suspicious” and that up to 17% of roundwood on the international 
market could have been harvested illegally (seneca creek Associates/wood resources international 2004).

 the flegt Action Plan can be downloaded from http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/en/com/cnc/2003/com2003_0251en01.pdf. 1.
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Illegal logging is a serious issue for policy makers 
not only because of its scale, but also because of 
its wide-ranging consequences. In 1998, under 
its Action Programme on Forests the G8 formally 
recognised that “illegal logging robs national 
and sub-national governments, forest owners 
and local communities of significant revenues 
and benefits, damages forest ecosystems, distorts 
timber trade markets and forest resource assess-
ments and acts as a disincentive to sustainable 
forest management”. According to a World Bank 
report, each year governments lose approxi-
mately USD 5 billion in revenues and producer 
countries lose about USD 10 billion from their 
economies because of illegal logging (toyne, 
o’Brien and Nelson 2002, 5). Consequently, the 
world prices of forest products are estimated to 
be from 7 to 16% lower than their true value 
(Seneca Creek Associates/Wood resources 
International 2004). Greed based illegal logging 
and the consequent trade in illegal timber have 
serious implications for governance as they are 
usually associated with money laundering, drug 
trafficking, corruption in the public sector and 
tax evasion (FAo 2005, 7). Illegal logging is also 
a frequent cause of local disputes and has 
funded armed conflicts (FAo 2005, 17). 

the extent and serious consequences of illegal 
logging are now well-known. Consumer coun-
tries contribute to these problems by importing 
timber and wood products without ensuring 
that they are legal or sustainable. the onus for 
tackling illegal logging lies not only with the 
producer countries but also with importer 
countries, which have benefited from the trade 
in illegal wood through lower prices brought 
about by cost externalisation and the avoidance 
of prescribed duties.

Japan is the world’s third largest wood importer 
after China and the US and thus has a major 
responsibility to adopt measures that reduce 
the likelihood of illegal wood products entering 
its domestic market. this assertion is accepted 
by the Japanese government, which has stated 
that “our country will not use timber that has 
been harvested illegally” as its basic position on 
this subject (Forestry Agency 2007). the total 

timber demand in Japan is about 89,000,000 m3 
annually, of which about 80% is imported (For-
estry Agency 2006). Japan is by far the largest 
consumer of tropical plywood, importing 4.6 
million m3 in 2005 (see Figure 1); 53% and 44% 
of Japan’s plywood imports are sourced from 
Indonesia and Malaysia, respectively (Itto 
2006). Japan is the world’s third largest importer 
of tropical logs, of which 74% are sourced from 
the Malaysian state of Sarawak (ibid.). As the 
most accessible tropical forests in Asia are 
largely commercially exhausted, Japanese 
importers and manufacturers have turned to 
softwoods and hardwoods from non-tropical 
forests. russia is now Japan’s largest log sup-
plier. Siberian larch (Larix sibirica) is increasingly 
used by Japanese plywood manufacturers as an 
alternative to tropical hardwood, as it is one of 
the hardest softwoods available. Hardwood 
imports from Far East russia, such as Manchu-
rian Ash (Fraxinus mandshurica) and Mongolian 
oak (Quercus mongolica) are also rising, although 
logging of these species is legally restricted.  

Tropical timber share of total timber imports (2006)
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FIGuRE 1 – tropical and total timber imports  
in 2006: uK, netherlands, france and Japan

  Source: Data from ITTO (2007, appendix 1).
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Various estimates of how much illegal timber is 
imported by Japan have been produced. these 
are usually derived by dividing imports on a 
country-by-country basis, calculating the import 
volumes of “suspicious” (i.e., potentially illegal) 
timber from each country based on national 
estimates of illegal logging and then totalling 
the volumes. Using this type of methodology, 
the American Forest and Paper Association 
provided the estimates presented in table 2 for 
the percentage of “suspicious” wood products 
imported by Japan in 2002. 

Employing a slightly different approach, Friends 
of the Earth Japan estimated that as much as 33% 

and 17% of illegal wood exports from Indonesia 
and russia, respectively, both countries where 
illegal logging is considered to be widespread, is 
imported by Japan (Nakazawa 2005). 

Discrepancies in timber trade statistics are also 
used as evidence of trade in illegal wood. traffic 
International noted that from 1978 the volumes 
of imported Filipino timber recorded by Japanese 
customs were consistently higher than the 
exports recorded by their Filipino counterparts 
and suggested this was evidence of illegal wood 
imports by Japan (Gulbrandsen and Humphreys 
2006). However, discrepancies in trade statistics 
can also arise because of different measurement, 
classification and taxation systems (FFPrI 2005).  

regardless of the crudeness of the methodolo-
gies used to estimate illegal timber imports, it is 
clear that considerable volumes of illegal timber 
must enter the Japanese market. Japanese firms 
that import timber from countries where illegal 
logging is known to be prevalent mostly do not 
attempt to verify product legality. A study con-
ducted by the Japan Federation of Wood 
Industry Associations (JFWIA) in 2004 found 
that of the 115 firms surveyed only 12% claimed 
to make any effort to assess the legality of the 
timber they were handling (JFWIA 2005, 9).

TabLE � – estimates of suspicious wood products 
imported by Japan (2002)

Wood PRoduCT PERCEnTaGE SuSPICIouS

hardwood roundwood 20

softwood roundwood 15

hardwood sawnwood 32

softwood sawnwood 4

hardwood plywood 38

softwood plywood 10

Source: Seneca Creek Associates/Wood Resources International (2004, 142-6). 

Since the G8 Kyushu-okinawa Summit in 2000, 
the Japanese government has repeatedly 
expressed its commitment to tackling illegal 
logging and the resultant timber trade. In 
describing its response to the illegal logging 
issue, in addition to its public procurement 
policy the government commonly cites its 
involvement in various forms of international 

co-operation and the adoption of measures in 
accordance with the G8 Action Programme on 
Forests. to understand the significance of the 
public timber procurement policy for the gov-
ernment of Japan we provide a brief discussion 
of its other measures to assist with tackling 
illegal logging in producer countries and to 
reduce illegal wood imports. 

4.0	the response in Japan to illegal  
wood imports
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Japan has forged two bilateral agreements that 
are particularly relevant to illegal logging. Its 
first bilateral agreement, signed on 24 June 
2003, consists of the Joint Announcement and 
Action Plan with Indonesia on “Cooperation in 
Combating Illegal Logging”. the Joint 
Announcement describes the principle of bilat-
eral cooperation and the Action Plan spells out 
various measures for bilateral cooperation to 
combat illegal logging, including:

development of a mechanism to verify and 
track legally harvested timber;
monitoring and inspection of the imple-
mentation of the mechanism through the 
participation of civil society; 
studies on the necessary measures against 
distribution and export of illegally harvested 
timber.

thus far, concrete action has been limited to 
some remote sensing work, application of Japa-
nese technology in forestry (FFPrI 2005, 14) 
and the development of a two-dimensional bar 
code system to track timber.

the “Agreement between Malaysia and Japan 
for an Economic Partnership” signed in Decem-
ber 2005 is Japan’s second bilateral agreement 
with direct relevance to illegal logging. Appen-
dix 1 of the Agreement is a joint statement on 
“Sustainable Forest Management and trade in 
Legally obtained timber”. the attention given 
to timber legality is particularly notable, as the 
agreement is for a general economic partner-
ship and is not specific to forestry. It is not clear 
what activities are planned under the Agree-
ment in relation to Appendix 1. 

4.2	 Regional	initiatives

recent years have seen a proliferation in 
regional initiatives to tackle illegal logging as 
United Nations institutions, particularly the 







United Nations Forum on Forests, has struggled 
to deal with this complex issue (Gulbrandsen 
and Humphreys 2006). two regional initiatives 
of particular significance to Asia, which pro-
vides most of Japan’s imported wood, are the 
Forest Law Enforcement and Governance proc-
esses and the Asia Forest Partnership. 

4.2.1 FLEG
the Forest Law Enforcement and Governance 
(FLEG) processes are regional initiatives co-ordi-
nated by the World Bank with the objective of 
harnessing national efforts and enhancing inter-
national collaboration to address forest crimes. 
three FLEG processes exist: East Asia, Africa and 
Europe and North Asia. Each have held ministe-
rial conferences (for East Asia and the Pacific in 
Bali, September 2001; Africa in Yaoundé, october 
2003; Europe and North Asia in St Petersburg, 
November 2005) that have concluded by adopt-
ing wide-ranging ministerial declarations.

of the three FLEG processes, the East Asia and 
Pacific FLEG (EAP FLEG)2 is potentially of 
greatest significance to Japan as a wood 
importer, though North Asia FLEG also has rel-
evance because of the involvement of russia. In 
2001, a Ministerial Conference produced the 
Bali Declaration that launched EAP FLEG. to 
generate commitment towards implementing 
the principles of the Bali Declaration a specific 
EAP FLEG task Force and Advisory Group (tF/
AG) was created, representing governments, 
international organisations, non-governmental 
organisations (NGos) and the private sector. 

Japan participated in the Ministerial Conference 
and subsequently expressed its support for EAP 
FLEG (e.g., MoEJ 2006, 142). However, its 
involvement has been weak. the tF/AG met in 
Manila in March 2006, but Japan was not well 
represented. It appears that some Japanese offi-
cials view EAP FLEG as a product of European 
interests; the World Bank, which was prompted 
into action by the US, and Indonesia provided 
the initial driving forces for the creation of EAP 
FLEG (Gulbrandsen and Humphreys 2006) and 

 this process is also referred to as “Asia fleg” and “east Asia fleg”. the term eAP fleg emerged more recently, reflecting a desire within the 
process to acknowledge and encourage greater participation from Pacific island countries. 

2.
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the UK government is a strong supporter. Some 
Japanese bureaucrats also feel that NGos have 
too much influence in the process. 

4.2.2 AFP
In May 2002, the governments of Japan and 
Indonesia launched the Asia Forest Partnership 
(AFP) as an egalitarian, voluntary association of 
government, intergovernmental and civil society 
organisations. the AFP has a broader thematic 
scope than the FLEG processes consisting of 
three topics — the control of illegal logging, the 
control of forest fires, and the rehabilitation and 
reforestation of degraded lands. of these, illegal 
logging has been the major subject of discussion 
at recent annual AFP meetings. AFP’s completed 
and proposed work plans on illegal logging deal 
with developing minimum standards of legality, 
harmonising existing initiatives to combat illegal 
logging in the region, promoting co-operation 
among customs agencies, formulating guidelines 
to assess the legality of timber, establishing a 
legal origin verification system, reviewing exist-
ing agreements and announcements on illegal 
logging, analysing the market access of illegal 
timber, and developing market linkages for the 
products of forest communities to prevent their 
involvement in illegal logging. Japan has been a 
significant driving force behind AFP, playing a 
major role in financing, hosting and organising 
AFP meetings. 

4.3	 Global	initiatives

4.3.1 International Tropical Timber 
Organisation
Japan invited the International tropical timber 
organisation (Itto) to establish its headquar-
ters in Yokohama and contributes substantial 
funds through the Itto to producer member 
countries’ projects that are intended to develop 
their human resources and institutions. these 
include efforts to develop statistics and infor-
mation systems relating to the production and 
trade of forest products, which are important 
for detecting timber smuggling. Japan has pro-
vided funding for all Itto projects in the field 
of forest law enforcement since 1999, which 

include the management of tree species listed 
under the Convention on International trade in 
Endangered Species (CItES), the development 
and implementation of guidelines to control 
illegal logging, and the development of remote 
sensing technology and information systems to 
support forestry legislation monitoring.

4.3.2 G8 Action Programme on Forests
In May 1998, the G8 launched its “Action Pro-
gramme on Forests” to address five issues of 
importance to addressing pressure on the 
world’s forests, one of which was illegal logging. 
Actions under the programme included assess-
ments of the nature and the extent of the inter-
national trade in illegally harvested timber, 
measures to improve market transparency, and 
assessments of the effectiveness of international 
measures to control illegal forest activities. 
According to FFPrI (2005), Japan contributed 
financially to activities that aimed to improve 
economic data and the market transparency of 
the timber trade. However, Gulbrandsen and 
Humphreys (2006, 9) concluded that the four 
year Action Programme was a “misnomer” 
because it did not result in a collective work 
programme. Horst (2001) argued that for devel-
oping countries it was largely meaningless as 
the programme did not lead to substantially 
new strategies or financing. Nevertheless, the 
Action Programme did signal that Japan and 
other G8 members were treating illegal logging 
as a serious issue and it may have provided 
momentum for later initiatives. overall, Japan 
has taken a strong position on illegal logging in 
the G8. to prepare for its Presidency of the G8 
and the G8 summit to be held in Japan in 2008, 
the Japanese government organised an Inter-
national Experts Meeting on Illegal Logging in 
tokyo in March 2007.

4.4	 Putting	Japan’s	public	
timber	procurement	policy	
in	context

While the financial and administrative support 
Japan has provided to various regional and 
international organisations deserves recogni-
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5.0	why public procurement policy?

tion, these can be categorised as “soft” policy 
options in that the government has avoided 
directly confronting actors in producer coun-
tries or in Japan who are involved (wittingly or 
unwittingly) in the production and trade of 
illegal wood. For example, in providing funding 
for Itto projects the Japanese government is 
supporting forest law enforcement, but it is not 
involved directly in designing or implementing 
these projects. 

this approach is understandable given the 
political sensitivity that surrounds the subject 
of illegal logging and the fact that it is the laws 
of the producer not the consumer country that 
are being violated. However, while soft policies 
have merit, hard policies are also required to 
stem the illegal harvesting of timber and the 
resultant trade. An example of a hard policy 
option that Japan could take would be to estab-
lish a system to identify and seize suspected 
shipments of illegal wood. the Japanese gov-
ernment has avoided this type of politically 
difficult option to curb the trade in illegal timber, 
preferring non-confrontational measures to 
promote the trade in legal timber. 

Under Japan’s Climate Change Initiative that 
was announced at the G8 Gleneagles Summit in 
July 2005, the government stated that “Japan 
will take actions to tackle illegal logging through 

a government procurement policy, effort to 
work out a voluntary ‘code of conduct’ on the 
regulation of trade, assistance to timber produc-
ing countries and follow-up of the G8 Action 
Programme on Forests”. In line with this state-
ment, the government revised its “Green Pro-
curement Policy” to favour legal and sustainable 
wood products and effected the revisions in 
April 2006. this revision could represent the 
first hard policy option the government has 
taken to combat illegal logging.
 
the potential for the revision to the public pro-
curement policy to be a hard policy option 
derives from the fact that the wood product 
suppliers and public works contractors will 
have to provide evidence of legality for desig-
nated procurement items. Specifically, firms 
negotiating public procurement contracts will 
have to implement supply chain management 
systems and provide a documentation trail to 
verify the legality of the wood/wood products 
they will use or supply under the contract. this 
requires changes in supply chain management 
procedures by firms that have, until the revi-
sion, been free to participate in public procure-
ment regardless of the legality of their wood/
wood products. If they have been wittingly or 
unwittingly dealing with illegal timber, then, at 
least for public procurement, they will have to 
find alternative suppliers. 
 

We have discussed the significance of the revision 
of Japan’s public procurement policy from the 
perspective of the Japanese government’s strategy 
to combat illegal logging and the resultant timber 
trade. Before examining the details of the policy, 
we should also consider whether public procure-
ment is significant for the trade in illegal wood. 

In some countries public procurement accounts 
for a significant proportion of imported wood 

products. toyne, o’Brien and Nelson (2002, 5) 
estimated that the governments of the G8 
procure 18% of the timber products imported 
by their countries, worth approximately USD 
23 billion per year. they also estimated that the 
share of government procurement of imported 
wood and wood products is 17% in Japan, 19% 
in the UK and 23% in France. However, the 
estimate of 17% for Japan is not supported by 
Japanese officials, who have indicated that the 
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government is responsible for only about 3% of 
total wood product use3. the reason for these 
different estimates is unclear. 

Wood products that are procured by public 
agencies in Japan include office stationery, fur-
niture and, of particular significance, wood that 
is used in public works projects. Annual public 
investment in Japan is higher than in other 
industrialised countries (Ministry of Finance 
2001) and includes the construction of roads, 
ports and harbours, housing, water supply and 
sewerage, and river embankments and dams 
(Budget Bureau, Ministry of Finance 2003). 
Japanese construction firms have commonly 
favoured tropical plywood for concrete mould-
ing (“concrete forming plywood”) to construct 
such infrastructure. According to a Japan South-
sea Lumber Conference survey, of the estimated 
1,391,000 m3 of tropical logs that Japan was 
expected to import in 2006, 90% would be used 
to produce plywood (Global Wood trade 
Network 2006). therefore, despite the low esti-
mate produced by Forestry Agency officials for 
public timber procurement, the importance of 
public investment in Japan and the use of 
imported timber by public agencies, especially 
the use of concrete forming plywood for public 
works projects, suggest that Japan’s public pro-
curement policy is significant for the regional 
trade in timber.    

Public procurement policies are important not 
only because of the volumes of timber involved, 
but also because they could spur the private 
sector to take action. Fripp (2005) found that in 
the UK the government’s procurement policy led 
to the creation and revision of environmental 
codes of conduct and timber procurement poli-
cies within the private sector. Japan’s public pro-
curement policy could likewise catalyse a volun-
tary response from the private sector and, indeed, 
this is what the government is expecting:

The Government and Independent Adminis-
tration Institutions (hereinafter referred to as 
“the Government”) play a major role in the 
national economy and have huge influence on 
the other entities. Their role is very important 
in promoting a ripple effect in the market, by 
prioritizing and popularizing the purchase of 
eco-friendly goods. That is to say, the Govern-
ment’s initiative promoting the planned pur-
chase of eco-friendly goods will have a priming 
effect; expanding this commitment to local 
governments and the private sector, promoting 
the shift in demand toward eco-friendly goods 
in Japan as a whole (MOEJ 2006a). 

A growing number of countries, including 
Denmark, New Zealand, France, the Netherlands, 
Belgium, Germany and Norway are revising their 
public procurement policies, in effect acknowl-
edging that government purchases are important 
to the trade in illegal wood.  

the government of Japan promotes the public 
procurement of products considered to be “eco-
friendly” through its “Basic Policy on Promoting 

interviews with forestry Agency officials in 2006. 
the Basic Policy can be downloaded from http://www.env.go.jp/policy/hozen/green/g-law/basic_policy.html. 
this is the direct translation of the law’s commonly used short name in Japanese: Gurin Kounyu Hou. According to a provisional translation 
by the forestry Agency the full name of the law in englis h is: Law Concerning the Promotion of Procurement of Eco-Friendly Goods and 
Services by the State and Other Entities (law no. 100 of 2000) (forestry Agency 2006).

3.
4.
5.

Green Purchasing”4. the legal basis for the policy 
is the Green Purchasing Law5, which was intro-
duced in 2000. the objective of the Green Pur-

6.0	revision of the procurement policy to 
favour legal and sustainable wood
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FIGuRE � – timeline of the introduction of Japan’s timber procurement policy

daTE EvEnT
2000 enactment of green Purchasing law
feb. 2005 cabinet resolution to revise the Basic Policy on Promoting green Purchasing to include the legality and 

sustainability of designated wood items is passed
July 2005 At the g8 gleneagles summit Japan states it will take actions to tackle illegal logging as part of its climate change 

initiative through, inter alia,  a government procurement policy 
10-31 Jan. 2006 the forestry Agency calls for public comments on the proposed outline for revisions to the Basic Policy on 

Promoting green Purchasing
15 feb. 2006 the guideline for verification on legality and sustainability of wood and wood Products developed by the forestry 

Agency is published
1 April 2006 the amendments to the Basic Policy on Promoting green Purchasing by cabinet resolution to include legality and 

sustainability of designated wood items are enacted
23 May 2006 the council for tackling illegal logging issue is established by JfwiA, as part of the forestry Agency Project to 

Promote a comprehensive response to illegal logging
20 July 2006 JfwiA organises three working groups under the council for tackling illegal logging issue, which hold their first 

meeting on 20 July 2006. 
1o ctober 2006 implementation of the timber procurement policy effectively starts

According to the Basic Policy, the consideration of its principles by local authorities, the private sector and citizens would be “desirable.”6.

chasing Law is to encourage ministries and 
public agencies to procure eco-friendly goods 
with the ultimate goal of establishing a society 
that “can enjoy sustainable development with a 
lower environmental impact” (Forestry Agency 
2005). the Green Purchasing Law is implemented 
through 1) the Basic Policy agreed by the Cabinet 
that specifies environmental requirements of 
designated procurement items, and 2) the estab-
lishment of procurement policies by government 
organs according to the Basic Policy.  

the government decided to implement a pro-
curement policy for timber by revising the Basic 
Policy of the Green Purchasing Law and devel-
oping a separate guideline. the Ministry of 
Environment was responsible for the first task 
and the Forestry Agency under the Ministry of 
Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries was respon-
sible for the second. Figure 2 presents the time-
line of the policy reform process.

6.1	 Green	Purchasing	Law	
and	Basic	Policy	on	Promoting	
Green	Purchasing	

the Green Purchasing Law obliges national 
public entities (the parliament, government 

ministries and agencies, and other institutions)6 
to formulate purchasing policies that take 
account of environmental impacts, to promote 
the procurement of products based on these 
policies, to keep records of their purchases and 
to make these available to the general public. 
this legal obligation does not extend to local 
governments; however, they are expected to 
make efforts (doryoku gimu) to adhere to its 
prescriptions. 

the Basic Policy on Promoting Green Purchas-
ing facilitates the implementation of the Law by 
defining the basic policies for the procurement 
of goods that are considered “eco-friendly”. It 
spells out 1) the basic direction for green pur-
chasing, 2) the designated procurement items, 
evaluation criteria and other matters related to 
their purchase, and 3) other important matters 
regarding green purchasing. Among the envi-
ronmental problems it seeks to tackle, the Basic 
Policy mentions global warming and waste. 

the Basic Policy lists the products that the 
Green Purchasing Law applies to as “designated 
procurement items”. For each item the Basic 
Policy provides evaluation criteria. the evalua-
tion criteria for each item are divided into “cri-
teria for decision” and “factors for considera-
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tion”. the “criteria for decision” must be taken 
into account when establishing procurement 
targets, whereas the “factors for consideration” 
are factors that are important for reducing 
environmental impact, but cannot be applied as 
uniform criteria at the present point in time 
(MoEJ 2006a). Public works are included in the 
designated procurement items related to serv-
ices as they have a large impact on the national 
economy (ibid.). 
 
the new timber procurement policy has been 
introduced by revising the Basic Policy to 
include legality in the “criteria for decision” and 
sustainability in the “factors for consideration” 
for selected wood and wood products. the five 
categories of wood and wood products are 1) 
paper, 2) stationary, 3) office furniture, 4) inte-
rior fixtures and beddings, and 5) wood and 
wood products used in public works projects 
such as lumber, glued laminated timber, 
plywood and laminated veneer lumber. In 
effect, the timber procurement policy gives 
greater weight to legality than sustainability; 
the legality of the specified wood items must be 
considered in public procurement, whereas 
sustainability need only be considered as desir-
able. 

to illustrate how legality and sustainability 
have been introduced into the Basic Policy, 

Figure 3 presents the criteria for decision (evalu-
ation criteria) and the factors for consideration 
for non-coloured printing paper. Under Evalua-
tion Criteria, legality is discussed in point (2), 
whereas sustainability is discussed in point (2) 
of Factors for Consideration. 
 
By revising the Basic Policy, the Japanese gov-
ernment has given apparent legal backing to its 
decision to differentiate between legal and 
illegal wood products in public procurement. 
Closer inspection reveals that the Policy is not 
legally binding, as it is not part of the law. 
However, as an official government policy with 
detailed provisions to guide implementation of 
the law, it still carries considerable weight. 

Article 6 of the Green Purchasing Law allows 
for revision by Cabinet of the Basic Policy on 
Green Purchasing. the Basic Policy is reviewed 
on an annual basis and revisions are common. 
therefore, the path taken by the Japanese gov-
ernment to reform its timber procurement 
policy was already well-trodden and proved a 
relatively efficient way to tie the policy in with 
existing legislation. Figure 4 depicts the rela-
tionship between the various components of 
the policy framework.

FIGuRE � – incorporation of legality and sustainability in public procurement of printing paper

Printing Paper 
(excluding colored 
printing)

Evaluation Criteria
1) At least 70% recycled pulp content.
2) if virgin pulp (with the exception of virgin pulp manufactured with lumber obtained from thinning, or with 

recycled wood pieces obtained from plywood  or lumer factories) is used as the raw material, the pulpwood 
used is to be in compliance with the regulations concerning forestry in its country of orgin.

3) non-coated printing paper: no more than approximately 70% bleaching.
4) coated printing paper: both sides totaling no more than 30 g/m2.
5) not processed in a way that makes it difficult to recycle.

Factors for Consideration
1) Packaging is to be as simple as possible and take into account ease of recycling and reduced environmental 

impact if incinerated.
2) if virgin pulp (with the exception of virgin pulp manufactured with thinning wood, or with recycled wood 

pieces obtained from plywood or lumber factories) is used as the raw material, the pulpwood used is to be 
obtained from a forest that is conducting a sustainable operation.

Source: http://www.env.go.jp/en/laws/policy/green/2.pdf.
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FIGuRE � – Policy framework

6.2	 Guideline	for	Verification	
on	Legality	and	Sustainability	
of	Wood	and	Wood	Products

the Basic Policy on Green Purchasing mentions 
a Guideline to be formulated by the Forestry 
Agency as a reference document for the verifi-
cation of legality and the sustainability of wood 
and wood products. the Forestry Agency 
released its final version of the “Guideline for 
Verification on Legality and Sustainability of 
Wood and Wood Products” in February 2006, 
which became effective from 1 April 2006.7 the 
Guideline is not legally binding, but as a refer-
ence document for the Basic Policy it is consid-
ered to be mandatory for central state authori-
ties. the Guideline applies to both domestic 
and imported materials, which is in accordance 
with the Agreement on Public Procurement 
(1994), of which Japan is a signatory. this agree-
ment is based on the principle of non-discrimi-
nation; Article 3 states that Parties to the Agree-

ment must give the products, services and 
suppliers of any other Party “no less favourable” 
treatment than that they give to their domestic 
products, services and suppliers.

6.2.1 Objectives 
the two main objectives of the Guideline are:
1. to create methods for verifying the legality 

and sustainability of wood and wood prod-
ucts, and

2. to promote verified products as appropri-
ate items for procurement of ministries 
and agencies, independent administrative 
institutions, special legal entities and other 
national public entities.

6.2.2 Definition of legality and sustainability
the Guideline gives minimal treatment to defi-
nitions of legality and sustainability. the defini-
tions are as follows:

“regarding legality, it should be described 
in the verification that the timber was 



Basic Policy on Promoting green Purchasing

Basic Policy of the green Purchasing law

green Purchasing law

establishment of 
procurement policies by 
government organs

guideline for verification on legality and 
sustainability of wood and wood Products

modalities for verifying legality and sustainability
• verification through forest certification and chain of custody systems.
• verification by companies under codes of conduct of wood industry associations.
• verification by individual companies using self-established procedures.

designated procurement items
• paper
• stationary
• office furniture
• interior fixtures and beddings
• wood and wood products used in public works projects

• Criteria for decision: legality

• Factor for consideration: sustainability

see forestry Agency (2006a) for the guideline in Japanese and forestry Agency (2006) for a provisional translation into english.7.
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harvested in legal manner consistent with 
procedures in the forest laws of timber 
producing countries and areas”.
“regarding sustainability, it should be 
described in the verification that the timber 
was harvested from the forest under sustain-
able management”. (Forestry Agency 2006, 4)

6.2.3 Modalities for verifying legality and 
sustainability
the Guideline provides the following three 
modalities for verifying the legality and sustain-
ability of wood products: 
1. Verification through forest certification and 

chain of custody systems.
2. Verification by companies under codes of 

conduct of wood industry associations.
3. Verification by the self-established proce-

dures of individual companies.

the three modalities are explained to some 
extent in both the Japanese and provisional 
English translation of the Guideline provided 
by the Forestry Agency. We detail each modality 
separately below, but our descriptions are 
limited by the fact that the Guideline is rather 
vague on modalities 2 and 3.8

1. Verification through forest certification and 
chain of custody systems

the first modality requires that wood products 
are certified under an international or national 
forest certification scheme. Forest certification 
consists of two components: 1) an assessment of 
forest management by an accredited body using 
an independent standard, and 2) an assessment 
of the chain of custody (CoC) to ensure that the 
certified wood can be traced back to the harvest-
ing site. Public procurement agents employing 
this modality are required to verify legality and 
sustainability by “the certification seal on wood 
and wood products, payment or receiving slips 
and so forth connecting with CoC certification” 
(Forestry Agency 2006, 3). 



the Guideline makes no distinction between 
certification schemes, but appears to accept all 
of them as credible based on the fact that they 
employ third party auditing and independent 
standards. the Forestry Agency has listed the 
certification schemes that are acceptable for 
different countries/regions. these include the 
local scheme in Japan (Sustainable Green Eco-
system Council (SGEC)) and five overseas certi-
fication schemes (Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC), Programme for the Endorsement of 
Forest Certification (PEFC), Canadian Standards 
Association (CSA), Sustainable Forestry Initia-
tive (SFI) and the Malaysian timber Certifica-
tion Council (MtCC)). this selection appears to 
be based entirely on availability of certification 
schemes. 

2. Verification by companies under codes of 
conduct of wood industry associations

the second verification modality for legality and 
sustainability requires that associations of forest 
owners and other segments of the forestry sector 
and the wood industry formulate their own 
voluntary codes of conduct for supplying wood/
wood products. the Guideline calls on the asso-
ciations to decide upon and publicly announce a 
code of conduct that will guarantee that associa-
tion members supply wood/wood products veri-
fied as legal and sustainable. once a code of 
conduct is established, the association authorises 
companies to participate in the product chain for 
public procurement. A paper trail is established 
in which each authorised company in the chain 
receives and issues documents to verify the 
legality and sustainability of the wood products. 
this includes documentation that provides evi-
dence of segregated management.  

the Guideline makes some further observations 
(“notes”) that set a rather rudimentary frame-
work for this verification method. In general 
terms, at every stage of the product chain a 
“verification number” (nintei bangou) should be 
attached to the wood product to demonstrate 

while some of the passages we use in this paper are from the provisional english translation by the forestry Agency, our analysis is based 
on the official Japanese version and we present an alternative english translation of some parts where we feel this provides a more correct 
reading. 

8.
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that verification has taken place in accordance 
with the voluntary code of conduct. In addition, 
this number should be accompanied by basic 
information such as a description of the article 
and volume. the Guideline requires the naming 
of the concession site and the verification of 
legality and sustainability at the harvesting 
stage – the start of the paper trail – but it does 
not prescribe detailed procedures.

the Guideline makes similar notes with respect 
to processing, distribution and delivery stages. 
It calls for a description at every stage that the 
materials or products received have been veri-
fied as legal and preferably sustainable. Finally, 
the Guideline provides for a variant of docu-
mentary evidence under which the actual 
paper trail of documents can be substituted by 
a statement of delivery that contains refer-
ences, or in which copies of existing documents 
can be used.

3. Verification by self-established measures of 
individual companies

the third verification modality is for individual 
companies to develop their own “original 
measure[s]” to verify the legality and sustain-
ability of the wood products they supply. It 

appears that the justification for this modality 
is that large companies can establish their own 
verification procedures without the need of 
the assistance of industry associations. the 
Guideline, again, sets a rather loose frame-
work. the main requirement is that the verifi-
cation must comprise the whole distribution 
process, from harvesting to delivery, as with 
modality two. 

With respect to all three verification methods, 
the Guideline calls on the suppliers to keep all 
the relevant documentation, which must be 
presented on demand. Allowing for future 
improvement, the Guideline includes a provi-
sion for its assessment and revision through 
regular multi-stakeholder meetings. Figure 5 
provides a schematic of how the Basic Policy 
and the Guideline are expected to operate. 

6.3	 Preparation	for	policy	
implementation	

the period between when the government 
announced it would revise its public procure-
ment policy to favour legal and sustainable 
timber (July 2005) and when the revision to the 
Basic Policy became effective (1 April 2006) was 

FIGuRE � – schematic of Japan’s public procurement system for designated wood items

intermediate 
industries

harvester exporter importer

government

harvester
intermediate 

industries

verification options
1. forest management and coc 

certification
2. documents issued by authorities
3. other documents with 

equivalence to 1 and 2

verification options
1. forest management and coc certification
2. Association code of conduct
3. individual company measures

domestic timber

Importer timber
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short. on this date, neither the national public 
entities nor their industry sector suppliers were 
able or expected to adapt to the requirements of 
the Guideline, which had been published only 
on 15 February. rather, the government 
entrusted the industry sector, primarily the 
Japan Federation of Wood Industry Associa-
tions (JFWIA), to establish a functioning verifi-
cation system for legal and sustainable wood/
wood products by 1 october 2006, which 
became the actual starting date for implement-
ing the policy. the government and the private 
sector undertook of the following activities to 
achieve implementation of the policy.

6.3.1 Government activities
Since the Basic Policy and the Guideline became 
effective in April 2006, the government has 
focused on establishing functioning procedures 
for verifying legality from the initial logging 
stage to the final stage of government procure-
ment. this has included both engagement with 
governments in the main producer countries 
and the private sector in Japan.  

the government acknowledged that for the 
policy to become fully operational a considerable 
amount of preparatory work was required in 
Japan. the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries (MAFF) included in its budget request 
for FY2006 a project titled “Project to Promote a 
Comprehensive response to Illegal Logging” 
(Ihou Bassai Sougou Taisaku Suishin Jigyou) to be 
managed by the Forestry Agency.9 Despite the 
broad subject matter suggested by its title, the 
Project is primarily concerned with the procure-
ment policy. MAFF received JPY 120 million (USD 
1.0257 million) for this three year project in 
FY2006 and the Forestry Agency, which operates 
under MAFF, gave the responsibility and a budget 
for implementing the Project to the Japan Federa-
tion of Wood Industry Associations. 

In addition to the work under this Project, which 
we describe below, the Forestry Agency held 

consultations with some of the producer coun-
tries to consider whether their existing legal veri-
fication processes would meet the requirements 
of the procurement policy. However, as will be 
explained below, the private timber industry and 
trade sector has been entrusted with deciding 
which schemes or documents they will accept as 
evidence of legality for producer countries.

6.3.2 Private Sector Activities
the Japan Federation of Wood Industry Associa-
tions, the umbrella organisation for sawmill 
owners and lumber dealers,10 established a code 
of conduct to meet the requirements of the 
second modality for verification of legality in 
March 2006. In Article 1 of its “Code of Conduct 
Concerning Measures Against Illegal Logging” 
(ihou bassai taisaku ni kan suru zenkoku mokuzai 
kumiai rengoukai no koudou kihan: JFWIA 2006) the 
JFWIA states that it “strongly opposes all illegal 
activities that may impair the health of forests”. 
the Code announces that JFWIA supports the 
procurement policy of the Japanese government 
(Article 3) and that in the international arena it is 
committed to “showing respect” to the efforts of 
international forest conservation/forestry organi-
sations and the producer countries (Article 2). 

An “operating Procedure” (jisshi youryou: 
JFWIA 2006a) is attached to the Code which 
regulates the accreditation of businesses with 
respect to verification of legality and sustainabil-
ity of wood products. the operating Procedure 
also prescribes on-site inspections (genchi shinsa) 
when they are deemed necessary. Businesses 
belonging to the JFWIA member associations 
are required to provide information during 
such inspections, which are to be announced in 
advance. In case of infractions, such as evidence 
falsification, accreditation may be withdrawn 
and the infraction may be publicised on the 
corresponding association’s website. 

the JFWIA Code of Conduct has served as a 
prototype for the majority of its member asso-

1 usd = 117.004 JPy on 29 August 2006 ( http://www.xe.net/ucc/). 
According to the JfwiA website, its members include 47 wood industry associations localised in each prefecture boundary and 17 national 
associations organised separately by the type of wood related businesses (http://www.zenmoku.jp/sosiki/invente/gaiyo_e.html, 23 
october 2006).

9.
10.
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ciations. An exception is the Japan Lumber 
Importers Association (JLIA), which formulated 
an independent code in November 2005. the 
JLIA member companies represent around 40% 
of timber importers in Japan. As table 3 shows, 
by 16 March 2007 all 19 national timber industry 
associations and 104 prefectural timber industry 
associations had established codes of conduct 
for the purpose of supplying public contracts. 
the revised procurement policy appears to 
have particularly exerted pressure on wood 
importers: 79% of JLIA members are accredited 
under the policy compare with 19% of all asso-
ciations’ member companies.

Both processes of establishing codes of conducts 
and of accrediting member companies contin-
ued after 1 october 2006, the starting date for 
policy implementation.

Japan’s procurement policy entrusts the private 
sector suppliers with the decision as to which 
documents to accept and provide as evidence of 
legality in order to meet the policy requirements. 
this applies to both domestic and imported 
timber. Wood importers, their associations and 
the JFWIA have explored options to accept exist-
ing verification schemes in producer countries, 
particularly Indonesia, Malaysia and PNG, 
which would greatly simplify policy implemen-
tation (table 4). At the “International Seminar in 
tokyo for tackling Illegal Logging”, organised by 
the JFWIA in February 2007 and sponsored by 
the Forestry Agency, representatives from these 
countries introduced their schemes. the JFWIA 
did not raise concerns that might signal the 
reluctance of importers to accept any of the 
schemes.11

TabLE � – number of participating associations and 
their share of accredited members (16 March 2007)

aSSoCIaTIon 
TyPE

aSSoCIaTIonS 
WITh CodES 
oF ConduCT

aCCREdITaTIon oF  
mEmbER ComPanIES

ToTaL 
mEmbERS

aCCREdITEd 
mEmbERS

RaTIo oF 
aCCREdITEd 

mEmbERS
national 
timber 
industry 
associations 

19 1,886 1,029 55%

JLIA 1 48 38 79%
Prefectural 
timber 
industry 
associations 

104 23,400 3,876 17%

Total 1�� ��,��� �,�0� 1�%
Source: JFWIA 2007. 

Complete timber tracking and monitoring 
management systems do not exist in either 
russia or China, but options are presently being 
explored by timber trade associations and a 
working group under Japan’s Council for tack-
ling Illegal Logging Issue.

the third modality of the Guideline has only 
been utilised by the Japan Paper Association, the 
major representative of the pulp and paper 
industry in Japan, allowing individual companies 
to establish their own verification procedures.

6.3.3 Collaboration between government, 
private sector and civil society
the JFWIA is responsible for managing the 
MAFF Project to Promote a Comprehensive 
response to Illegal Logging, as explained above. 
the Project involves government officials, 
private sector representatives, environmental 

for the seminar’s report, see JfwiA (2007a). 11.

TabLE � – verification schemes/documents of main producer countries being considered  
by Japan’s wood industry associations as evidence of legality

CounTRy SChEmES/doCumEnTS 
indonesia BriK (Badan Revitalisasi Industri Kehutanan, timber export permit); sKshh (Surat Keterangan Sahnya Hasil Hutan, 

timber transport permit)
Malaysia statement on legality of timber source issued by Malaysian timber industry Board; export declaration, form 2  
Papua new guinea Monitoring of all round log exports by société générale de surveillance (sgs)
russia dalexportles Association of timber exporters far east russia (del) verification system; Being further explored by 

Japan lumber importers Association and its partners in russia
china Presently none, but options being explored by working group under Japan’s council for tackling illegal logging issue
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NGos and academics/researchers; therefore, 
while the Forestry Agency is ultimately respon-
sible for the Project, it is perhaps best character-
ised as a collaborative enterprise. the basic 
project design was formulated by the Forestry 
Agency and consists of the following set of 
activities:

the formation of a committee comprising rep-
resentatives from environmental NGos and 
timber associations, and academic experts;
a project to survey case studies of supply 
of wood verified as legal and sustainable 
(gouhousei/jizokukanousei shoumei mokuzai 
kyoukyuu jirei chousa jigyou);
a project to assess systems to verify legality 
and sustainability (gouhousei/jizokukanousei 
shoumei shisutemu kenshou jigyou); 
a project to build understanding and expand 
the availability of systems to, verify legality 
and sustainability (gouhousei/jizokukanousei 
shoumei shisutemu fukyuu/keihatsu jigyou). 

Under the first activity JFWIA formed the 
Council for tackling Illegal Logging Issue (Ihou 
bassai sougou taisaku suishin kyougikai).12 the 
Council held its first meeting on 23 May 2006, 
during which the Forestry Agency announced 
that the Verification System Study Group 
(Shoumei houhou kentou bukai) would be placed 
under the authority of the Council.13 In order to 
implement the other three project activities, the 
Forestry Agency indicated that three working 
groups should be established (see Figure 6).

Under the guidance of one working group, 
research will be conducted on case studies of 
wood verified as legal and sustainable. this will 
be further divided into three areas: a survey of 
case studies within Japan; a survey of case 
studies in producer countries, and a study of 
existing supply chains. the second working 









group will advise on work to evaluate systems 
to verify legality and sustainability. the respon-
sibilities of these two working groups are not to 
undertake a programme of work, but to advise 
on work programmes and to evaluate their 
outcomes. these two working groups are effec-
tively operating as one. 

JFWIA has composed a register of specialists to 
take responsibility for the field studies that will 
be guided by the two working groups. For 
FY2006, the work programme under the first 
working group was: surveys of case studies in 
Japan, including progressive companies sup-
plying and procuring legal wood and prefecture 
accreditation systems to promote the use of 
local wood; a survey of legal systems related to 
transportation, processing and harvesting in 
major export countries, and a survey of systems 
to verify legality/sustainability in exporting 
countries (China, russia and Indonesia) and 
case studies of overseas companies with pro-
gressive timber procurement policies. the 
second working group was tasked with advis-
ing on research related to: the committees 
established by associations to accredit compa-
nies under the second verification modality of 
the Guideline; the inspection of accredited 
companies, and the procurement of legal wood 
in the case study localities.   

the third working group was established to 
implement the fourth project activity and is 
involved in the development of a website 
(http://www.goho-wood.jp/) and pamphlets to 
provide information on activities in Japan to 
prevent illegal logging and the resultant trade. 

the precursor of the council was the “illegal logging working group” which was established by the forestry Agency in february 2005 to 
assist in refining Japan’s strategy on illegal logging in preparation for discussion on this subject at the g8 summit held in the following July 
at gleneagles. the council’s website is http://www.goho-wood.jp/.         
the verification system study group, for which the JfwiA acted as the secretariat, was established to study the verification systems set out 
by the guideline and efforts by the private sector to implement the verification modalities stipulated under the guideline.

12.

13.
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7.0	initial observations

FIGuRE � – organisational structure of the Project to Promote a comprehensive response  
to illegal logging

working group to survey 
case studies of supply of 

wood verified as legal and 
sustainable

Council for Tackling Illegal 
Logging Issue

Register of specialists responsible for field studies

verification system study 
group

working group to build 
understanding and 

expand the availability of 
systems to verify legality 

and sustainability

working group to assess 
legality and sustainability 

verification systems

Project to Promote a comprehensive 
response to illegal logging

At this point in our discussion it is possible to 
make some initial observations about Japan’s 
public procurement policies and the prepara-
tions that have been undertaken to implement 
the policy. the approach that Japan has taken 
to establishing a public procurement policy 
appears rather unique. the government gave 
the procurement policy the strength of a legal 
foundation in a short period of time and in 
doing so placed pressure on officials to move 
quickly to ensure the policy could be imple-
mented. the process of strengthening the 
policy was left for after its implementation. As 
explained in the document “New government 
procurement policy of Japan for global sustain-
able forest management” the government views 
the reform to the Basic Policy as the first step of 
countermeasures against illegal logging that 
will be improved through a “step by step” 
approach (GoJ 8 February 2006). 

7.1	 Modality	1

Forest certification is being used by a number of 
countries to verify legality and sustainability as 

part of their procurement policies. As the Japa-
nese government has noted, the strength of 
forest certification is independent, third party 
auditing of forest management employing an 
independent standard. However, the uptake of 
certification in developing countries that are 
major timber suppliers to Japan and where 
forests are under greatest pressure has been 
very slow. only eight per cent of the total area 
of certified forests is located in developing 
countries and only three per cent of all forest 
management certificates have been issued for 
tropical and subtropical broadleaf forests 
(Scheyvens 2006). the certification process can 
also add considerably to production costs and 
this, combined with low volumes, suggests that 
the first modality will not be very significant for 
public procurement of timber from developing 
countries in the immediate future. Neverthe-
less, Japan’s procurement policy can be com-
mended for providing encouragement for forest 
certification and legal verification schemes.     

Forest certification is supported by many promi-
nent international NGos and is probably the 
least likely of the three modalities to raise contro-
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versy. Nevertheless, it is important for the gov-
ernment to realise that forest certification cannot 
provide complete assurance of legality. Elliot and 
de La rochefordiere (2003) point out that forest 
certification depends on good faith and does not 
include frequent monitoring. Moreover, forest 
certification standards, the standard develop-
ment procedures, and verification and accredita-
tion procedures differ significantly between 
schemes. Some appear to have been driven more 
by an industry concerned to maintain market 
access than by a multi-stakeholder process con-
cerned for the full range of forest functions. A 
comparative study of eight certification schemes 
by the Forests and the European Union resource 
Network (FErN) concluded that in six of the 
schemes “forestry industry interests have domi-
nated the standard-setting process” (FErN 2004, 
14). Some schemes have been heavily criticised 
for prioritising industry interests in the granting 
of certificates at the expense of the welfare of 
other forest stakeholders (e.g., see Greenpeace 
2005, 13). these observations suggest that if cer-
tification is to be used as verification of legality/
sustainability for public procurement, there 
needs to be a review of individual schemes 
against a set of minimum standards for legality 
and sustainability. this issue is discussed further 
in later chapters.     

Another important observation is that the first 
modality will benefit producer countries where 
the area of certified forests is already quite large. 
For example, New Zealand, where about 30% of 
plantation forests are certified by the Forest 
Stewardship Council, is likely to benefit more 
than Papua New Guinea, where less than 1% of 
production forests are certified. Japan’s domestic 
forest managers will benefit as Japan has its own 
certification standard and the area of certified 
forest is expanding steadily. one concern raised 
in the literature is that certification could act as 
an informal trade barrier that gives advantage to 
wood from developed countries at the expense 
of developing countries, as forest management is 
likely to be more advanced in the former. If 
public procurement is to encourage and reward 
forest law enforcement and sustainable forest 
management through forest certification, it 

would be most effective if it promoted certifica-
tion in countries where forests are under greatest 
threat. the Japanese government should thus 
explore options for expanding the area of certi-
fied forests in developing producer countries 
under its Project to Promote a Comprehensive 
response to Illegal Logging.   

7.2	 Modalities	2	and	3

Modalities two and three allow the private wood 
industry sector a lot of leeway to design and 
implement their own verification systems. MAFF 
has entrusted the design and implementation of 
the second modality to the wood industry asso-
ciations, primarily to JFWIA, and has delegated 
responsibility for managing the Project to 
Promote a Comprehensive response to Illegal 
Logging to JFWIA. Why the government has 
given so much autonomy to the “private sector” 
deserves to be explored further. 

JFWIA is an umbrella organisation, comprising 
virtually all associations related to wood industry 
in Japan as its members. Its member associations, 
in turn, have a high rate of membership amongst 
the private industry sector. one of the functions 
of the JFWIA is to represent the private interests 
of its member associations’ member companies. 
In this sense, it is comparable to the wood indus-
try/timber trade federations existing in other 
industrialised countries. However, JFWIA is dis-
tinct from these in having strong formal and 
informal linkages with the government, specifi-
cally the Forestry Agency which operates under 
the Ministry of Agriculture, Forests and Fisheries. 
this close relationship is evidenced by a high 
interchange of leading officials between MAFF 
and JFWIA. Moreover, government funding 
constitutes a significant share of the annual 
income of JFWIA, roughly 17% in FY2004 (For-
estry Agency 2006c). therefore, rather than being 
characterised as a representative of the wood 
industry that lobbies government, the JFWIA is 
more correctly interpreted as an institutional link 
between the government and the private sector. 
this also explains why the JFWIA is playing a 
key role in facilitating policy implementation by 
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8.0	conclusion

providing guidance to the private sector suppli-
ers. the JFWIA has organised a number of events 
to explain the policy requirements to the domes-
tic timber industry and trade associations and 
their member companies. one example is the 
abovementioned International Seminar held in 
February 2007 in tokyo, in which the private 
sector was informed about which schemes and 
documents might serve for verifying timber 
legality from the major producer countries.

Modality three, the self-established measures of 
individual companies, will be utilised only by 
the paper and pulp industry sector. In a parallel 
process to the formulation of codes of conduct 

by the JFWIA and is member associations, the 
Japan Paper Association (JPA) established a 
one-page “Guideline of Conduct” (koudou 
shishin) on 20 March 2006 (JPA 2006) with a 
three-page explanatory document (JPA 2006a). 
the main reason why the JPA and its paper 
industry members decided not to follow the 
second modality under the guidance of JFWIA 
is that the large-scale plantation concessions 
held by these companies have increasingly 
been certified in recent years. this enables the 
companies to largely proceed under the first 
modality, forest certification, and in this sense 
they are in a more advantageous position than 
other sectors of the Japanese wood industry. 

Illegal logging has emerged as one the greatest 
contemporary threats to natural forests and as a 
barrier to the development of mature govern-
ance structures. Wood importer countries are 
increasingly acknowledging that they have a 
responsibility to contribute to combating illegal 
logging in producer countries and to curb the 
resultant trade in illegal timber. In line with a 
growing number of industrialised countries, 
Japan has revised its public procurement policy 
to favour legal and sustainable wood. this repre-
sents the most significant and challenging 
measure Japan has taken to combat the global 
problem of illegal logging. It introduced this 
policy in a relatively short period of time and is 
now sponsoring a process to strengthen the 

policy, which involves a programme of work in 
Japan and in the producer countries. the private 
sector, environmental NGos and researchers/
academics are working with the government in 
this policy strengthening process.

In this chapter we have described the legal basis 
of the procurement policy, its features and 
modalities and the strengthening process. In 
Chapter 2 we consider how effective the policy 
as it currently stands might be in reducing the 
use of illegal and unsustainable wood products 
by juxtaposing it against the realities of forest 
management in one “high risk” country, namely, 
Papua New Guinea.   
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1.0	introduction

In the first chapter we described the context and 
features of Japan’s public timber procurement 
policy. A year after the procurement policy 
became effective it is timely that the policy be 
independently reviewed with respect to Japan’s 
official position on illegal logging, as captured in 
the statement “our country will not use timber 
that has been harvested illegally” (Forestry 
Agency 2007). In this chapter we examine Japan’s 
procurement policy from the perspective of 
whether it could meet the demands placed on it 
by a “high risk” country, i.e., a country where 
there is a strong possibility that exported wood 
products are linked with illegal forest activities.   

Papua New Guinea (PNG) has been selected for 
this purpose. We classify it as high risk because 
it is a country for which it is particularly difficult 

to provide assurance at the point of export that 
wood is legal; i.e., that the harvesting, transpor-
tation, buying or selling of wood was not in 
violation of national laws. this point has been 
made clear by a number of independent reviews 
of forest management in PNG that were con-
ducted over the past two decades. PNG is also 
of relevance for the procurement policy as it is a 
major supplier of timber products to Japan, 
particularly tropical logs. In 2003, PNG was 
Japan’s sixth largest supplier of industrial 
roundwood and second largest supplier of non-
coniferous roundwood (FAoStAt Sept. 2006). 

this chapter first describes the nature and extent 
of illegal logging in PNG to provide an under-
standing of the challenges that Japan’s public 
procurement policy must face to be effective. We 

c h a p t e r  T W o

Japan’s Procurement Policy 
viewed through the Lens of  

Forest Realities

	 Henry	Scheyvens
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2.0	realities of logging in png

next assess how applicable and effective the veri-
fication modalities developed for the procure-
ment policy are likely to be in PNG. Based on this 

assessment we discuss activities that should be 
included as part of the government’s process to 
strengthen its timber procurement policy.   

In 1989, a Commission of Inquiry headed by 
Justice thomas Barnett was organised to inves-
tigate allegations of widespread malpractices in 
the forestry sector in PNG. the excerpts in Box 
1 from the Commission’s Final report (com-
monly referred to as the Barnett report) 
revealed that corruption within the forest 
administration was deeply entrenched, that the 
harvesting practices of timber rights holders 
were ecologically destructive and unsustainable, 
and that logging companies were widely 
engaged in illegal tax avoidance.

the Commission’s report prompted the gov-
ernment to publish a National Forest Policy and 
to draft a new Forestry Act in 1991. these 
reforms were an attempt to bring forest exploi-
tation within the boundaries of a rational 
National Forest Plan and to bring future conces-
sions into a 40 year rotational regime. the 
objectives of the new policy stem from the Act 
and the Constitution. Its main objectives are: (i) 
the management and protection of the nation’s 
forest resources as a renewable natural asset, 

and (ii) the utilisation of the nation’s forest 
resources to achieve economic growth, employ-
ment, greater Papua New Guinean participation 
in industry, and increased viable onshore 
processing. table 1 lists the measures subse-
quently introduced by government to give 
operational effect to the policy.  

to implement the new forest policy, the institu-
tional framework for forest management was 
overhauled. the PNG Forest Authority (PNGFA) 
was created in 1991 under the provisions of the 
Forestry Act. It succeeded the former Depart-
ment of Forests, the 19 provincial forest divi-
sions and the Forest Industry Council and was 
established as a statutory corporation with regu-
latory and administrative responsibility for the 
management of the forest sector throughout 
the country. the PNGFA has the objective of 
pursuing the management, development and 
protection of the nation’s forest resources and 
environment in such a way as to conserve and 
renew them as an asset for succeeding genera-
tions. 

box 1 – Barnett report excerpts

“the new ireland [one province of Png] timber industry is out 
of control and has blighted the hopes of landowners and 
devastated a valuable timber resource for very little gain to 
the people or government of Papua new guinea.” 

“A major concern … is the evidence of blatant corruption at 
high levels of government and the practice of ministers and 
senior public servants of negligently, and sometimes deliber-
ately, ignoring and contravening the laws of Papua new 
guinea’s Parliament and the policies of its government.” 

“Another major concern … is the irrefutable evidence of full-
scale transfer pricing and other fraudulent marketing practices 
of the foreign companies…”

“timber companies have been allowed to carry out destruc-
tive operations, to log the slopes and to remove undersized 
trees with virtually no effective monitoring system…”

“timber companies which bribed politicians are still receiving 
political support and, it is alleged, are still offering substantial 
payments.” 

Source: Barnett 1989. 
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TabLE 1 – Measures to operationalise the new forest policy

yEaR mEaSuRE

1991 forestry Act (amended in 1993, 1996 and 2000)

1993 specific guidelines for forestry harvesting operations

1993 national forestry development guidelines

1995 Planning, Monitoring and control Procedures for natural forest logging operations under timber Permit  

1995 set-up Monitoring and control logbook

1995 Key standards for selection logging in Papua new guinea 

1995 waste Assessment Manual

1996 national forest Plan

1996 Procedures for environmental Plan Assessment

1996 guidelines for the Preparation of environmental Monitoring and Management Programs for commercial forestry harvest operations

1996 guidelines for the Preparation of waste Management Plans for commercial forestry harvest operations

1996
Procedures for the identification, scaling and reporting (including royalty self-Assessment) on logs harvested from natural 
forest logging operations

1996 the logging code of Practice 1996

1998 forestry regulations (amended in 2004)

through these initiatives PNG is now consid-
ered to have a reasonably sound framework for 
forest management. Based on a review of the 
current policies, laws, regulations, guidelines 
and other mechanisms, the 2003/2004 review 
team under the Inter-Agency Forestry Commit-
tee concluded that “the PNG Government and 
it’s regulatory institutions have all the necessary 
policies, laws, regulations and guidelines 
required to ensure that sustainable timber pro-
duction can be achieved” (2003/2004 review 
team, August 2004, x). 

While the regulatory framework for forest 
management has been considerably strength-
ened since the Barnett report was released, its 
implementation remains problematic, which is 
why in 2006 the UK timber trade Federation 
(ttF) warned its members not to purchase 
timber originating from PNG and the Solomon 

Islands:  “our own investigations… found that 
little evidence can be obtained to give even a 
minimum guarantee of legality. Any wood from 
these countries must therefore be deemed very 
high risk”.14 As will be explained below, it 
appears that importers can have confidence 
that the timber they purchase from PNG is 
sourced from state sanctioned logging opera-
tions. the problem of legality for exported 
timber is not one of harvesting without permits 
or of timber smuggling. rather, the questionable 
legality of PNG timber, as described by the ttF, 
stems from a significant and persistent degree 
of non-compliance with forest regulations in 
the concession areas and problems with timber 
rights acquisition. In its synthesis of five gov-
ernment-commissioned independent studies15 

of the logging sector Forest trends concluded 
that:

note from uK ttf chief executive John white to trader, 28 June 2006 (http://www.greenpeace.org/raw/content/international/press/
reports/rh-fiction.pdf, 25 november 2006).  
the following reviews can be accessed at http://www.forest-trends.org/documents/publications/Png2006/png.php#:  
• 2003/2004 review team. August 2004. towards sustainable timber Production – A review of existing logging Projects. final report, 
 volume 1. Main report – observations and recommendations. (A Police committee review submissions report and 14 Project 
 reports are also available.)  
• forest revenue review team. 13 March 2002. review of the forest revenue system, final report.  
• independent forestry review team. october 2001. review of forest harvesting Projects being processed towards a timber Permit or a 
 timber Authority - observations and recommendations. (A methodology report and 32 individual project reports produce by the 
 review team are also available.)    

14.

15.
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… although all timber harvesting operations 
may be officially licensed, there are serious 
issues of legal non-compliance at almost every 
stage in the development and management of 
these projects. For these reasons the majority 
of forestry operations cannot credibly be 
characterized as complying with national 
laws and regulations and are therefore ‘unlaw-
ful’ (Forest Trends 2006, 2).  

this problem of poor compliance stems from 
weakness within the institutions responsible 
for enforcing the forest law and the contractual 
obligations of the concessionaries. Logging 
companies are inadequately regulated, with the 
main role of the PNG Forest Authority being 
reduced to acquiring the forest resources and 
allocating them to logging companies (Bun 
2006). the 2003/2004 review team under the 
Inter-Agency Forestry Committee found that:

many breaches of the logging standards go 
unreported and are not actioned. Field based 
PNGFA [PNG Forest Authority] monitoring 
officers have lost faith that their attempts to 
impose sanctions on non-complying logging 
companies will be backed up by senior man-
agement, who in turn take their cue from the 
current political leaders (2003/2004 Review 
Team, August 2004, viii). 

In March 2001, a PNG Forest Authority econo-
mist concluded that notable problems within 
the logging sector include “still virtually no 
sustainable forestry projects; poor logging 
practices with little compliance to the Logging 
Code of Practice; widespread environmental 
damage; very few long-term benefits, causing 
social upheaval; corruption a persistent problem 
at all levels of the industry; minimal domestic 
processing investment, and many proposed 
projects too small to be viable” (PNGFA 2001).

Despite the serious deficiencies in current forest 
management practices, the present government 
has strongly defended large-scale logging of 
natural forests under concessions. Indeed, it 
has sought to accelerate the granting of timber 
permits, which will further stretch the capaci-
ties of the Forest Authority. In its review of 
forest harvesting projects being processed 
towards a timber permit or a timber authority, 
the Independent Forestry review team (2001) 
concluded that “by attempting to respond to 
the political call for more new forestry projects 
quickly, the National Forest Service has initiated 
far more new project developments than it has 
the capacity to process properly”. More recently, 
an International tropical timber organisation 
diagnostic team sent to PNG to identify weak-
nesses of the forestry sector found that:

the more significant issues are to do with the 
compliance of the government itself with the 
laws of PNG when deciding to designate a 
forested area for logging purposes; negotiating 
the agreement with landowners; managing, 
monitoring and enforcing the agreement; and 
when extending current agreements. It is 
believed that the narrow focus of the PNGFA 
on exploitation of the forest resource for the 
primary financial benefit of the national gov-
ernment presents a conflict of interest which 
colors decisions made by the government at 
all levels (ITTO 2007a).

  
these observations of the context, extent and 
consequences of illegal forest activities in PNG 
illustrate the seriousness of the problem and 
why procurement policies that favour legal and 
sustainable timber are highly desirable. they 
also provide a sense of how challenging it might 
be to implement procurement policies that 
effectively distinguish between illegal and legal 
timber.
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3.0	verifying legality

As explained in Chapter 1, the Japanese govern-
ment has specified three modalities for verifying 
the legality and sustainability of wood products, 
namely forest certification and chain of custody 
systems, verification by companies under a code 
of conduct of their association, and self-estab-
lished procedures of individual companies. In a 
paper drafted in February 2006 to explain the 
public procurement policy to overseas wood and 
wood product companies the Japanese govern-
ment stated that “at the present time, once 
exporter or harvester make rational explanation, 
no further question of investigation by Japan 
side are planned (unless the existence of illegal 
logging is undoubtedly sure with considerable 
evidence)” (GoJ 08 February 2006). the “rational 
explanation” refers to a declaration that the 
company is providing legal wood and must be 
supported by documentation. the government 
has identified three categories of documentation 
as evidence of legality: forest certification; official 
documents, and other documents providing 
equivalent verification. What constitutes evi-
dence within these categories for PNG? 

the application of the first category of evidence 
— forest certification — to forestry operations is 
relatively straightforward. the Forestry Agency 
of Japan has gone so far as to identify certifica-
tion schemes that can be used. At present, in 
PNG two FSC group certificates are the only 
evidence under this category that a few suppli-
ers of small volumes of timber could supply.  

the second category of evidence — official 
documents — is potentially more complicated 
than simply providing forest management and 
chain of custody certificates as each country has 
its own set of documents for forestry operations. 
In some producer countries governments are 
providing a single document as proof of legality 
that consolidates the entire documentation trail 
to provide assurance that all documents are in 

order. this greatly eases the demands on com-
panies made by the procurement policy. PNG 
employs Société Générale de Surveillance (SGS) 
to implement a third party log export monitor-
ing system and the Forestry Agency has sug-
gested that the documentation provided under 
this system could be used as verification of 
legality for Japan’s procurement policy.      

In the case of PNG, it is unclear what third cat-
egory evidence — other documents providing 
equivalent verification — might refer to. there-
fore, our analysis focuses on forest certification 
and the independent log export monitoring 
conducted by SGS.

3.1	 Forest	certification	

the total area of certified natural forest in PNG 
is about 22,000 hectares, all of which has been 
certified to FSC group certificate standards. 
this figure is very low. the few examples where 
forest certification has been granted are the 
result of community forestry programmes and 
the efforts of “eco-forestry” groups.16 PNG has 
a FSC National Working Group that has devel-
oped a national FSC certification standard, 
which places it in an advantageous position to 
expand the area of certified forests. However, 
the volume of certified wood exported by PNG 
is unlikely to increase significantly in the near 
future. Local and international NGos operating 
in PNG are strong advocates of forest certifica-
tion, but their capacity is highly constrained. 
the government does not have a clear and 
consistent policy on certification. Some large 
logging companies operating in the country 
have expressed interest in forest certification, 
even as far as sending key personnel to training 
on certification conducted twice in PNG by 
SGS. However, certification of their logging 
operations can, at best, only progress very 

the Png eco-forestry forum defines eco-forestry as a term that collectively describes activities that sustainably utilise forest resources with 
as much benefit as possible being retained by the traditional resource owner (eco-forestry forum 2004).

16.
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slowly because current forestry practices in 
concession sites appear well below those pre-
scribed by the certification standards (at least 
partly due to inadequate monitoring and 
enforcement by the forest authorities). An 
illustration of this gap between current forestry 
practices and those prescribed by the certifica-
tion standards is provided by one SGS audit of 
a logging company in 2003 which concluded 
that the company’s management of forests suf-
fered from a lack of demonstrated “long term 
commitment towards proper environmental 
control/forest management in respect to legal 
requirements and FSC principles”. From these 
observations it is apparent that, for the near 
future, certification will not be of great signifi-
cance to the application of Japan’s procurement 
policy in PNG.  

 
3.2	 Independent	log	export	
monitoring	conducted	by	
SGS

Largely in response to reports that it was losing 
significant amounts of public revenue because 

of illegal accounting practices and misreporting 
in the forestry sector, in May 1994 the govern-
ment contracted SGS to provide independent 
monitoring of all log exports, to ensure that logs 
exported were sold at the prevailing market 
prices and to ensure that export shipments 
were correctly declared with respect to log 
volume and species. 

the SGS monitoring system is designed to 
provide assurance to log buyers that a reputable 
independent inspection company has verified 
that logs exported from PNG are of the quantity, 
quality and value (with taxes paid) and from 
the area as approved by the government. Box 2 
provides a description of the main features of 
the SGS log export monitoring system.

the question for Japan’s timber procurement 
policy is whether the SGS log export monitor-
ing system and the Inspection report it pro-
duces can provide assurance of legality. Accord-
ing to SGS, their log export monitoring system 
provides overseas buyers with assurance that 
the logs have not come from smuggled sources 
(i.e., all exported logs were sourced from forests 

box � – features of sgs log export monitoring system

“the sgs involvement in the verification process begins at the 
time of initial log measurement (at the forest landing) where 
all companies are required to affix an official bar-coded tag 
provided by sgs. this log number (which includes a unique 
site-code identifier) is used right through the verification 
process to export. sgs will only issue these tags when advised 
in writing by the PngfA that the company has authority to 
harvest the area under one of the permit arrangements out-
lined earlier.

then, at least two weeks prior to the impending log shipment 
an exporter must notify sgs so that inspection arrangements 
can be put in place. At the export port exporters must provide 
the sgs inspector with a log list in both electronic and hard 
copy format. the sgs inspector undertakes a pre-shipment 
inspection which involves a scaling check (10%); species 
check (100%) and verification that the volumes and species 
mix are as per the PngfA [Papua new guinea forest Author-
ity] export Permit. exporters are notified of any discrepancies 
and only if the results are satisfactory will the PngfA officer 
on site permit ship loading to commence.

the sgs inspector then monitors the actual ship loading by 
removing a section of the bar-coded log tag and produces an 
independent tally of loaded logs. sgs has provided the 
inspectors with bar-code readers and portable computers to 
facilitate efficient and accurate preparation of all reports dur-
ing the inspection process.

An sgs inspection report is issued at the completion of load-
ing. this inspection report is used by all government Authori-
ties to check the commercial and shipping documentation 
and clear the shipment for export.  

All field inspection documents and reports are sent into the sgs 
head office which also receives copies of all shipping and com-
mercial documents directly from the exporter. All this informa-
tion is entered into a central database.  A number of checks are 
made, for example, to confirm that the export volume and 
prices for each species in a shipment are as approved by the 
PngfA (through the export Permit issued prior to shipment); 
that a project is operating within its approved log export quota 
and that the export tax paid has been calculated correctly.” 

Source: Telfer (2007)
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4.0 options for Japan to apply its timber 
procurement policy to png and other 
high risK countries

that have official approval for harvest). the SGS 
inspection also checks that log measurements 
and species identification are accurate and that 
the volume and invoiced amounts on commer-
cial trade documents are as legally approved by 
the PNG Forest Authority. 

the log export monitoring system established 
and implemented by SGS contains some, 
though not all, of the necessary elements of a 
robust legal verification system. the system 
was designed according to concerns that trans-
fer pricing was resulting in large public revenue 
losses; it was not designed to provide assurance 
of legality for exported wood products. this 
explains why SGS monitoring does not cover 
two of the most serious legality issues troubling 
the forestry sector in PNG, i.e., lack of legal 
compliance at the harvesting sites and improper 
timber rights acquisition. the SGS independent 
log export monitoring system appears to have 
significantly improved timber tracking and 
forest law enforcement with respect to export 
processes. However, as the independent for-
estry sector reviews reveal, regardless of the 
activities of SGS, non-compliance with forest 
regulations remains a widespread problem in 
concession areas. An SGS official recently 
explained why assurance of legality is difficult 

to provide under the current institutional forest 
management framework in PNG:

On paper, the regulations and monitoring sys-
tems of the PNGFA are very strong but in prac-
tice, as is often the case in developing countries, 
resources such as sufficient staff and logistical 
backup are lacking due to funding constraints. 
Also, Government Departments other than the 
PNGFA are responsible for monitoring key 
aspects such as social and environmental issues. 
These Government Departments also have 
funding and performance issues that prevent 
them from performing all their mandated tasks. 
Thus it is very difficult for the PNG Govern-
ment to be certain that all its laws and regula-
tions are being followed (Telfer 2007).

SGS also acknowledges that its log tracking 
does not represent a formal chain of custody 
system (ibid.). Its tracking system does allow 
logs to be tracked back to the concession and 
landowner area, but this is not easy as the pro-
duction records are held by the provincial for-
estry offices. Based on these observations, 
Japan’s procurement policy cannot be consid-
ered robust if it relies on the SGS log export 
tracking system for providing evidence of legal-
ity of exported logs from PNG.  

the Japanese government introduced its pro-
curement policy in a relatively short period of 
time with the intention of later strengthening 
the policy to make it effective in ensuring that 
national public entities are not using illegal 
wood. this has placed Japanese officials in a 
difficult position where they must move quickly 

to provide guidance to the wood industry on 
evidence that can be used to verify legality. In 
PNG, documentary evidence which provides 
assurance that wood exports are legal is simply 
not available for almost all export orders. the 
SGS Inspection report covers some important 
aspects of legality in the forestry sector, but it 
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does not cover compliance with harvesting 
regulations or the process of timber permit 
acquisition. Under Japan’s procurement policy 
certification can be used as evidence of legality, 
but the total area of certified forest is too small 
to be significant. How, then, should the govern-
ment apply its timber procurement policy, par-
ticularly to high risk countries such as PNG? 

It is clear that the government will have to 
invest resources in working with the govern-
ments of high risk countries to establish a strat-
egy for each country to achieve effective 
implementation of the procurement policy. the 
government’s “step by step” approach to 
strengthening the policy will have to include 
high level engagement with producer countries. 
Several steps that could be included in this 
process are now discussed.

4.1	 Broaden	the	definition	
of	legality

the basic argument behind public timber pro-
curement policies is usually explained in terms 
of the detrimental impacts of illegal logging 
(e.g., illegal logging undermines the rule of law, 
is responsible for extensive forest destruction, 
may destroy the livelihoods of forest-depend-
ent communities and may lead to localised 
conflict). In nation-states, citizens give up 
certain freedoms in order to enjoy the protec-
tion and services provided by the state. the 
obligations of the state to its citizens include the 
wise management of natural resources and the 
creation of a social and economic environment 
that is conducive to their well-being. the 
assumption underlying public timber procure-
ment policies is that in meeting these obligations 
governments have established sound legal 
frameworks for the equitable negotiation of 
forests rights and the wise management of 
forests. By distinguishing between illegal and 
legal timber in its procurement policy, the Japa-
nese government is supposedly supporting the 
implementation of sound legal frameworks for 
forest management in producer countries.  

Assuming that high risk countries have reason-
ably sound frameworks, such as PNG, legality 
must be defined to fully encompass these 
frameworks. Japan’s narrow definition, which 
describes timber as legal when it is “harvested 
in legal manner consistent with procedures in 
the forest laws”, is found wanting in this regard. 
By only focusing on harvesting, Japan’s national 
public entities could find themselves inadvert-
ently procuring timber that is linked with the 
unjust acquisition of timber harvesting rights 
and violations of laws not specific to forestry. 

the need for Japan to broaden its definition of 
legality is aptly illustrated by forest realities in 
PNG. Based on interviews with landowners, 
the Centre for Environmental Law and Com-
munity rights (CELCor), a PNG-based public 
interest environmental law NGo, found exam-
ples of: the denial of due process in appropriat-
ing property; arbitrary detention and physical 
brutality by police against landowners; intimi-
dation and abuse of women; contamination of 
food and water sources; the destruction of cul-
tural sites, artifacts and grave sites, and unjust 
working conditions (CELCor 2006). the brutal-
ity faced by staff who protested against their 
working conditions at one mill in Western 
Province was exposed in a 2004 SBS Dateline 
documentary, “Jungle Justice”. Box 3 presents a 
description of the Dateline documentary pro-
vided in the CELCor report “Bulldozing 
Progress”.

Such abuses of human rights extend beyond the 
harvesting stage and forest-specific laws. they 
are in contradiction of International Conventions 
ratified by the PNG Government, such as the 
Convention on the Elimination of all forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), as 
well as the Constitution. In interviews with local 
people CELCor also noted that common griev-
ances included perceived injustices in the acqui-
sition of timber rights. Local people who were 
illiterate reported being pressed to sign docu-
ments that they could not read or understand. 
the excerpts in Box 4 from “Bulldozing Progress” 
are particularly enlightening:
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Another grievance of local people whose forests 
are, or have been, commercial logged is that the 
companies that have acquired the logging rights 
have not upheld their contractual obligations. 
the Forestry Act gives the PNGFA the authority 
to acquire timber rights from customary owners 
pursuant to a Forest Management Agreement 
with the owners. A timber permit may be 
granted to a “registered forest industry partici-
pant” after a Forest Management Agreement 
has been completed. the responsibilities of the 
state under the Agreements include the provi-
sion of social and economic services to land-
owners and the construction of infrastructure. 
these responsibilities are transferred to an 
investor through the granting of a timber 
permit. the logging companies thus have a 
legal obligation to construct the infrastructure 
that is specified under the timber permit. Inde-
pendent reviews of logging projects reveal 
instances of non-compliance with the infra-

structural benefits specified by the timber 
permits. For illustrative purposes, Box 5 presents 
excerpts from a government-commissioned 
report of one of 14 logging projects that were 
reviewed.

From these observations it is clear that Japan 
should consider expanding its definition of 
legality from the harvesting stage to all stages 
beginning with timber rights acquisition 
through to the final export of the wood product 
and should include all laws with important 
implications for forest management, not just 
those specific to forestry.  

In practical terms, the broader the definition of 
legality, the more difficult it will be to verify 
that wood is legal. If verification of legality is 
limited to providing timber permits and other 
documents to show that the logging company 
has the authority to fell the timber, then verifi-

box � – excerpts from celcor report, “Bulldozing Progress”

the program interviewed a former police officer of the 
southern command task force, emmanuel Bani. Mr Bani told 
dateline [police] task force members were essentially 
deployed as private security for the [logging] company and 
officers were instructed by … [the logging company] manag-
ers to use violence against landowners who caused trouble. 
when asked to explain how the task force dealt with disgrun-
tled workers …, Mr Bani recalled:

“we handled those suspects good and proper… we bashed 
them up, we hit them with huge irons and when we mobilized 
there we made sure that these people who complained 
against the rights of their benefits were being manhandled… 

we belt them good and proper. yes, some were flown to a 
daru hospital, some broke jaws, some broken hands, legs, 
beaten black, deep cuts on their hands, the pain they got was 
just so big – they bled you know.”

Mr Bani said he was paid “some sort of bribery-type money” 
by … [the company] official for this work: “[he] paid us 
appreciation money, some sort of money which i call some 
sort of like bribery type of money …when he hands this over 
to me hiddenly he gives it to me and tells me that i’ll see you 
back next week again.” 

Source: CELCoR (2006, 11).

box � – excerpts from “Bulldozing Progress” highlighting injustices in timber acquisition

“i did not know what i was signing. i cannot read or write. they 
told me to put my mark on the paper and i did. they did not tell 
us exactly what was going to happen… i was totally confused 
with what was going on. i was confused when i signed the 
paper… the company came into my area in 1991 and they 
started to cut my trees. when they started to cut the trees i 
began to see that the bush and the rivers were being spoilt and 
i began to get upset.” (landowner, western Province)

“he put a map on the ground and we all sat around the map 
on the ground. All of us sat down and signed the agreement… 
we did not get a copy of the paper or read it because at the 
time we could not read or write. they were forcing us to sign 
the paper so we signed it. we held the pen and they held our 
hands and put our X on the paper.” (landowner, southern 
highland Province)

CELCoR (2006, 14)
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landowner infrastructural benefits in one logging project

under the Project Agreement, landowners are entitled to a 
number of funds that can be used to develop infrastructures 
such as classrooms, teacher's houses, clinics and aid posts and 
other items that the committee tasked with the management 
of the funds approves. the review team observed …  in some 

cases the amounts allocated annually were far less than the 
amounts stipulated in the Project Agreement and in some 
certain cases there was no allocation at all. the following 
infrastructures were to have been constructed under the 
Project Agreement:

InFRaSTRuCTuRE QuanTITy/QuaLITy no. ConSTRuCTEd STaTuS

Medical clinics 3 - standard determined by the 
provincial government

3 size and quality unacceptable. 
not being used.

community school 
classrooms

3 - standard determined by the 
provincial government

2 plus one under 
construction

incomplete; size and quality 
unacceptable

sBB radios 3 - one for each fMA area 3 completed but not operational.

roads Komaiao-Kebini incomplete

Kebeni-omati complete

siberi-proposed ply mill site yet to start

wabo-headwaters of era river yet to start

Source: Review Team (2004)

cation is relatively simple. However, if the defi-
nition of legality includes all laws with signifi-
cant implications for forestry then verification 
is much more challenging as these could include 
legislation on health and safety, employment 
conditions and the rights of local people. 

Despite these challenges, a broad definition of 
illegal logging is clearly desirable, but whether 
it should be considered an immediate priority 
needs further consideration. Even Japan’s 
narrow definition could have significant benefits 
if applied to a high risk country that has good 
forest laws, such as PNG. therefore, broaden-
ing the definition of illegal logging could be set 
as a longer term objective, with existing 
resources directed at activities that facilitate the 
implementation of the procurement policy as it 
currently stands.   

4.2	 Participate	in	processes	
to	formulate	national	
definitions/standards	of	
legality	

A broad definition of legality can be expanded 
from a general statement of legality into a 

generic legality standard, consisting of a set of 
criteria, which the consumer country can then 
use to consult with the producer country to 
determine which laws apply to the standard. In 
this way, a legality standard could be con-
structed for each producer country in a consist-
ent fashion. Ideally, the legality standard would 
be formulated through a multi-stakeholder 
process involving all major forest interest 
groups. In practice, however, developing a 
legality standard, especially through a multi-
stakeholder process, can be very difficult, costly 
and time-consuming. It is worth reviewing the 
development of a national legality standard in 
Indonesia to understand how involved this 
process can be. 

the UK specified action under the Indonesia-
UK Memorandum of Understanding on Illegal 
Logging to adopt a working definition of illegal 
logging based on a multi-stakeholder process. 
the NGo Yayasan Madanika was recruited to 
undertake regional and national consultations 
the following year that resulted in the identifi-
cation of the major principles of legality. these 
were used to draft the outline of a legality 
standard, which was further developed with 
the addition of auditable criteria and indicators 
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and the addition of guidance notes for auditors. 
the Nature Conservancy was given responsi-
bility for field testing the standard, which 
highlighted that some of the principles were 
difficult to apply in practice. the process was 
delayed by the development of other legality 
standards in Indonesia (e.g., by the tropical 
Forest trust and the Indonesia's Forest Industry 
revitalisation Agency). Lembaga Ekolabel 
Indonesia (LEI) was given the responsibility of 
harmonising the standards, with further field 
testing required. the entire process was com-
plicated by the fact that in Indonesia there are 
over 900 laws, regulations and decrees that 
govern the origin, production, transportation, 
processing and trade of timber. 

the standard includes provisions on land 
tenure and use rights, social and environmental 
impacts, community relations and workers 
rights, timber harvesting laws and regulations, 
forest taxes, log identification, transfer and 
delivery, timber processing and shipping. Based 
on a review of case studies of forest-sector veri-
fication, Wells (2006) concludes that:

In all cases, a legality standard will need to 
enjoy broad buy-in, as well as be sufficiently 
applicable and specific to enable effective veri-
fication. This, however, implies complex 
trade-offs in determining the scope of a stand-
ard. The need to prioritise laws and regula-
tions for inclusion in a standard may be espe-
cially contentious as it implies subordination 
of rights and/or increased transaction costs on 
the part of some parties. Furthermore, under-
lying laws may be so contested as to render 
agreement on a standard unlikely without 
radical legal and institutional reform.  

In contrast to the difficult and drawn out 
process of developing a legality standard 
through a multi-stakeholder process, in its 
current form Japan’s policy adopts a more flex-
ible, minimalist approach. In essence, modalities 
two and three allow the associations/organisa-
tions involved in the product chain to decide 

which documents they should provide as evi-
dence of legality. While this approach will be 
applied in Japan, it appears that Japanese offi-
cials will consult with their counterparts to 
determine which documents should be used in 
producer countries. the government is essen-
tially leaving it up to the producer countries to 
decide what constitutes legal wood, explaining 
its position in terms of the need to recognise 
state sovereignty.  

While the approach is attractive in that it will 
speed up the implementation of the procure-
ment policy, it is unlike to win broad support in 
the high risk producer countries. Governments 
that receive significant public revenue from 
industrial forestry operations are likely to define 
legality very narrowly so as not to obstruct 
current forestry practices. this is unlikely to 
satisfy all important forest stakeholders. Despite 
the difficulty of establishing legality standards 
in producer countries through a multi-stake-
holder process, this option remains attractive as 
it will engender more public support in both 
the producer and consumer countries and will 
accommodate a wider range of concerns. the 
idea of developing national legality standards is 
quite removed from current thinking on the 
procurement policy in Japan, but the concept of 
legality standards is not alien to the Japanese 
government. the government itself recognised 
that developing minimum standards of legality 
were essential steps to combat illegal logging 
and funded an Asia Forest Partnership work 
plan to establish a set of minimum standards of 
legality, timber tracking and chain of custody.17 

the objective of the work plan was “by devel-
oping minimum standards of legality, timber 
tracking and chain of custody (CoC) systems 
and verification systems among AFP partners, 
to establish the basis for the systems of verifica-
tion of legal compliance among partners of AFP 
in order to combat illegal logging effectively”.18 
the Council for tackling Illegal Logging Issue 
should revisit these standards and explore how 
they could be used as a basis for consultation 
with producer countries.    

  the legality standard can be retrieved from http://www.asiaforests.org/files/_ref/about/activities/ongoing.htm#a. 
  see http://www.asiaforests.org/files/_ref/about/activities/workplan/wp_legality.htm for a description of the work plan. 

17.
18.
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there are also existing agreements and proc-
esses that Japan could use to facilitate the 
development of national legality standards. For 
example, in Malaysia and Indonesia, govern-
ment and the EU have launched formal nego-
tiations for Voluntary Partnership Agreements 
under the FLEGt process. Japan could use the 
national legality standards that are being devel-
oped for FLEGt purposes in these two coun-
tries. In PNG, Japan could work with the Forest 
Authority, which is already examining options 
for developing a legality standard for forest 
operations. 

regional forums that could be used to initiate 
discussion on national legality standards 
include the Asia-Pacific Forestry Commission, 
the Asia Forest Partnership and the East Asia 
and Pacific Forest Law Enforcement and Gov-
ernance process. these all count producer and 
consumer countries as their members and 
include responses to illegal logging in their 
work programmes. the Asia Forest Partnership 
is a particularly appropriate forum that the 
Japanese government could use to initiate dis-
cussions on national legality standards. Unlike 
regional intergovernmental processes the AFP 
is informal and inclusive and provides a rela-
tively “safe” environment to explore sensitive 
forest issues in Asia such as legality. Its partners 
include European countries with public timber 
procurement policies and major producer 
countries in Asia; hence, through the AFP Japan 
may be able to build consensus amongst coun-
tries on the best way to move forward with the 
development of national legality standards.       

4.3	 Support	the	development	
of	independent,	credible	legal	
verification	

the position of officials has been that Japan 
must respect the national sovereignty of the 
producer countries. While this cannot be dis-

puted, it should not be assumed that govern-
ments are always independent arbitrators of 
competing interests and that their systems to 
monitor and ensure legal compliance are effec-
tive. In high risk countries such as PNG, cor-
ruption within the public sector is well-docu-
mented (e.g., see Barnett 1989), and, as has been 
explained above, verification systems may not 
exist or be inadequate. Problems in the private 
sector might also be encountered which impair 
the effectiveness of codes of conduct as a verifi-
cation modality. Under the codes of conduct 
developed by their associations, companies 
participate in a document trail designed to 
ensure that wood has been legally harvested. In 
the producer country, these documents should 
be “issued by authorities concerned on legality 
and sustainability of wood and wood products 
(Permission on harvesting, exporting, etc.)” or 
other documents with the same level of reliabil-
ity.19 the assumption here is that official docu-
ments have a high degree of reliability, yet mis-
reporting and documentation forgery is a 
serious issue for the forestry industry in some 
of Japan’s main supplier countries.20

there does appear to be some space within 
Japan’s procurement policy to deal with docu-
ment forgery and fraud. As noted above, the 
government has explained that “no further 
question of investigation by Japan side are 
planned (unless the existence of illegal logging 
is undoubtedly sure with considerable evi-
dence)”. therefore, if evidence can be provided 
of illegal logging, regardless of all documents 
appearing in order, the government can organ-
ise an investigation. For this system to be effec-
tive, the government needs to establish and 
publicise an institutional structure and a formal 
procedure for receiving and handling claims of 
illegal logging. 

An option provided for in the procurement 
policy is for a third party to verify the legality of 
wood products. Some countries already have 

  see “documents required for verification on legality and sustainability of wood and wood Products -example illustrated for company 
overseas” (http://goho-wood.jp/world/doc/illustration1.pdf). 
  for example, a study by the european forestry institute found that the paper-based system for issuing logging licenses in north-western 
russia is vulnerable to fraud and forgery (efi 2005). 

19.

20.
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systems that are presented by their govern-
ments as providing independent verification of 
legality. Chapter 1 listed the existing verification 
systems that Japan is considering accepting 
under its procurement policy. MAFF officials 
have visited some producer countries including 
Papua New Guinea to discuss with government 
officials whether these systems provide assur-
ance of legality. For the general public to have 
confidence in this process, these assessments 
must be systematic, rigorous and transparent. 
to be systematic, the government must establish 
a sound framework to guide the assessments 
and apply this consistently to each country. to 
be rigorous, the frameworks must be compre-
hensive and include a set of minimum criteria 
that all verification systems must meet. to be 
transparent, the set of minimum criteria and 
the results of the assessments should be made 
publicly available. In cases where the minimum 
criteria are not meet, the government has the 
option of providing support to bolster the 
system. For example, SGS recognises that its log 
export monitoring in PNG does not constitute a 
complete legal verification system, but suggests 
that it could be used as the building blocks for 
constructing such a system (telfer 2007).        

What are the basic elements of an independent 
legal verification system that the government 
would need to consider in its assessments? to 
establish an independent legal verification 
system is a complex process that requires verifi-
cation of legal origin, including ownership, and 
verification of legal compliance (Mitchell, Elliot 
and La rochefordiere 2003). Verification of legal 
origin is necessary to determine that wood has 
been derived from a legal source and requires a 
reliable timber tracking system to trace timber 
from its source to the point of export. to be reli-
able the tracking system should not only include 
a documentation system that covers all stages 
in the supply chain, as the Japanese govern-
ment prescribes under modality two of its pro-
curement policy, the documents should also be 
difficult to forge. the system should be bol-
stered by continuous monitoring and inde-
pendent auditing (ibid.). Verification of legal 
compliance is needed to show that wood is 

managed in accordance with forest-related leg-
islation and regulations. Mitchell, Elliot and La 
rochefordiere (2003) argue that a key element 
in verifying legal compliance is surprise inspec-
tions of forest management. 

As described in Chapter 1, the MAFF Project to 
Promote a Comprehensive response to Illegal 
Logging includes a sub-project to assess systems 
to verify legality and sustainability (gouhousei/
jizokukanousei shoumei shisutemu kenshou jigyou). 
In FY2006, one of the working groups estab-
lished under the Project contracted researchers 
to conduct surveys of systems to verify legal-
ity/sustainability in China, russia and Indone-
sia. therefore, the Japanese government clearly 
understands the importance of scrutinising 
existing verification systems. the Council for 
tackling Illegal Logging Issue should build on 
these surveys to organise consistent and rigor-
ous assessments of legal verification systems in 
producer countries using a set of minimum cri-
teria and should publicise the criteria, the 
assessment process and the assessment 
reports.      
 

4.4	 Provide	a	broad	
definition	of	sustainable	
forest	management	

Under Japan’s Basic Policy on Promoting Green 
Purchasing sustainability is a “factor for consid-
eration” for “designated procurement items”. 
the Japanese government has not provided a 
clear definition of sustainability, which it 
vaguely describes in terms of “the material 
timber of items [that] was harvested from the 
sustainably managed forest”. In fact, no defini-
tion of a “sustainably managed forest” is pro-
vided, making this concept impossible to opera-
tionalise in a precise manner. officials within 
the Forestry Agency acknowledge that this 
definition is deficient (interviews 2006). 

there is no single internationally agreed defini-
tion of sustainable forest management (SFM), 
but there is an international consensus that this 
concept includes ecological, social and economic 
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5.0	summary

concerns. Japan’s procurement policy should 
include a broad definition of legality in line 
with the international consensus.

4.5	 Assess	forest	
certification	schemes

this definition could be expanded into a sus-
tainability standard that could be used to assess 
systems which claim to verify sustainable forest 
management. Japan’s procurement policy 
allows for forest certification to be used as evi-
dence of legality and sustainability under its 
first verification modality. Certification has been 
selected because it is conducted by a third party 
and based on an independent standard. In 
PNG, only Forest Stewardship Council stand-

ards have been used, but numerous standards 
exist, some national, others global, that apply 
different criteria and indicators to evaluate 
forest management and chain of custody 
systems. As noted in Chapter 1, some schemes 
appear to have been unduly shaped by industry 
interests; hence, Japan’s confidence in certifica-
tion schemes based on the observation that 
they include a standard and an independent 
assessor may not be justified. For Japan’s pro-
curement policy to be effective, just as there is a 
need for the government to review independent 
legal verification systems, there is also a need for 
it to assess forest certification schemes. As with a 
review of legal verification systems, the assess-
ment of forest certification schemes should be 
systematic, rigorous and transparent.  

When Japan’s public timber procurement policy 
is viewed through the lens of forest realities in a 
high risk country such as PNG, it is clear that 
much work is required before the policy can be 
considered effective in achieving the govern-
ment’s objective of not using illegal timber. 
Japan has established and funded a process to 
strengthen the policy and the recommenda-
tions drawn from our analysis are directed at 
this process. the programme of work under 
this process should include: 

broadening the definition of legality to 
include the acquisition, harvesting, process-
ing, transportation and export of timber, 
and all laws with important implications for 
forest management, not just those specific 
to forestry;
collaborating with producer and consumer 
countries to formulate national legality 
standards according to a generic standard 
comprising minimum legality criteria; 
conducting consistent and rigorous assess-
ments of legal verification systems in 







producer countries using a set of minimum 
criteria, publicising the criteria, the assess-
ment process and the assessment reports;
providing a broad definition of sustainable 
forest management in accordance with the 
international consensus, and 
conducting consistent and rigorous assess-
ments of forest certification schemes using 
a set of minimum criteria and publicising 
the criteria, the assessment process and the 
assessment reports.

this comprises a large programme of work that 
will require prioritisation and a pragmatic 
approach, which are discussed further in the 
concluding chapter of this report. the following 
two chapters assess Japan’s timber procurement 
policy from a rather different perspective by 
comparing it with the policies of selected EU 
member states that have a longer history of 
policy development.  







1.0	introduction

In the European Union (EU) procurement poli-
cies for legal and/or sustainable timber have 
been introduced by the Netherlands, Germany, 
Denmark, the UK, France and Belgium. other 
countries in the EU - Spain, Sweden and Latvia 
- are presently considering developing timber 
procurement policies, while, outside the EU, 
Norway and New Zealand21 have timber pro-
curement policies and Australia22 is considering 
developing one.

the primary purpose of this chapter is to 
provide essential background information on 
selected EU member countries’ timber procure-
ment policies that will be used in the compara-

tive analysis with Japan’s policy in Chapter 4. 
this includes: a description and discussion of 
the supranational context of the EU’s FLEGt 
initiative to prevent illegal timber imports; an 
outline of all timber procurement policies in EU 
member countries, including the reasoning for 
selecting three policies for the comparative 
analysis, and a detailed description of the indi-
vidual processes in which the three selected 
procurement policies emerged, followed by 
broad observations on the policies. 

c h a p t e r  T h R E E

Selected member Countries’ 
Timber Procurement Policies in the 
Context of the Eu’s FLEGT Initiative

	 Federico	Lopez-Casero

  see http://www.maf.govt.nz/forestry/illegal-logging/nz-policy-on-illegal-logging/page-05.htm. 
  see dAff (november 2006). 

21.
22.

����
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ard 2.0	the eu flegt timber licensing scheme as 
a supranational frameworK

the FLEGt Action Plan, particularly its key 
component of a timber licensing scheme, is 
discussed first as it represents the supranational 
response of the EU and its member states to 
illegal logging and has relevance to their public 
timber procurement policies.

2.1	 Basic	elements	and	
progress

In response to the regional FLEG processes, the 
EU launched its own initiative, the Forest Law 
Enforcement Governance and trade (FLEGt) 
Action Plan, to combat illegal logging and the 
resultant timber trade. Many EU member states 
and the European Commission had become 
aware that there is currently no practical 
mechanism for identifying and excluding illegal 
timber from the EU market. the FLEGt Action 
Plan, adopted in May 2003, seeks to develop a 
voluntary licensing scheme for the trade in 
legal wood products under bilateral agreements 
between EU member countries and producer 
countries. In addition, the Action Plan sets out 
the following range of measures to increase the 
capacity of producer countries to control illegal 
logging, while reducing the trade in illegal timber 
products between these countries and the EU:

support for improved governance and 
capacity building in producer countries; 
development of legality standards through 
Voluntary Partnership Agreements with 
individual producer countries; 
establishment of a timber licensing scheme 
to reduce the EU’s consumption of illegally 
harvested timber, and 
efforts to discourage investments by EU 
institutions that may encourage illegal 
logging (European Commission 2004).

the principal instruments to implement the 
FLEGt Action Plan are Voluntary Partnership 









Agreements (VPAs) as bilateral agreements 
between producing countries (FLEGt partner 
countries) and the EU. the VPA’s main objec-
tives are to reinforce the partner countries’ 
ability to control illegal timber production and 
to offer a mechanism to exclude illegal timber 
from EU markets.  Although the details of each 
partnership agreement are expected to vary 
taking into account the conditions of each pro-
spective partner country, some elements will 
probably be common to all agreements and will 
be components of a future FLEGt timber licens-
ing system (European Commission 2004a). 
Under the licensing scheme, (officially referred 
to as timber legality assurance system) each partner 
country will implement a system to verify that 
its wood product exports to the EU have been 
legally produced (European Commission 2005). 
Such exports would be identified by means of 
licences issued by accreditation bodies and 
involve independent monitoring systems. the 
issuance of licences, in turn, would require 
credible evidence that the products in question 
had been produced in compliance with the 
specified laws of the partner country. once the 
timber licensing scheme is established, the EU’s 
border control authorities would allow imports 
only of licensed products from partner coun-
tries.

the basic elements of the timber licensing 
scheme are expected to include:

a definition of legally-produced timber that 
sets out all the laws and regulations that must 
be complied with in the production process;
a secure chain of custody that tracks timber 
from the forest where it was harvested 
through different owners and stages in 
processing to the point of export;
a verification system to provide reason-
able assurance that the requirements of the 
definition have been met for each export 
consignment;
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the issuance of licences to validate the 
results of legality verification and chain of 
custody;
independent monitoring of the whole 
system to assure its credibility and to provide 
transparency (European Commission 2005).

Development assistance for improved govern-
ance and capacity building in the producer 
countries is another important aspect of the 
VPAs. the European Commission and member 
states have earmarked substantial resources 
around the FLEGt Action Plan. the budget line 
for FLEGt projects in 2006 amounted to 13.3 
million EUr, of which 11.4 million EUr were 
for projects related to indigenous peoples and 
forests.

After protracted preliminary discussions, the 
first VPAs are presently being negotiated with 
key producer countries. the EU expects the 
VPAs with Indonesia, Malaysia and Ghana to 
be concluded by the end of 2007. Agreements 
with Cameroon, Liberia and Congo-Brazzaville 
are likely to follow. Informal discussions and 
preparatory work are ongoing in Central 
African republic, Democratic republic of 
Congo, Gabon, Viet Nam, Cote d’Ivoire and 
Ecuador. the FLEGt 2006 budget included an 
additional 10 million EUr for VPA preparations 
in the Africa, Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) 
region. Moreover, 34 million EUr were desig-
nated for funding new thematic programmes 
with a governance focus.23

Provided that the ongoing VPA negotiations 
lead to the conclusion of agreements that 
include adequate legality standards, the FLEGt 
Action Plan could become a framework for a 
comprehensive and consistent strategy to 
exclude illegal wood from the EU and could 
improve forest management in producer coun-
tries. Development assistance will focus on 
establishing credible technical and administra-
tive structures with adequate systems to verify 
that exported timber is legal, which could entail 
considerable institutional strengthening and 





capacity building. the licensing system will 
reward the implementation of these systems 
through assured access to the EU market. 

Providing assurance that the licensed goods are 
stemming from legal sources will require careful 
tracking of products from the point of harvest 
to the point of export. the EU has expressed its 
determination to ensure that the VPAs allow for 
a verification procedure that is based on the 
chain of custody. the EU is inclined to accept 
paper-based documentation that is cross-
checked at various stages of the chain (European 
Commission 2004b); however, this does not 
include independent monitoring. Whether 
credible verification systems will be developed 
under the VPAs is yet to be seen.  

one shortcoming of the EU FLEGt licensing 
scheme is that it presently aims at covering only 
a limited number of product categories. A par-
ticularly serious risk that the scheme has still to 
address is that of “circumvention”. Unlicensed 
products originating from a producer country 
that has signed a VPA could enter the EU 
through a non-signatory country. this is a 
major concern in the Asia-Pacific region where 
large volumes of timber are imported by China 
and Viet Nam, to be processed and exported as 
finished products to lucrative Western markets. 
For the scheme to work effectively, all producer 
countries in a particular region that are major 
suppliers to the EU would have to sign VPAs 
(Brack 2006, 4). Intermediate countries in the 
trade chain would have to formally recognise 
the VPAs by only accepting licensed products 
from VPA producer countries for further 
processing and onward export to the EU. the 
licensing scheme would be most effective if 
non-EU major importer countries participated. 

overall, the EU has made considerable progress 
in developing an integrated strategy incorpo-
rating a broad range of measures to reduce 
illegal logging in producer countries and to 
reduce imports of illegal wood into the EU.

  Presentation by eu representative at the illegal logging update and stakeholder consultation, chatham house, January 2007.23.
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3.0	development and general outline of 
timber procurement policies in the eu

2.2	 Options	for	Japan

Japanese officials have recently acknowledged 
that progress was made with the VPA negotia-
tions and expressed their interest in exploring 
options for participating in or making use of the 
FLEGt licensing scheme.24  there are two basic 
options for Japan. First, Japan could establish its 
own VPA system, incorporating oDA and 
product licensing, entirely separate from the 
efforts of the EU. this option, however, would 
not be sensible as it would result in large-scale 
duplication. Second, Japan could collaborate 
with the EU by establishing a formal connection 
with the EU Action Plan to officially recognise 
the VPA licensing schemes and to have the EU 

recognise any schemes that Japan develops. 
this makes greater sense as Japan could pool its 
resources with EU countries and take advantage 
of work that is taking place or is planned under 
the FLEGt Action Plan, including accepting 
national legality definitions. For Japan’s timber 
procurement policy, national licensing schemes 
developed through a multi-stakeholder process 
could provide strong assurance of legality. At 
the GLoBE International Legislators Forum of 
the G8 Illegal Logging Dialogue held in Berlin 
in June 2007, a Japanese government official 
hinted that Japan might support a global licens-
ing scheme if it also covered trade between 
Japan and the EU. 

Unlike trade, in the EU public procurement is a 
member state competency – though the design 
of procurement policy is subject to basic rules 
set out in a series of EU directives. the final 
decision is one for individual governments. the 
FLEGt Action Plan recommends that member 
states make use of their competency pertaining 
to procurement. Presently six EU governments 
– Denmark, France, Germany, Netherlands, 
Belgium and the UK – have developed or are in 
the process of developing timber procurement 
policies that require evidence of legal and sus-
tainable sourcing. Before describing in detail 
the three policies that will be used in the com-
parative analysis in Chapter 4 – namely those of 
the UK, France and the Netherlands –, we 
provide a brief overview of all six policies in EU 
member countries. the development processes 
and general features of these policies, as well as 
those of Japan’s, are illustrated in table 1 and 
outlined in the following discussion.

3.1	 Policy	development:	
Enactment	date	and	
underlying	instrument(s)

the netherlands was the first consumer 
country to introduce a public timber procure-
ment policy in 1997. Four years after its imple-
mentation, the original policy based on the 
minimum requirements was considered insuffi-
cient by the government. A multi-stakeholder 
process formulated and eventually approved 
the Nationale Beoordelingsrichtlijn (BrL) guide-
line in october 2005. During the comparatively 
long implementation and revision process, 
which included the establishment of the 
Keurhout system, the Dutch policy has matured 
to become one of the most advanced timber 
procurement policies.

  for example, such interest was expressed at the gloBe international g8 illegal logging dialogue legislators forum in Berlin, June 2007.24.
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TabLE 1 – Public timber procurement policies: Basic features

CounTRy and 
PRoduCT 
CovERaGE 
(aLL PRoduCT 
CaTEGoRIES 
unLESS 
SPECIFIEd)

PoLICy  
EnaCTmEnT daTE 
and InSTRumEnTS 

bIndInG on:
1. CEnTRaL STaTE 
auThoRITIES
�. SubnaTIonaL  
auThoRITIES

GovT. 
CRITERIa  
To 
EvaLuaTE 
SChEmES/ 
EvIdEnCE

vERIFICaTIon oF EvIdEnCE FoR LEGaLITy/  
SuSTaInabILITy oF PRoCuREd TImbER baSEd on:

FoREST CERTIFICaTIon SChEmES aLTERnaTIvE modaLITIES
PRESEnTLy 
aCCEPTEd 
SChEmES

PRIoR & 
REGuLaR 

aSSESSmEnT

avaILabILITy ImPaRTIaL
monIToRInG

netherlands february 1997

Directive
(Brl guideline 
awaiting 
implementation 
since october 2005)

1. compulsory
2. recommended 

 All schemes 
approved by 
Keurhout; in 

future: Brl & Brl 
equivalent 
schemes


(by Keurhout 
foundation; 
future: Brl 
Assessment 

Board)

— —

germany first measures: 
1970s, 1998 
new policy: January 
2007  

Joint instruction 

1. compulsory, 
but initially 
small practical 
effect

2. no effect

— new policy: fsc or 
Pefc, or 

comparable 
certification or 
specifications

— — —

uK July 2000

Advice note & 
guidelines (by cPet)

1. compulsory
2. recommended

 fsc, Pefc, sfi, 
csA; Mtcc (only 
recognised for 

legality)


(by cPet) 

evaluation of 
other  evidence 

of legality/ 
sustainability 


(if concern)

denmark
(initially:  
tropical 
timber; 
future: all)

June 2003

Voluntary guidelines 
(presently revised)

1. compulsory to 
develop own 
policy

2. recommended

 Public buyers’ 
individual 

decision, following 
voluntary 
guidelines


(by: advisory 

steering 
committee)

— 
(introduction 

planned)

—

france April 2005

Advice note & “notice 
of information” 
brochure

1. compulsory
2. recommended

— fsc, Pefc,  csA, 
sfi, Mtcc, lei, 

Keurhout, further 
schemes listed by 

itto

— 4 alternative 
modalities 



Belgium
(Paper not 
covered)

March 2006

Administrative 
circular

1. compulsory  
2. separate 

guidelines

 fsc, Pefc 
(by Expert 

Group)

evaluation of 
other evidence 

against 
government 

criteria



Japan April 2006
(implementation 
since october 2006.

Guideline

1. compulsory 
2. efforts to 

adhere are 
expected

— fsc, sgec, Pefc, 
sfi, csA, Mtcc, lei 

— 2 alternative 
modalities 

—

germany’s federal government introduced an 
administrative instruction in the 1970s requir-
ing tropical timber used in federal building 
projects to be certified as sustainable. However, 
neither this policy, nor that based on a newer 
instruction25 in 1998 were monitored or imple-
mented effectively.26 the federal government 

attempted to undertake a more significant revi-
sion of the procurement policy from 2003 - 2005, 
but a change in government in 2005 led to an 
abrupt but temporary cessation of these efforts. 
In January 2007, the government announced a 
new timber procurement policy, which limits 
purchases to wood/wood products certified by 

federal Ministry of economics and technology’s instruction iv B 7 – 5076 12/6 of 19 January 1998.
interview with german government official in June 2007. 

25.
26.
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FSC or PEFC, or for which alternative evidence 
to show equivalence with the FSC or PEFC cri-
teria can be produced. 

the uK was the third country to enact a timber 
procurement policy, issuing voluntary guidance 
in 1997 and announcing a binding policy in 
2000. In the following years, the UK policy has 
experienced gradual but constant evolution. In 
2004 the government released a timber Pro-
curement Advice Note. the five major certifica-
tion schemes were assessed, an alternative 
modality to the schemes was developed, an 
advisory body (Central Point of Expertise on 
timber) was established and criteria for evi-
dence assessment were formulated. the UK 
policy is usually viewed as the most advanced. 

the next country to establish a public procure-
ment policy of legal and sustainable timber was 
denmark in 2003, initially based on voluntary 
guidelines and targeting only tropical timber. 
the Danish government has recently under-
taken a series of steps to improve its guidelines 
and to make them mandatory and to largely 
harmonise them with the Dutch and UK poli-
cies. the Danish government has formulated a 
“9-point plan” that includes efforts to: 

expand the procurement policy to all kinds 
of timber;
introduce guidance towards the different 
needs of users;
encourage all ministers and mayors to 
develop green procurement policies which 
include timber and follow the recommenda-
tions in forthcoming revised guidelines;
further promote the certification of forests, 
and
continue overall efforts to promote green and 
environmentally friendly procurement.27

In April 2007 the government published a draft 
of revised criteria for legal and sustainable 
timber and criteria for assessing certification 
schemes, with the purpose of receiving public 











comments by 31 May. these efforts indicate 
that the Danish government is committed to 
developing a more effective procurement 
policy.

two years after Denmark, in 2005, france 
enacted a procurement policy for legal and 
sustainable timber following a personal initia-
tive by the President of the republic. the 
French policy, like that of the UK, is based on an 
Advice Note - the prime minister’s “circulaire”. 
Yet neither this note nor the Notice of Informa-
tion that was distributed included guidelines to 
adequately assist procuring agents in their 
timber purchases. Although there is a noticeable 
personal engagement of government officials 
in developing proposals for improving the 
policy design and monitoring its implementa-
tion,28 their initiatives have not been taken up 
at higher political levels.

Fulfilling a commitment for green timber pro-
curement made in 2003, the federal government 
of belgium approved a policy in November 
2005, which became operational and was 
enacted in March 2006. While still not fully 
implemented, the progress made so far places 
the Belgian policy among the most promising. 
the Belgian policy accepts forest certification 
schemes that have been positively assessed by 
an Expert Group as one modality to demon-
strate compliance with 11 criteria for sustainable 
timber developed by the government.29 An 
initial assessment of the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC) and the Programme for the 
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) 
national schemes against the criteria found that 
while all FSC schemes meet the criteria, some 
PEFC national schemes do not fully comply. 
this resulted in two Positive Lists for PEFC 
national schemes. When they purchase timber, 
contracting agents should give preference to 
the certification schemes on list 1, which fully 
meet the criteria. As an alternative modality, 
other types of evidence will be accepted, as long 

information obtained from a government presentation given at the illegal logging update and stakeholder consultation, chatham house, 
July 2006.
impression from interviews with french government officials (July 2006).
information obtained from a government presentation given at the illegal logging update and stakeholder consultation, chatham house, 
July 2006.

27.

28.
29.
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as the supplier proves that the wood originates 
from sustainable sources that meet all 11 criteria.

Enacted one month after Belgium’s policy in 
April 2006, Japan’s policy is the most recent. one 
of its key instruments, the Forestry Agency’s 
Guideline, is comparable to the administrative 
guidelines, directives or circulars of most other 
policies. the list of specified items for procure-
ment, which mentions legality as a criterion for 
evaluation and sustainability a factor for consid-
eration for specified wood items, has strong 
implications for compliance as it is part of the 
Basic Policy of the Green Purchasing Law. 

3.2	 Binding	effect	on	central	
and	local	authorities

All timber procurement policies considered in 
this study are compulsory for central state 
authorities, with the exception of Denmark. 
While the Danish guidelines are voluntary, the 
law obliges central government agencies to 
develop their own green procurement policies, 
which extend to tropical timber. Similar to 
Japan, public timber procurement in Denmark 
is part of a broader green procurement policy: 
Since 1996, the Danish Ministry of the Envi-
ronment has launched around 50 environmen-
tal guidelines on public purchasing of various 
products. Although voluntary, the detailed 
Danish timber guidelines can be considered 
more advanced than the binding German direc-
tive, which has a narrow focus on tropical timber 
for public construction, merely requiring “federal 
procuring agents to use wood from sustainable 
forest management provided with credible certi-
fication depending on the possibilities of the 
market” (Bundesregierung 2001, 101).

With respect to subnational (i.e., regional and 
local) authorities, none of the policies is compul-
sory. In the Netherlands, UK and France, subna-
tional agencies are encouraged to follow the 
principles of the procurement policies. No impli-
cation for subnational authorities emanates from 
the policies in Germany, Denmark and Belgium. 
the effect of Japan’s policy on local authorities 

could potentially be the greatest of all policies, as 
the Japanese wording to encourage local entity 
compliance — doryoku gimu or “obligation to 
cooperate” — is very strong.  

3.3	 Government	criteria	and	
modalities	for	assessing	
evidence	

the governments of the Netherlands, Denmark, 
UK and Belgium have established their own 
criteria and indicators to help procuring agen-
cies assess the evidence of legality and/or sus-
tainability of timber and timber products. Gov-
ernment criteria have not been formulated in 
Germany, France and Japan.

Acceptance of forest certification schemes is a 
modality for the verification of legality and/or 
sustainability that all seven timber procurement 
policies have in common. However, while the 
policies in the Netherlands, UK, Denmark and 
Belgium accept certification schemes according 
to a prior assessment (and regular reassessment) 
of the schemes, the German, French and Japa-
nese policies accept all major existing schemes 
without assessing their procedures and proba-
tive force. 

A general principle of Wto and EU internal 
market rules is that trade-affecting definitions 
should not rest on membership of schemes or 
bodies, but on clear criteria that anyone can 
meet regardless of which organisation they 
have signed up to. However, the requirements 
of the Dutch, German and Danish policies 
require equivalence to the rules established by 
existing certification schemes. All three policies 
originated from the recognition of specific certi-
fication schemes without having their own 
definition of sustainability against which to 
assess the schemes. 

In contrast to the Dutch, German and Danish 
policies, the policies of the UK, Belgium, France 
and Japan have clear alternative modalities to 
forest certification, exclusively for legality veri-
fication. While the alternative modalities of the 
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4.0	timber procurement policy in the uK

UK and Belgium policies include a number of 
criteria for procuring agencies to verify legality 
and sustainability, those of Japan’s and France’s 
policies primarily rely on verification by the 
private sector. the UK policy, for instance, has 
developed a detailed list of criteria for procur-
ing agencies to assess what is termed category B 
evidence. In contrast, the Japanese and French 
policies expect the industry associations (and, 
in Japan’s case, alternatively individual suppli-
ers) to autonomously establish procedures in 
voluntary codes of conduct for verifying the 
legality and/or sustainability of timber supplied 
to public entities. once developed, the respec-
tive procedures were recognised by both gov-
ernments as effective means to provide proof of 
legality and/or sustainability. By placing the 
onus on their private sectors, the two govern-
ments do not expect procurement agents to 
assess the veracity of the documentary evidence 
provided by their suppliers.

Conducting an in-depth comparative analysis of 
all seven procurement policies listed in table 1 is 
beyond the constraints of this research exercise; 
hence, we have focused on those policies that 
will likely offer the most insights in terms of 
deepening our understanding of, and lessons for 
developing, robust policies – UK, France, Neth-
erlands. the policies of Germany, Denmark and 
Belgium will not be considered in the subsequent 
in-depth analysis for the following reasons:

Before its revision in January 2007, the 
German policy did not specify which 
certification schemes should be accepted 
as evidence of sustainability and effectively 
the policy was not implemented.  



the Danish timber procurement guidelines 
include criteria for procuring agencies to 
assess evidence and the Danish govern-
ment is considering establishing alternative 
modalities to forest certification. However, 
given the initially voluntary character of the 
guidelines and the large number of individual 
procurement policies, we have not included 
Denmark in the comparative analysis. 
the Belgian government plans to reform its 
policy in 2008, which will include a compre-
hensive assessment of all major certification 
schemes.30  therefore, it makes more sense 
to include Belgium in a comparative analysis 
after the policy is reformed.

Before conducting the comparative analysis it is 
necessary that the features of each policy are 
clearly described and understood. In Chapter 1 
we described the context in which Japan’s 
policy emerged, its major elements and the 
ongoing process to strengthen the policy. For 
the other three policies that are covered in the 
comparative analysis we now provide a descrip-
tion of timber imports, government strategies 
to combat imports of illegal wood, policy ele-
ments and their implementation, their institu-
tional framework, planned steps to strengthen 
the policy, and private sector responses. the 
focus of our discussion on each policy varies 
according to where most progress has been 
made, e.g., with institutional development, the 
provision of support services, the development 
of alternative modalities, the assessment of 
verification schemes and so forth.





one of the UK government’s first major 
responses to the issue of illegal logging dates 
back to July 2000, when it announced a procure-

ment policy for timber and timber products. 
this policy has gradually been implemented 
since 2004. 

  interview with Belgian government official (november 2006).30.
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  these are the Amazon Basin, the Baltic states, the congo Basin, east Africa, indonesia and russia.
  interview with defra official (January 2006).

31.
32.

4.1	 Background	of	UK	
timber	imports	and	initial	
responses	to	illegal	logging

the UK is the world’s 4th largest wood importer, 
after the US, China and Japan. the volume and 
value of wood and wood product imports 
(including associated products) in 2004 was 52 
million m3 (UK Forestry Commission 2005: 
table 3.1.), worth GBP 8.5 billion (ibid.: table 
3.4.). Environmental NGos estimate that a 
substantial part of these imports stem from 
illegal sources. For example, the World Wide 
Fund for Nature estimates that 28 per cent (2.2 
million m3) of the total timber imported from 
six regions31 into the UK in 2004 (7.9 million m3) 
was logged illegally (WWF 2005, 5). Greenpeace, 
likewise, implied significant imports of illegal 
timber in the following passage:

Today, the UK is awash with Chinese plywood. 
In June 2005, hardwood plywood imports from 
China made up nearly 30% of the UK trade in 
hardwood plywood. [China] is the number one 
importer of timber from many countries 
affected by illegal logging (Greenpeace 2005). 

Perhaps, in part, prompted by this type of criti-
cism, the UK has in the last few years become a 
pioneer in policy formulation against illegal 
logging and the trade in illegal wood products. 
In 1997, the UK government initiated voluntary 
guidance on timber procurement to its depart-
ments and agencies (Brack 2004, 8). In July 2000, 
the government announced a procurement 
policy for timber and timber products and 
invited trade representatives and NGos to 
discuss the timetable for its implementation. 

In 2002, the UK government commissioned the 
consultancies Environmental resources Man-
agement (ErM) and ProForest to undertake a 
scoping study on contract and variant specifica-
tions for legal and sustainable timber. Apart 
from defining these specifications and paving 
the way for policy formulation, their report also 
recommended the establishment of an advisory 

service to provide government procurement 
personnel with information and advice to 
support the implementation of the policy. 

the timber Procurement Advice Note from 
January 2004 established new procedures for 
procuring wood and wood products, creating a 
binding commitment on all government depart-
ments and agencies. While legal and sustainable 
timber procurement is not a legal requirement, 
it has become a “self-imposed voluntary code of 
purchasing”. Current guidance includes a con-
tract clause to ensure the supply of timber from 
legal sources and a variant specification for the 
option of supplying sustainable timber. this 
requires that the suppliers produce documen-
tary evidence. 

Initially, buyers were left to judge what is and is 
not credible evidence and to decide whether to 
accept certificates of forest management and 
chain of custody. the government believed 
there was a clear need for independent assess-
ment of forest certification schemes against cri-
teria of legality and sustainability.32 In August 
2005, the government commissioned ProForest, 
a private forest consultancy with recognised 
experience in advising on responsible timber 
purchasing, to operate the Central Point of 
Expertise on timber (CPEt) for both formulat-
ing the criteria and assessing the schemes. 

4.2	 Advisory	Board	and	
Consulting	Service:	CPET

the role of CPEt is twofold. First, it discusses 
and contributes to the formulation and imple-
mentation of the public timber procurement 
policy through an advisory board – the “CPEt 
reference board”. Second, it provides a consult-
ing service for public procurers and their sup-
pliers.33 Unlike its reference board (as will be 
explained in more detail later), CPEt is not an 
organisation, but a service provided by the UK 
government through the Department for Envi-
ronment, Food and rural Affairs (Defra). 
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the service’s main objective is to provide guid-
ance and support to the UK public sector buyers 
and their suppliers. this includes assessment of 
evidence to determine whether forest sources 
qualify as legal and/or sustainable. CPEt offers 
a helpline, which is only available to public 
sector buyers and their suppliers. the public 
bodies eligible for the service are:

central government departments (executive 
bodies)
central government agencies (non-execu-
tive bodies)
affiliated bodies (e.g., some schools)  
local authorities

CPEt provides guidance on the procedures 
departments should undertake when purchas-
ing wood or wood products. this includes an 
assessment of evidence and a monitoring pro-
gramme to determine if the contract require-
ments of legality and variant specification of 
sustainability are being met. Another CPEt 
service is organising regular training workshops 
on the procurement policy for public authori-
ties. While the procurement policy is only a 
binding commitment on central government 
authorities, both central and local authorities – as 
well their suppliers – are equally encouraged to 
use the CPEt service.

CPEt does not provide advice on technical 
timber specifications nor on how to identify 
certified suppliers. As the government, through 
ProForest, assessed the schemes against specific 
criteria, CPEt only recommends schemes based 
on the results of this assessment. CPEt assumes 
no responsibility for any purchase; this remains 
with the purchasing agency. 

A government official involved in formulating 
the timber procurement policy since its incep-
tion explained that CPEt was established 
because legality and sustainability verification 









is a complex issue, which requires the means for 
writing contracts, engaging stakeholders and 
providing guidance, while at the same time 
allowing for transparency of the verification 
criteria and procedures. Enquiries received by 
CPEt so far have been very diverse, ranging 
from: “What is the government’s timber pro-
curement policy?” to “What type of evidence 
should we collect?”34 the primary reason for 
why the operation of CPEt was delegated to 
the external consultancy ProForest is their pos-
session of technical skills, which immediately 
offered a workable system. ProForest has for a 
long time been involved in forest audits and is 
widely recognised as an impartial entity. 
Another reason for why the government con-
tracted the service to a consultancy is that the 
alternative of operating CPEt within the gov-
ernment would have been unreasonably 
expensive.35

the CPEt reference board is a multi-stakeholder 
institution, which was created to discuss and 
further advance policy formulation and imple-
mentation. Board members include the UK 
timber trade Federation (ttF), the WWF, the 
Forests and the European Union resource 
Network (FErN) and the Confederation of 
Forest Industries (ConFor). It has regular meet-
ings (three or four times a year) and ad hoc 
meetings.36

According to one of its members, at board meet-
ings a negotiation process takes place that is 
meaningful and adds value, but requires a 
search for compromises and balance.37 the 
government can choose to ignore advice given 
by the reference board. For instance, demands 
of environmental NGo board members to have 
social criteria included in the policy were 
ignored for a long time.38 

  interviews with cPet coordinator and Proforest deputy director (January 2006).
  interview with cPet representative (July 2006).
  interview with wwf representative (January 2006).
  interview with defra official (January 2006).
  interview with wwf representative (January 2006).
  interview with wwf representative (January 2006).

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
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4.3	 Policy	outline	and	initial	
implementation

the basic principles of the UK public timber 
procurement policy are laid down in two official 
documents. the UK Government Timber Procure-
ment Policy: Definition of ‘legal’ and ‘sustainable’ 
for timber procurement (second edition: CPEt 
2006b) sets out what legal and sustainable 
sources are under the policy, whereas the 
timber Procurement Advice Note (Defra 2004) 
advises central government authorities of the 
procedure for purchasing legal and sustainable 
timber. 

For UK government procurement, legal timber 
and wood derived products are those which 
originate from a forest where the following 
requirements are met (CPEt 2006b, 2):
1.1 the forest owner/manager holds legal use 

rights to the forest. 
1.2 there is compliance by both the forest man-

agement organisation and any contractors 
with local and national legal requirements 
including those relevant to: 

Forest management; 
Environment; 
Labour and welfare; 
Health & safety. 
other parties’ tenure and use rights 

1.3 All relevant royalties and taxes are paid. 
1.4 there is compliance with the requirements 

of CItES. 

For the procurement policy, sustainable timber 
and wood products must come from a forest 
which is managed in accordance with a defini-
tion of “sustainable” that meets the require-
ments set out below: 
2.1 the definition must be consistent with a 

widely accepted set of international prin-
ciples and criteria defining sustainable or 
responsible forest management at the forest 
management unit level. 

2.2 the definition must be performance-based, 
meaning that measurable outputs must be 
included. 











2.3 Management of the forest must ensure that 
harm to ecosystems is minimised. 

2.4 Management of the forest must ensure that 
productivity of the forest is maintained. 

2.5 Management of the forest must ensure 
that forest ecosystem health and vitality is 
maintained. 

2.6 Management of the forest must ensure that 
biodiversity is maintained. 

to achieve the types of management stated in 
criteria 2.3 to 2.6, the government policy requires 
the definition of sustainable to include specific 
requirement listed in the document (CPEt 2006b, 
3). Criterion 2.7 states that the process of defining 
sustainable must seek to ensure balanced repre-
sentation and input from the economic, environ-
mental and social interest categories. Criterion 
2.8 prescribes that the process of defining sus-
tainable must seek to ensure that a) no single 
interest can dominate the process, and that b) no 
decision can be made in the absence of agree-
ment from the majority of an interest category. 

More recently, a number of environmental and 
social NGos are demanding that the govern-
ment includes social criteria in its definition of 
sustainability. Until mid 2006, the government 
argued that these cannot be considered under 
the current EU procurement directives. Accord-
ing to recent government presentations, 
however, it is now considering the introduction 
of social criteria.39 Another demand from at 
least one NGo is for the assessment of forest 
certification schemes to differentiate between 
the national schemes under the FSC and PEFC.

In accordance with the Timber Procurement 
Advice Note, the procedure should include a 
contract condition to ensure supply of timber 
from legal sources and a variant specification 
for the option of supplying sustainable timber. 
A requirement of the contract condition and 
variant specification is that suppliers must be 
able to provide evidence to the public purchaser 
that the timber or wood products they supply 
are from legal and, if promised by the supplier, 

  e.g., joint uK, dutch and danish governments’ presentation at the illegal logging update and stakeholder consultation, chatham house, 
January 2007. 

39.
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sustainable sources. Evidence of legality is a 
minimum requirement, which may require 
independent verification. Evidence of sustaina-
bility is an additional criterion for consideration 
and decision, which always requires independ-
ent verification.40 the CPEt reference board 
has been responsible for further developing an 
overall framework for assessing evidence of 
legality and sustainability. this process has taken 
four to five years, which includes the activities of 
Defra prior to the establishment of CPEt.41 

the framework for assessing evidence recog-
nises two categories of evidence: certified mate-
rial (Category A evidence) and other types of 
documentation (Category B evidence). With 
respect to both categories, the primary criteria 
for the government concerning legality and 
sustainability include transparency (particularly 
traceability) and stakeholder involvement.42 

4.3.1 Category A Evidence
For procurement agents, the most straightfor-
ward option for meeting the requirements of 
the procurement policy is to purchase timber 
from sources certified by schemes accepted by 
the policy. In 2004, the UK government con-
tracted ProForest to assess the five major (from 
the point of view of UK imports) forest certifica-
tion schemes, namely FSC, PEFC, the Canadian 
Standards Association (CSA), the Sustainable 
Forest Initiative (SFI) and the Malaysian timber 
Certification Council (MtCC) using a frame-
work developed by ProForest. this assessment 
partially disqualified the PEFC, SFI and MtCC 
schemes for not meeting the government’s 
requirements for verifying sustainability and 
they were given a timeframe in which to under-
take revisions of their standards. While PEFC 
and SFI revised their criteria in order to meet 
the UK government’s requirements, MtCC did 
not. As a result, public authorities in the UK can 
consider MtCC certified wood as legal only if it 
contains 100% certified raw material and cannot 
use MtCC certification as verification of sus-
tainability (ProForest 2006). 

Biennial annual reviews of the schemes are 
undertaken to determine whether the schemes 
continue to provide assurance of legality and 
sustainability. the UK government decided that 
it needed a framework for regularly assessing 
which schemes provide assurance that its con-
tract requirements for legal and sustainable 
timber sources are being delivered. to provide 
that framework, CPEt developed criteria for the 
policy, which can be found in a reference docu-
ment on Criteria for Evaluating Certification 
Schemes, the second edition of which is dated 
May 2006 (CPEt 2006). A total of 26 criteria are 
grouped into four sections, reflecting the four 
main components of a forest certification 
scheme: forest management standard, certifica-
tion, accreditation, chain of custody (ibid., 5-18). 

It is one of the tasks of the CPEt reference board 
to score compliance with the requirements of 
each criterion on a 3-point scale: 0 = inade-
quately addressed and not acceptable; 1= par-
tially addressed; 2 = acceptable. For a scheme 
to serve as assurance of legality, a minimum 
score of 1 is required for each criterion identi-
fied as relevant to legal requirements. Assurance 
of sustainability requires a minimum score of 
1 for each criterion identified as relating to sus-
tainable requirements, and an overall score of 
75% of the total possible score for criteria relat-
ing to sustainable requirements; if the latter is 
not achieved, a scheme will be assessed as pro-
gressing to sustainable. the final decision whether 
to accept a scheme is made for the scheme as a 
whole and not on a country basis. CPEt will 
only disqualify a certification scheme after its 
acceptance once the internal complaint proce-
dures of the scheme have been utilised unsuc-
cessfully.43 

Within the CPEt reference board, some 
members have criticised the two global certifi-
cation schemes. the FSC interim standards 
developed for some countries were criticised as 
unsatisfactory and some of the NGos on the 
board have criticised PEFC for not having a tri-

  interview with defra official (January 2006).
  interview with defra official (January 2006).
  interview with deputy director Proforest (January 2006).
  interview with a cPet expert (July 2006).

40.
41.
42.
43.
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partite decision-making system comparable to 
that of FSC, thereby providing industry with 
veto power.44 regardless of these concerns, the 
government decided to accept all FSC national 
schemes, as well as PEFC, after the latter revised 
its standards.

In practice, certified wood and wood products 
stem predominantly from temperate boreal 
forests, which represent the vast majority of 
timber imports into the UK. Category A evi-
dence will thus be particularly important for 
temperate and boreal forests, but much less so 
for tropical and subtropical forests. 

4.3.2 Category B Evidence
Category B was primarily introduced to accom-
modate EU principles on public procurement 
that encourage governments to use objective 
criteria in tendering and contract award proce-
dures. the range of Category B evidence 
accepted under the policy is very broad, thus 
the government has decided that this evidence 
usually needs to be evaluated on a case-by-case 
basis. the types of Category B evidence usually 
are audit statements, government documenta-
tion or supplier declarations. the CPEt refer-
ence board has completed a full review of its 
assessment criteria, producing the first edition 
of a Framework for Evaluating Category B Evidence 
in June 2006 (CPEt 2006a). this framework 
distinguishes between:

criteria for assessing evidence;
checklists to assist suppliers in providing all 
the information required in a format which 
can be systematically and consistently 
assessed by procurement staff, and
guidance annexes, which are being devel-
oped by CPEt and “will be continually 
improved and updated to provide back-
ground information to help both suppliers 
and procurement officers” (ibid., 3).

the framework distinguishes between two 
groups of requirements for assessing evidence, 
reflecting the main factors that determine the 
adequacy of Category B evidence, namely:







1. the requirements for information and 
evidence to demonstrate supply chain man-
agement, which provides traceability from 
the forest source to the point of supply.

2. the requirements for information and 
evidence to demonstrate that forest man-
agement meets the UK government require-
ments for legality and/or sustainability.

 
Under the framework, compliance with each 
criterion will be assessed as either “adequate” 
or “not adequate”. Evidence from existing 
assurance programmes and ad hoc evidence 
must achieve adequate compliance with every 
criterion. With respect to the first criterion, 
supply chain management, for each stage in the 
supply chain it must be clear:

“what controls are in place to make sure that 
there is no mixing or substitution – acciden-
tal or intentional – with materials from other 
sources” (ibid., 4)
“how the information on control has been 
verified” (ibid.).

According to the framework, the latter require-
ment (verification) might include a range of 
different approaches such as:

statements from the organisation imple-
menting the control (1st party checks); 
checks made by the supplier to the govern-
ment of their suppliers (2nd party verifica-
tion);
verification by an independent third party 
(3rd party audits); 
official documentation showing official 
checks that have been carried out, and
“external programmes” providing supply 
chain management.

the UK government considers it “important 
that the approach used to verify information is 
appropriate. the higher the risk that adequate 
control is not in place, the more formal and 
robust the verification mechanism should be”. 
Suppliers can either provide copies of the evi-
dence or describe where it is available. Independ-
ent verification is required “If there is any concern 















  interview with wwf representative (January 2006).44.
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about the adequacy, robustness or veracity of 
the evidence provided” (ibid., 5).45

Specific information is also required under the 
second criterion for assessing evidence – require-
ments for evidence to demonstrate that forest 
management meets the UK government require-
ments for legality and/or sustainability. this 
information should include the location of the 
forest or forests where the timber originated. A 
distinction is made between evidence for sus-
tainable sourcing and for legality. For sustainabil-
ity, the information provided must be the forest 
management unit or units from which the timber 
was sourced. For legality, only the country of 
origin need be described. However, if timber 
originates from forests in countries where legal 
use rights are unclear, forest governance is weak 
or mechanisms for monitoring and public report-
ing of compliance are absent or not functioning, 
the forest management unit/units of the sourced 
timber must be described (ibid., 6). 

A further requirement of the forest manage-
ment criterion is that suppliers have informa-
tion on compliance with a set of criteria stated 
in two different checklists —  one for claims of 
legality, and one for claims of sustainability —
that they must complete for each forest source.46 
the mechanisms accepted for providing infor-
mation on compliance and adequacy are the 
same as in the case of supply chain manage-
ment: 1st party checks, 2nd party verification, 
3rd party audits and external programmes (see 
above). Again, “if there is any concern about the 
adequacy, robustness or veracity of the evidence 
provided then independent verification of the 
evidence will be required” (ibid., 7).

4.3.3 Initial implementation of the policy
It is still too early to assess implementation of 
the policy. According to an interviewed govern-

ment official, officials responsible for public 
procurement who are familiar with the policy 
tend to reject bids in which only verification of 
legality is offered in favour of bids that provide 
assurance of both legality and sustainability.47 
However, the degree to which procurement 
agents are familiar with the existence of the 
policy, in general, and with the complex require-
ments, in particular, may not be satisfactory for 
the government. At the International Experts 
Meeting on Illegal Logging, hosted by Japan in 
tokyo in March 2007, the UK Minister of Biodi-
versity, Landscape and rural Affairs informally 
expressed the government’s concern over the 
initial results of the monitoring of policy imple-
mentation conducted by CPEt. In July 2007, a 
government official conceded that the current 
policy might be “too flexible”.48 Further issues 
that would need to be addressed according to 
the official include lack of engagement of sub-
contractors in policy implementation and 
inconsistent site supervision and contract man-
agement.

these shortcomings notwithstanding, policy 
implementation has raised imports of certified 
timber to a 55% share.49 A limiting factor that 
may influence implementation of the policy are 
the price premiums that some certified woods 
command. the market signals for certified 
wood are mixed. Certified tropical hardwood 
species can command high premiums (e.g., up 
to 20% for African ekki wood)50, whereas premi-
ums tend to disappear when supply is high, 
which has been observed for plantation timber. 
Because of their usually tight budgets, procur-
ing agents may source cheaper, legal verified 
timber, rather than certified timber, as permit-
ted by the policy.51 However, if public purchas-
ers only seek legal timber, the policy requires 
them to present a justification for their decision. 

  “independent verification” for the uK means that an evaluation is “undertaken by an individual or body whose organisation, systems and 
procedures conform to iso guide 65 or equivalent and who is accredited to audit against timber production standards by a national or 
international body whose organisation, systems and procedures conform to iso 17011 or equivalent” (ibid.).
  checklist 2 and 3
  interview with defra official (January 2006).
  Presentation of a defra official at chatham house illegal logging update (July 2007).
  ibid.
  interview with a defra official (January 2006).
  interview with government and private sector experts (January 2006).

45.

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
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A recent revision of the UK procurement policy 
in March 2007 will require legal and sustainable 
timber from 2009, with an exception for FLEGt-
licensed legal-only products until 2015.52 this 
ought to be considered a major development 
which is causing a lot of disquiet amongst sup-
pliers sourcing from developing countries.

An important question is whether the policy 
has succeeded in achieving take-up by local 
authorities, which are one of the explicit target 
groups of CPEt in its effort to disseminate the 
procurement policy to all public buyers. 
Between August 2005 and December 2006, 18 
local authorities used the CPEt helpline and 
five attended workshops. (Brack 2007, 10). 
twelve case studies conducted by Brack “do not 
suggest that local authorities in aggregate are 
making much progress in developing timber 
procurement policies” (2007, 23), although 
exceptions do exist. Brack argues that the steady 
subjection of local government to central direc-
tion has not proved politically popular (Brack 
2007, 25).

4.4	 Private	sector	response

Many firms in the UK are working with their 
suppliers to ensure the provision of suitable 
documentation to meet the government’s 
requirements. However, has the procurement 
policy prompted the private sector to target legal 
and sustainable wood in private contracts? 

Public procurement accounts for 15-20% of total 
wood product sales in the UK (Speechly 2005), 
a share large enough to potentially influence 
the timber market. the government’s procure-
ment policy is commonly cited by the UK wood 
industry as a major driver for change in its own 
behaviour. trade and industry associations have 
voluntarily developed their own procurement 
policies and codes of conduct for their members, 
and some relationships with the public procure-
ment policy can be observed. Suppliers see 
price premiums developing for some products 
and also detect an increase in demand for certi-

fied products. Because in general importers and 
retailers prefer not to handle different types of 
the same products (i.e., certified and non-certi-
fied), this is having a knock-on impact in 
encouraging importers to move heavily into 
certified products – to the extent that supply 
now appears to be outstripping demand. In a 
study for the UK timber trade Federation (ttF) 
and Department for International Development 
(DFID), oliver concludes that “there is no 
doubting the influence of the UK government’s 
Central Point of Expertise on timber (CPEt) in 
boosting interest in certified products and 
guiding demand for these products where it 
exists” (oliver 2006, 5).

the case of the timber trade Federation (ttF) 
as the main representative of the trade sector in 
the UK serves an illustrative example. In 2002, 
the ttF established a code of conduct to ensure 
their members’ timber supplies are legal and 
originate from well-managed forests. the Fed-
eration also developed a responsible Purchas-
ing Policy (rPP), which is a toolkit to assist 
agents, importers and merchants of timber and 
timber products to manage their supply base 
and in doing so to meet the requirements of the 
ttF Code of Conduct and the government 
procurement policy. the rPP offers member 
companies one way that they can prove due 
diligence and continuous improvement towards 
only offering certified sustainable timber. In the 
absence of certification, signatories to the rPP 
are required to seek alternative evidence for the 
legality and sustainability of their timber prod-
ucts. the rPP also requires signatory companies 
to develop: 

a company policy, with environmental com-
mitments towards procurement activities; 
a risk assessment procedure to evaluate the 
suppliers’ ability to support the company 
policy; 
a management report to summarise the 
company’s achievements, and
an annual third-party audit to assure 
compliance to the policy and continuous 
improvement. 









  Presentation of a defra official at chatham house illegal logging update (July 2007).52.
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5.0	timber procurement policy in france

According to the head of Environment and 
Corporate Social responsibility in the ttF, one 
of the next steps for the rPP is to obtain more 
recognition from customers, banks, insurance, 
companies, NGos and private sector initiatives. 
Another target is to keep the rPP aligned with 

CPEt’s development of legality standards.53 
the ttF is also involved in international initia-
tives, such as the timber trade Action Plan 
conducted in association with other European 
trade associations and supported by the EU.

France’s procurement policy of wood and wood 
products, introduced in April 2005, is the second 
approach that this study includes in its com-
parative analysis. 

5.1	 Background	of	French	
timber	imports	and	the	
government’s	initial	
responses	to	illegal	logging

Covering a total of 15 million hectares, France’s 
temperate forest area is one of largest in the EU. 
Domestic timber production is significant — 
around 7.9 million m3 in 2005, of which 977,000 
m3 were exported (LCB 2006, 2). None the less, 
France is Europe’s top importer of tropical 
timber, with an estimated imported volume of 
1,280,000 m3 in 2005 (Itto 2006). France pos-
sesses eight million hectares of tropical forests in 
its overseas territories (especially French 
Guiana), but its tropical wood imports are pre-
dominantly from the francophone Congo Basin 
in Africa. A number of French enterprises have 
leading positions in the global tropical timber 
business. the public sector, on the other hand, is 
responsible for one quarter of the total consump-
tion of tropical timber in France. this is partly 
due to a rather large involvement of the public 

sector in housing, where it is responsible for an 
estimated 13-15% of timber consumption.54

By early 2004, the demand of environmental 
NGos to exclude illegal and unsustainable tropi-
cal timber from the French market began to elicit 
government responses. In March 2004, the 
French government established a “Permanent 
Study Group on Public Procurement for Sustain-
able Development and the Environment” 
(GPEM-DDEN),55 composed of technical experts, 
professionals and public buyers, including rep-
resentatives of local authorities.56 the main 
functions of the Permanent Study Group are to 
produce technical documents to guide public 
buyers and to make specific recommendations in 
order to further develop the policy. on 7 April 
2004, the government approved an Action Plan 
for tropical Forests,57 which aims mainly at:

improving the conservation of French tropi-
cal forests and the development of sustain-
able forest management;
strengthening forestry assistance to the 
francophone African producer countries in 
particular;
creating a National Working Group for 
tropical rainforests (NWGtr)58 composed 
of government departments, forestry and 
trade professionals, NGos and independ-







Presentation by the head of ttf environment and corporate social responsibility at the illegal logging update and stakeholder 
consultation, chatham house, July 2006.
interview with government officials and private sector representative (July 2006).
in french: Groupe Permanent d’Etude des Marchés “Development Durable, Environment” (sic).
interview with government official (July 2006).
in french: Plan d’action du gouvernement en faveur des forêts tropicales (french government 2004).
in french: Groupe National de Travail sur les Forêts Tropicales Humides.

53.

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
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ent experts, which is expected to produce 
white papers on the French policy on tropi-
cal forests, and
preparing a prime minister’s advice note 
(circulaire) to public buyers, with the ultimate 
target of raising the share of wood from legal 
sources under sustainable forest manage-
ment (or at least progressing toward SFM) 
of the total publicly procured wood/wood 
products to 50% in 2007 and 100% in 2010.

From May 2004, the Advice Note was formu-
lated under the cooperation of three ministries: 
Finance; Agriculture (responsible for forest 
policy), and Ecology and Sustainable Develop-
ment. In october and December 2004, the 
NWGtr held consultations with professional 
forestry and timber sector representatives, such 
as producers, traders and industry members. 
According to a government official, the role of 
the French timber trade federation Le Com-
merce du Bois (LCB) in shaping the new policy 
was particularly important.59 At the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
organisation (UNESCo) International Confer-
ence on Biodiversity, Science and Governance 
in January 2005, the President of the French 
republic, Jaques Chirac, announced that “from 
this year on, the State in France will use only 
eco-certified timber for big building works. In 
2010, the totality of public purchases will have 
to conform to this commitment”. on 5 April 
2005 the French prime minister approved the 
Advice Note on Public Wood Purchases for 
Sustainable Forest Management.60

5.2	 Policy	outline

the Advice Note consists of a letter signed by 
the prime minister and a technical annex, which 
includes specifications for public procurement. 
the policy is mandatory for central authorities, 
which are required to demand evidence of the 
legality of the forestry activities and/or of sus-



tainable forest management, with the proviso 
that there is sufficient potential supply. the 
policy is recommended to local authorities.

While no distinction is made between tropical 
and non-tropical forest products, the Advice 
Note differentiates between two categories of 
products related to two types of purchase, 
respectively. the product categories are: 
I. timber (sawn and veneer products) and 

plywood
II. all secondary-processed products (particle 

boards, windows, furniture and paper)

the types of purchase are public works (specific 
cases) and product purchasing (general case).

5.2.1 Requirements for Category I products 
Suppliers who offer Category I products to 
public buyers must provide at least one of the 
following five certificates or an equivalent: 
1. certificate delivered by the producer and 

verified by an independent body proving 
that timber was legally logged or, alterna-
tively, a licence of legality delivered by the 
producer country, which must be verified in 
compliance with international agreements;

2. sustainable forestry management certifica-
tion verified by an independent body;61 

3. document attesting to the existence of a 
forest management plan that was approved 
by a local authority and verification of its 
implementation by an independent body 
that has forestry experience;

4. document attesting that the forest manager 
or owner has subscribed to a code of conduct 
which includes legal and sustainable forest 
management commitments and which is 
regularly verified by an independent body, or

5. document attesting that the supplier sub-
scribes to a code of good conduct which 
includes commitments of buying timber 
from legally and sustainably managed 
forests and which is regularly verified by an 
independent body.

interview with government official (July 2006).
in french: Nouvelle circulaire sur les achats publics de bois pour une gestion durable des fôrets; published on 8 April 2005 in the official Journal 
of the french republic.
in the french government’s understanding, existing forest management certification schemes provide a “good guarantee” if they include 
independent auditing of the forest management unit and the chain of custody (according to a government presentation given in 2005).

59.
60.

61.
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Public buyers must reject any bid that fails to 
present evidence under one of the five modali-
ties or an equivalent. A provision included in 
the Advice Note at the Ministry of Finance’s 
instigation stipulates that an equivalent docu-
ment to any of the five enumerated types has to 
be accepted and at least examined by public 
buyers.62 

5.2.2 Requirements for Category II products
For any product that they want to purchase 
from this category, public buyers must require 
the detailed specifications set by an official eco-
label or a logo of a forest certification scheme. 
Suppliers, in turn, can either prove that the 
products they offer meet the environmental 
requirements set by the public bid by providing 
a certificate from a certifying body, or make 
self-declarations. the latter require an endorse-
ment by an independent control body.  

5.2.3 Policy implementation
Policy implementation follows a step by step 
approach. Having to start from a situation with 
no regulations, French officials have urged 
public buyers to use existing instruments such 
as eco-labels on wood products providing 
assurance of sustainable forest management 
and legality certificates verified by independent 
and reliable bodies. to provide information and 
guidance on the new regulation, the Permanent 
Study Group GPEM-DDEN (on behalf of the 
government) produced a 30-page information 
brochure, which was distributed to all public 
authorities (GPEM/DDEN 2005).

It should be noted that the availability of certi-
fied timber in France is comparatively high, 
with all central state-owned and 60% of 
municipality-owned forests PEFC certified. 
According to a government official, the achieve-
ment of the target ratios of legal/sustainable 
timber set out in the Advice Note will be less 
relevant than the actual implementation of the 
modalities.

the Advice Note prescribes a preliminary evalu-
ation of policy implementation to be undertaken 
by 2006. the government has commissioned 
this assessment, which commenced in early 
2006, to CIrAD (Centre de coopération internation-
ale en recherche agronomique pour le développement), 
a France-based centre for international agricul-
tural research for development. Government 
officials expected CIrAD to submit a report on 
this evaluation between September and Decem-
ber of 2006; it was unclear whether the report 
will be published.63

According to government officials, a compre-
hensive assessment would have to focus on two 
key issues: (1) ensuring traceability of verified 
timber products, and (2) data gathering on 
public purchases of timber products.64 the offi-
cials acknowledge that shortcomings concern-
ing both issues exist. While traceability can be 
assumed for certified wood, it may not be satis-
factory (or existing) for other forms of legality/
sustainability evidence. Another major problem 
is a lack of data on public purchases. In France, 
data are systematically registered only for 
public trade actions worth more than EUr 
236,000. Even these data are not readily available 
in a workable format and it is difficult to identify 
which contracts may include timber. the French 
procurement policy does not require public 
institutions to conduct annual planning of their 
timber purchases, nor to report on these pur-
chases. Consequently, government officials 
admit not to have an overview of how the regu-
lations in the Advice Note are considered by the 
200 central-state and over 200,000 total public 
buyers in France. 

5.3	 Proposed	future	steps	

to ensure traceability for evidence of legality/
sustainability, other than using forest certifica-
tion schemes the French government has iden-
tified two options: 1) to rely on private chain of 

interview with a french government official (July 2006).
interviews with french government officials (July 2006). 
Presentation of french government official at the illegal logging update and stakeholder consultation, chatham house, July 2006, and 
later interview with the official. 

62.
63.
64.
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custody and to assess the legality/sustainability 
at the end of the chain (purchaser responsibil-
ity), or 2) to make use of existing customs docu-
ments to qualify products as legal/sustainable 
when they enter the EU markets. With respect 
to the first option, the government sees the 
presently low expertise at the tender and pur-
chaser level as a problem. In terms of the second 
option, it would be customs officers who need 
expertise on proofs of legality/sustainability. 
Additionally, the unique administrative docu-
ment (UAD), for products entering the EU 
market, and the exchange good document 
(EGD), for within the UK market, would have 
to be modified. this, in turn, would require a 
review of EU legal provisions on customs. 
Moreover, this would also require supervision 
of all imported wood, even if not purchased by 
the public sector. Another concern is that it 
could cause a market distortion between 
national and imported wood products. to 
address the lack of data, French government 
officials consider sampling as the only possibil-
ity at present to obtain quick indicative results. 
For permanent/long term monitoring of the 
impacts of the procurement policy and to facili-
tate its implementation, the French government 
is considering the option of creating a national 
reference centre. According to government offi-
cials, such a centre could also integrate the 
function of observing public markets and advis-
ing individual public buyers and their suppliers, 
in contrast to the abovementioned GPEM/
DDEN study group. the centre could act at 
different stages as:

a technical adviser to formulate the calls for 
proposals;
an official approval body to evaluate proofs of 
legality/sustainability provided by tenders; 
a data centre.

thus far, no official decision has been made on 
any of these measures to further develop the 
procurement policy and its implementation. the 
correspondent decision-making process would 
not only require cooperation between the three 







ministries involved (Finance, Environment, 
Agriculture), but would also involve the National 
Working Group for tropical Forests. Finally, it 
should be noted that the French government 
expects the FLEGt initiative developed by the 
EU to become the most appropriate instrument 
to address legality issues of imported timber.65 

5.4	 Private	sector	response	

there are two main players that represent the 
private sector in France in the trade of wood 
and wood products: Le Commerce du Bois 
(LCB), as the main timber trade association in 
France, and the Interafrican Forest Industries 
Association (IFIA), which represents some 300 
enterprises in a number of (mainly francoph-
one) African nations, provides them with 
financial and technical support for forest man-
agement (including on certification), and pro-
motes the trade in African wood.66 this study 
limits its scope to the LCB, which represents 170 
trade businesses. 

the LCB participated in the National Working 
Group for tropical rainforests, exerting consid-
erable influence in the formulation of the 
French public procurement policy. the fifth of 
the abovementioned modalities for Category I 
material can be considered tailor-made for LCB 
members, as it refers to suppliers who subscribe 
to a code of good conduct.67 At the LCB General 
Assembly in December 2005 the 120 attending 
members approved with unanimity its Environ-
mental Charter on Wood Purchases and Sales (LCB 
2005), which came into effect in June 2006. the 
Charter will become compulsory for LCB 
members in 2008, but they are free to adopt it 
earlier. 

the Charter commits its signatories to: 
1. Responsible purchase, which above all means 

“to increase from year to year our purchases 
of wood and wood products stemming 
forests that have received a certification of 

  interview with government official (July 2006).
  interview with the director of the ifiA (July 2006). 
  interview with a french ngo representative (July 2006). 

65.
66.
67.
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sustainable management or are progress-
ing toward certification” (LCB 2005, 3). 
LCB accepts all internationally recognised 
certification schemes, i.e., those recognised 
by the Itto or by regional or international 
processes. Attention must be paid to CItES 
regulations and the UN recommendations 
concerning conflict areas that should be 
avoided.

2. Responsible selling, which includes improving 
the information provided to LCB customers 
by pointing out three main characteristics of 
the purchase (common tree species name in 
French for timber and commercial technical 
name for other products; the country of 
origin; eventual certification), providing 
customers with a technical file and advice 
on their purchase options, and promoting 
certified and sustainably produced wood. 

3. Other activities, particularly to finance and 
facilitate the verification of compliance with 
the Charter through a third party, and to 
show progress in a biennial audit by achiev-
ing a higher grade each time and obtaining 
a determinate grade for the enterprise’s 
general performance by 2010.  

the biennial audit is mandatory for LCB 
members starting one year after adopting the 
Charter. the evaluation uses two key criteria: 1) 
the percentage of certified timber purchased 
(measured on a value-basis in the case of wood 
products), and 2) to provide customers with the 
above information and a technical file. With 
respect to the first criterion, the evaluation dif-
ferentiates between four types of wood,68  
requiring, for instance, a lower percentage of 
certified material for hardwood from Africa 
than from Europe. While the evaluation consid-
ers both indicators, priority is given to the first 
one when assessing the general performance of 
an enterprise. 

In late July 2006, five members had adopted the 
Charter. the LCB management has stressed its 
determination to convince the remaining 165 

enterprises to join the Charter before it becomes 
mandatory in 2008.69 the Charter has its own 
Steering Committee with 15 members, which 
represent the French government, environ-
mental NGos70 and the French consultancy 
Utopies, which advises companies on the defi-
nition and implementation of their corporate 
social and environmental responsibility 
(Utopies 2006). As a major representative of the 
private timber trade sector in France, the timber 
trade federation LCB has thus demonstrated 
increasing commitment to promote trade in 
legal and sustainable wood. 

In contrast to the code of conduct of its UK 
counterpart, the LCB’s charter is not yet binding 
on all members and allows member companies 
to adopt a gradual approach to implementing 
responsible purchasing and selling policies. 
However, future developments, such as its 
mandatory status from 2008 for all members, 
and a scheme that gradually commits companies 
to engage in responsible purchasing and selling, 
can be considered promising. overall, the LCB’s 
initiatives are more progressive than the response 
to illegal and unsustainable logging by timber 
trade federations in some of the other EU 
importer countries of tropical wood, such as Italy 
and Germany, where federations have not yet 
established codes of conduct.  

While the establishment of the LCB’s charter 
a few months after the introduction of the 
French government’s procurement policy can 
be interpreted as a reactive measure, the LCB 
and industry associations were heavily 
involved in the policy formulation process. In 
France, one can say that the private sector has 
more shaped the public timber procurement 
policy than responded to it. this observation 
is supported by the current stagnation in the 
development and implementation of the 
government’s policy, which contrasts with 
the ongoing implementation of the LCB 
charter.  

  sawn wood; hardwood from Asia, south America or Africa; hardwood from europe and others; panels 
  interview with the director of the lcB (July 2006).
  namely wwf, Amis de la Terre (friends of the earth) and France, Nature, Environnement (fne).

68.
69.
70.
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6.0	timber procurement policy in the 
netherlands

the third timber procurement policy that will 
be described in-depth is the timber procure-
ment policy of the Netherlands, the first such 
policy in Europe dating back to February 1997. 

6.1	 Background	of	Dutch	
timber	imports,	the	initial	
procurement	policy	and	its	
revision

In the Netherlands, which is one of the major 
consumer countries of timber in Europe, total 
imports reached 4,348,000 m3 in 2005, 743,000 
m3 of which was tropical timber (Itto 2006). 
tropical hardwoods are used for interior deco-
ration and outdoor construction, which requires 
water-resistant woods. Around 75% of imported 
tropical wood originates from Southeast Asia, 
mainly Indonesia and Malaysia. twenty per 
cent of wood imports are from Cameroon and 
Gabon in the Congo Basin and 5% from South 
America, predominantly Brazil and Surinam 
(Itto 2006).

the public procurement of timber from forests 
under sustainable management arose as a 
policy issue in the Netherlands earlier than in 
any other European country. High-profile NGo 
campaigns acted both as initiators of and the 
driving force behind the reform of government 
procurement; the reform, in turn, elicited a 
vigorous response from the private sector and 
contributed to the increasing demand for certi-
fied wood products on the Dutch markets. 
Domestically, this demand is reflected by the fact 
that over one third of the total forest area – more 
than 110,000 hectares - has been FSC certified. 

In an effort to promote the sustainable produc-
tion of timber and as a joint initiative with the 

industry sector, the government created the 
Keurhout Foundation in April 1996. this insti-
tution became responsible for ensuring the 
consideration of “minimum requirements” of 
sustainable forest management in public pro-
curement. these requirements, established by a 
government white paper for the Dutch parlia-
ment in February 1997 (LNV 1997), became the 
basis for the Keurhout system, under which 
certificates for sustainable forest management 
were assessed in the following years. By Febru-
ary 2005, Keurhout’s Board of Exports had 
already approved around 40 million hectares of 
certified forest (NttA 2005, 3). From December 
2004, the Keurhout Foundation began assessing 
the legal origin of timber, based on the Keurhout 
Protocol for the Validation of Claims of Legal Timber. 
However, after a disagreement between the 
private sector and the government, the 
Keurhout system was placed under the Nether-
lands timber trade Federation and was no 
longer the official assessment body, thus becom-
ing less relevant for government procurement. 

Initially, the Dutch government adopted a 
target of having all timber on the Dutch market 
(not only public procurement) sustainable by 
the year 2000, but this was impossible to achieve. 
In June 2004 the government issued a mandate 
according to which “all public institutions at 
national level are obliged to procure verifiably 
sustainable timber where possible…. In addi-
tion public buyers should at least ensure them-
selves that timber comes from a verifiably legal 
source”.71 More recently, the Dutch parliament 
adopted the motion Koopmans/de Krom requir-
ing central government authorities to consider 
sustainability criteria in all public tenders by the 
end of 2010. Before 2010 it should preferably 
come from a sustainable source and at the least 
from a legal source. 

  translation in “dutch Public Procurement Policy for timber: Background and current state of Play”, vroM 2005 (unpublished). 71.
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Following an evaluation of the minimum 
requirements in 2001, the parliament asked the 
government to develop a certification system, 
which in turn initiated a multi-stakeholder 
process, the Broad Consultations (Breed Overleg), 
in which both environmental NGos and the 
industry sector were represented. After three 
years of regular meetings and intense discus-
sions, on 12 october 2005 the Broad Consultations 
Committee approved the “National Assessment 
Guideline for the Certification of Sustainable 
Forest Management and the Chain of Custody 
for timber from Sustainably Managed Forests”72 
(known under the Dutch acronym BrL). once 
fully implemented, the policy set out in the BrL 
will become the new basis for public procure-
ment of sustainable timber, replacing the 
minimum requirements. 

Although the National Assessment Guideline 
was approved, during the final negotiations on 
the details of the BrL system, the environmen-
tal and social NGos stepped out of the process.  
the reasons for this, according to a representa-
tive of one of the NGos, were disagreement 
about the composition of the implementation 
bodies and the government’s reluctance to give 
clear preference to FSC over other certification 
schemes in the planned assessment.73 the 
NGos argued that the acceptance of FSC on the 
World Standards Services Network (WSSN) list 
of international standards implied that FSC 
could be unconditionally used in procurement, 
without any need of independent assessment. 
the government countered that representatives 
from ISo had informed them that being on the 
WSSN list does not imply any formal recogni-
tion, certification, accreditation or approval. 
Government officials also argue that some FSC 
national schemes might turn out not to be 
robust enough to pass the BrL requirements.74 

Despite these tensions, the government 
announced that it would go ahead with setting 
up the BrL system in cooperation with the 

other stakeholders.75 the Dutch Ministry of the 
Environment appointed experts for the Equiva-
lence Assessment Board to assess which existing 
forest certification schemes (at national level) 
are equivalent to the Dutch certification system, 
including the BrL. these systems include both 
national stand-alone systems as well as national 
schemes endorsed by international systems 
such as FSC and PEFC (VroM 2007). 

6.2	 Revision	of	the	timber	
procurement	policy,	its	
outline	and	future	
implementation	

the BrL National Assessment Guideline has the 
overall purpose of providing clear and transpar-
ent criteria for the certification and verification of 
timber and timber products from sustainably 
managed forests. the BrL identifies two objec-
tives which coincide with the two basic functions 
of the BrL system. one is to establish the BrL as 
a forest certification scheme in itself and the 
second is to set up a system for recognising other 
certification schemes as “equivalent”.76

6.2.1 First objective
In terms of the first objective, the BrL estab-
lishes requirements for sustainable forest man-
agement, chain of custody systems and certifi-
cation bodies. When assessing forest 
management regimes (in the Netherlands or 
abroad) and enterprises along the supply chain, 
the BrL certification bodies must take into 
account these requirements. Four bodies are 
involved in the conformity assessment:

the certification body, which carries out the 
conformity assessment
the Central Appeals Board, which deals 
with appeals
the Central Board of Experts, which is 
responsible for the standards 
the Accreditation Council 









  in dutch: Nationale Beoordelingsrichtlijn duurzaam geproduceerd hout.
  interview with ngo representative (August 2006).
  interview with ngo representative (August 2006).
  official statement made by the state secretary van geel.
see the non-binding english translation of the guideline (vroM 2006). 

72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
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Chapter 3 of the Guideline, in combination with 
a Specific Standard (in Annex I to Chapter 3), 
sets out the criteria for the certification of sus-
tainable forest management regimes. the crite-
ria constitute the requirements for the forest 
management systems and the quality of the 
actual management practices. Conformity with 
the criteria is assessed by a certification body 
accredited by the Accreditation Council. 

Chapter 4 establishes the handling and tracking 
requirements for sustainably produced timber, 
focusing on the management systems of indi-
vidual businesses which form part of a supply 
chain or chain of custody. Again, conformity 
with the standards of Chapter 4 is assessed by 
an accredited certification body. 

6.2.2 Second objective
Apart from its own certification procedure, the 
BrL allows for the recognition of other forest 
management and chain of custody certification 
schemes as equivalent to the Dutch certification 
system “in order to minimise the costs to those 
who have obtained certificates under these 
systems while ensuring that the certification 
standard is acceptable to the Netherlands”.77 
Independent assessment of the equivalence of a 
certification system to the Dutch system is con-
ducted by the Equivalence Assessment Board. 
Equivalent requirements to those stated in 
Chapters 3 and 4 of the BrL must be found in 
the certification schemes that seek recognition. 
In addition, the working methods of the other 
systems should also be equivalent. 

A novelty of the BrL is that the Equivalence 
Assessment Board will assess international cer-
tification schemes such as PEFC or FSC at the 
national level; therefore the national schemes 
endorsed by PEFC and FSC will be assessed 
individually, including interim standards. 
According to Dutch officials, this is necessary 
because of the considerable differences existing 
between the endorsed national schemes. the 
number of schemes to be assessed will depend 

on which certification schemes will seek recog-
nition as BrL equivalent.

the first meeting of the Equivalence Assess-
ment Board, composed of seven experts (of eco-
nomic, social/cultural, forest management, nor-
malisation, ecological issues etc.) was scheduled 
for 10 November 2006. An assessment of six 
certification schemes was undertaken from 
october 2006 to March 2007, including two FSC 
schemes (one in a developing and one in a 
European country) and two PEFC schemes.78 
Subsequently the government plans to formally 
approve the BrL, publishing it in the Gazette. 
After conducting a formal assessment of the 
equivalence of existing certification schemes, 
the Dutch procurement policy would then be 
finally implemented.

6.2.3 Principles, criteria and indicators
the principles, criteria and indicators laid out 
in Chapters 3 and 4 constitute the requirements 
used in the assessment of forest management 
and CoC, and that of other certification schemes. 
Principles are overall objectives that have to be 
met for a forestry regime to be regarded as sus-
tainable or a chain of custody as verifiable. Cri-
teria separate out and develop the elements 
that constitute a principle. Indicators comprise 
variables, documents, records, procedures and 
other items which can demonstrate that a crite-
rion has been met. As the BrL is to be used 
worldwide, it acknowledges that the criteria of 
Chapter 3 (forest management) will not be 
applicable in all situations or locations. 

With respect to assessing forest management 
systems, the National Assessment Guideline 
claims to make an effort to bring their ecological, 
socioeconomic and sociocultural aspects into 
balance. Chapter 3 includes definitions of a 
variety of relevant items, such as forest conver-
sion, forest manager, group manager, indigenous 
people, landscape, natural forest, precautionary 
principle, prior consent, protected features and 
stakeholders. Grouped under categories, Chapter 

see the non-binding english translation of the guideline (vroM 2006).
interview with government official (August 2006) and information obtained from a government presentation given at the unece/fAo 
Annual Policy forum in geneva, 5 october 2006.

77.
78.
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3 lists a number of principles and criteria, which 
also consider the impacts of forest management 
on local communities and indigenous people, as 
well as their rights and participation. 

the BrL can be regarded as a comprehensive 
system to a) certify sustainable sources of timber 
and chain of custody, and b) to assess existing 
certification schemes. the detailed list of eco-
logical and socioeconomic criteria is comparable 
to that of the most advanced existing certifica-
tion systems and may even exceed national 
standards. However, a recent study by the 
Dutch NGo Milieudefensie revealed that only 
20% of recent public construction projects pro-
cured sustainable (which they equated with 
FSC certified) timber (Milieudefensie 2006), 
suggesting that it will be a challenging task for 
the BrL to meet the government’s target of 
procuring 100% sustainable timber by 2010.

It should be noted that the Dutch procurement 
policy has thus far focused on the verification of 
sustainability. Sustainability can be viewed as a 
more ambitious target than legality and the 
Dutch government can be commended for this 
focus. Moreover, forest certification schemes – 
the evidence of sustainability accepted both 
under the Keurhout system and the future BrL 
system – commonly require legal compliance, 
and therefore are viewed as a proxy for legality 
verification.

Nevertheless, separate verification of legality 
can be expected to become a new focus of the 
Netherlands’s timber procurement policy. the 
government has recently announced its deci-
sion to use the criteria for legality verification 
developed by the UK policy for Category B 
evidence, as part of a joint effort to harmonise 
the policies of the UK, the Netherlands and 
Denmark. 

Although not an explicit requirement under the 
Dutch policy prior to the introduction of the 
BrL system, procurement agencies in the Neth-
erlands had the option to seek legality verifica-

tion of wood items under the Keurhout system. 
the assessment scheme is outlined in the 
Keurhout Protocol for the Validation of Legal 
timber from 2004 and includes a Board of 
Experts assessing claims of legal timber and 
chain of custody (CoC) made by producers/sup-
pliers who are members of Keurhout. (Keurhout 
2006). Although this system is detailed, the 
Dutch government decided not to make use of 
it for the same reasons mentioned above with 
respect to the Keurhout system of sustainability 
verification (i.e., primarily that the Keurhout 
Foundation is now placed under the Nether-
lands timber trade Association). Moreover, a 
harmonisation of its legality standards with 
those of the UK government appears to be a 
priority for the Netherlands’s government.79 

6.2.4 Latest developments 
the abovementioned Equivalence Assessment 
Board has preformed a test run on six certifica-
tion systems. the purpose of this test run was 
to see if the BrL system works in practice. 
Although the final report was due on 15 July 
2007, informally the Dutch Ministry of the 
Environment and the parliament were informed 
in advance that none of the tested certification 
schemes could pass the BrL-test. According to 
the Dutch government, this means that the BrL 
system does not work in practice in its current 
form (VroM 2007).

therefore, the government is presently devel-
oping an improved set of criteria (simplified 
system) on the basis of the experiences gained 
during the test run. the government intends 
that this improved and simpler set of criteria 
will be solely used for the purpose of timber 
procurement, even though BrL was originally 
set up as a forest certification scheme as well as 
a system for equivalence assessment. the gov-
ernment expects that the new assessment 
system will be operational before the end of 
2007 after a round of consultation-meetings 
planned for September.

Joint presentation by the uK, dutch and danish governments at the illegal logging update and stakeholder consultation, chatham house, 
January 2007.

79.
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6.3	 Private	sector	response	

the Netherlands timber trade Association 
(NttA)80 is an umbrella organisation represent-
ing roughly 300 timber wholesalers. there are a 
number of related trade associations that are 
extraordinary members: the Netherlands Associa-
tion of timber Agents (NAtA), and the importers’ 
association Vereeniging van Importeerende Groot-
handelaren in Hout. the NttA is also closely 
engaged in various European timber trade 
organisations. 

the NttA has both formulated a Mission and 
adopted a Code of Conduct. one of the com-
mitments expressed in the Mission is that “the 
NttA promotes trade in timber demonstrably 
originating from sustainably managed forests 
and sees to it that its members take the interests 
of both the employees and the environment in 
the Netherlands as well as in the producing 
countries into consideration” (NttA 2006, 7-8). 

the primary objectives of the NttA are:
By 2009, to have achieved certainty as to 
the origins of 100% of the timber traded by 
NttA members.
By 2009, 75% of all timber imported and 
traded by NttA members should originate 
from demonstrably sustainable forests.

Its secondary objectives are related to product 
segments:

Softwood: By 2009, 100% of the softwood 
imported by members should originate 
from demonstrably sustainable forests. 
Hardwood: By 2009, 50% of the tropical 
hardwood imported should be demonstra-
bly legal timber, while 25% of all hardwood 
should originate from demonstrably sus-
tainable forests.
Sheet material: By 2009, 75% of the imported 
sheet material should originate from sus-
tainable forests.

the NttA adopted a code of conduct in 2003, 
which was endorsed by all members in 2004, 
who are “legally obliged to observe it” (NttA 











2006, 8). In turn, the members are entitled to call 
themselves Approved Timber Traders, an expres-
sion the NttA holds the copyright for. the code 
of conduct prescribes that “NttA members 
shall exclusively bring timber on the Nether-
lands market in conformity with current legisla-
tion and regulations (agreed nationally as well 
as internationally)” (ibid.). Among six further 
commitments is one to “preferably deal in 
timber demonstrably originating from sustain-
ably managed forests” (ibid.). the NttA 
adopted a system of sanctions, which is applied 
in case members fail to observe any of the pro-
visions of the code. A complaints system allows 
dealing with third party complaints related to 
the code of conduct. In the event that the NttA 
Mandatory Advisory Committee considers a 
complaint justified, it may impose one of the 
following sanctions in accordance with the 
gravity of the offence:

A warning in the event of the first offence
A fine of up to 45,000 EUr
Suspension
Expulsion (ibid., 22). 

While NGo pressure can be seen as the initial 
key factor for the NttA’s responsiveness to 
implementing a responsible purchasing policy 
for its members, the NttA has increasingly 
shown initiative when approaching the problem 
of illegal logging. the NttA goes as far as sug-
gesting a ban on the import of illegal timber into 
the EU:  “the NttA is against the import of ille-
gally felled timber and in favour of both an 
international, global approach to the problem 
and a statutory ban of the import of illegal timber 
at European level” (ibid.). Additionally, the NttA 
stresses its cooperation with national and inter-
national organisations to develop methods to 
combat the trade in illegal timber. the association 
is involved in developing the EU timber trade 
Action Plan with the UK and Belgian federations. 
Furthermore, the NttA opts to assist selected 
producer countries, by monitoring the suppliers’ 
legal production, identifying and listing instru-
ments for the distinction of legal from illegal 
timber, in order to set up a chain of custody to be 
monitored by a certifying body.









in dutch: Vereniging Van Nederlandse Houtondernemingen (vvnh).80.
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7.0	summary

these initiatives should be seen as largely 
independent of the procurement policy. Most 
timber traders in the Netherlands deal with a 
sufficiently large share of certified wood to be 
able to respond to a government procurement 
policy that focuses on sustainability assurance. 
None the less, the policy envisaged by the BrL 
guideline will be tough in terms of accepting 

existing certification schemes as equivalent with 
its standards. this, as well as the new additional 
requirement of legality verification, will increase 
the pressure on timber suppliers to provide 
procurement agents sustainable and legal wood 
from BrL assessed forest and supply chain 
management or equivalent.

Before beginning the comparative analysis, it is 
worthwhile summarising this chapter by drawing 
out broad observations of both the shared and 
distinct features of public timber procurement 
policies. these include the following points:

1. Consumer countries have developed their 
policies independently, though harmonisa-
tion is now being discussed.

2. Experience shows that procurement policy 
evolution can be gradual and incremental, or 
it can be erratic. the evolution of policy can 
be marked by key events or turning points.

3. Providing assurance of legality and sustain-
ability of wood products is complex and 
contested, which partly explains why poli-
cies evolve over a long period of time.

4. NGos have been a major driver for the 
introduction of the policies and have suc-
cessfully lobbied governments.

5. For some policies, the personal engagement 
of parliamentarians/government officials 
has been an important driver, albeit to 
varying extents. 

6. the policy formation process is of keen 
interest to the private sector and NGos. 
Governments have sought their participa-
tion in policy development through multi-
stakeholder processes.

7. All policies share a number of essential ele-
ments, such as instruments to verify sustain-
ability and/or legality and the informational 
needs of the procuring agents.

8. the elements of each policy are responsive 
to many variables, particularly the relative 
influence of actors, their institutional rela-
tionships and the historical context of the 
policy.

9. Definitions of legality and sustainability 
in the policies vary widely from vague 
descriptions to detailed sets of criteria and 
indicators.

10. An institutional framework must be con-
structed to implement the policy. often, 
new institutions are established for this 
purpose.

11. Procurement policies usually distinguish 
between legality and sustainability and set 
the latter as a higher objective. 

12. Policies usually have their own modalities 
to verify legality. 

13. All schemes accept forest certification for 
assurance of legality and sustainability and 
some allow for other verification providing 
equivalence to the certification standards. 
Some require forest certification schemes 
to be assessed against sets of process and 
performance criteria. 

14. Verification of legality is usually based on 
official documentation and self-declarations 
throughout the supply chain. 

15. Policies differ widely with respect to 
whether the private or the public sector 
assesses documentary evidence.

16. Policies can be shaped by, as well as influ-
ence, the private sector.



1.0	introduction

the purpose of Chapter 4 is to deepen our 
understanding of Japan’s timber procurement 
policy by systematically contrasting its design 
and first steps of implementation with the poli-
cies of the UK, France and the Netherlands. In 
addition to enhancing our interpretation of 
Japan’s policy, comparative analysis can reveal 
options for strengthening the policy. these 
three countries were selected because their 
longer history of public timber procurement 
policy development may provide direction to 
Japan’s evolving policy process in terms of both 

acknowledging shortfalls to avoid and promis-
ing approaches to follow. 

the value of comparative analysis stems from 
the rapid evolution of public timber procure-
ment policies and the significant differences 
that exist between the policies. Yet, there are 
few studies on public timber procurement poli-
cies and even fewer that systematically compare 
existing policies to draw lessons from their 
experiences.81 

c h a p t e r  F o u R

Comparative analysis of the timber 
procurement policies of Japan, uK, 

France and the netherlands 

	 Federico	Lopez-Casero

toyne et al. (2002) undertook limited individual assessments of public procurement policies in the countries of the g8 and china and 
recommended options for introducing policies to favour legal and sustainable wood. A report conducted by the fridtjof nansen institute for 
the norwegian Ministry of the environment (gulbrandsen et al. 2006) includes a brief comparative section on existing policies with the 
purpose of identifying options for norway to respond to the issue of illegal logging. the study uses five criteria to compare three policies, 
but does not discuss their differences. the report also lists six elements of what it considers to be a “robust and strong policy” but does not 
justify these elements.

81.
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2.0 value of comparative analysis as a tool 
of political science 

An additional objective of this chapter is to 
explore some of the essential elements for public 
timber procurement policies to be robust. these 
essential elements will extend from legal origin 
and compliance in the producer countries to 
the informational needs of procurement agents 
in the consumer countries. In the course of dis-
cussing these elements we assess whether or 
how they are currently treated in Japan’s pro-
curement policy and those of the three countries 
taken up for the comparative analysis. 

our analysis of the essential design elements of 
public timber procurement policies is based on 
the following three assumptions:

All good policies (not just public procurement 
policies) share some essential elements 
(e.g., monitoring of policy implementation, 
feedback of information from monitoring 
and allowance for revision).
All good public procurement policies (not just 
timber procurement policies) share some 
essential elements (e.g., guidance to pro-
curement agents and independent assess-
ment of evidence provided as proof that the 
procured items meet government criteria).
All procurement policies that favour legal 
and sustainable timber, whether public or 
private, share some essential elements (e.g., 
informed guidance on legal verification).     

We do not assess the impacts of the policies 
because some of their major features have only 
recently evolved. therefore, to assess the rela-
tive merits of the design features of the policies 
we use a “second best” approach in which the 
features are considered against several refer-







ence points; namely, the legality and sustaina-
bility risks of timber procurement, the complex-
ity of wood product production and trade 
chains, and the informational needs of procure-
ment agents.    

the comparative analysis contrasts the design 
of the four selected policies with respect to the 
following features:
1. requirements for verification of legality

a) Evidence of legal origin and supply 
chain management

b) Impartial monitoring/auditing 
c) Accreditation of producers/suppliers 

2. requirements for verification of sustainability
a) Sustainable forest management standards 
b) Assessment of verification schemes

3. Means (tools and mechanisms) for imple-
mentation
a) Guidelines
b) Hotline support
c) Cooperation between central and local 

governments
d) Public-private cooperation
e) Monitoring of agents’ familiarity with 

and adherence to the policy
f) Evaluation 

It is important to emphasise that an investiga-
tion of policy implementation is generally 
beyond the scope of our comparative analysis, 
except for referring to information based on 
interviews with government officials, who have 
pointed out progress or admitted shortfalls in 
the implementation of their country’s timber 
procurement policy. 

Unlike natural phenomena, political processes 
are generally not the object of experimental 
science. Neither the manner in which a social 

system regularises itself nor the manner in 
which groups are formed can be tested. Instead, 
the non-experimental category of methods 
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3.0 verification of legality

includes the case study design, the statistical 
method and the comparative method. 

In policy science, case studies are common as 
they are “systematic records of a process with 
the objective of learning and communicating” 
(Clark 2002, 142). they place boundaries around 
a particular location, time, and set of events, 
illustrating complexities and subtleties of the 
policy process. the case method thus represents 
“intensive but uncontrolled analysis of single 
cases” (Faure 1994, 311). Strictly speaking, a case 
in this regard is an entity which is thoroughly 
studied once but where there is no variation in 
independent and dependent variables during 
the period of investigation. the fact that this 
method does not warrant any justifiable 
generalisation makes its scientific status some-
what suspect. our study includes a total of four 
case studies on procurement policies in Japan, 
the UK, France and the Netherlands. Subse-
quently we seek to overcome the constraints 
pertaining to case studies by placing them in 
the framework of an overall comparative 
approach.

the logic of the comparative method is also similar 
to the logic of the experimental method, 
although it does not conform to the physical 

requirements of ceteris paribus inherent in 
experimental design (Lijphart 1971, 683-84). As 
a substitute for experimentation, comparison 
allows for control, holding certain things con-
stant while examining and accounting for 
observed differences. Sociologists like John 
Stuart Mill, Auguste Comte, and Émile Dur-
kheim were the first to perceive the comparative 
inquiry as the best substitute for the experimen-
tal method in social sciences. In domains where 
experimental approaches fail – as in the case of 
public forest policies – comparison is a theoreti-
cal approach seeking to make an inventory of 
similarities (analogies) and differences (con-
trasts) between two or more situations (Lijphart 
1975, 162). In conclusion, comparative politics is 
a non-experimental social science that seeks to 
make generalisations based on the best available 
evidence.82

this study uses the method of international 
and interregional comparison. Comparison 
between countries sufficiently highlights each 
national case’s specificity, regardless of what 
separates them. the characteristics of each 
country stand out whether one compares 
France with distant Japan or with the neigh-
bouring Netherlands. 

Public procurement policies that favour legal 
timber must include guidance for verifying the 
legality of wood products. this is a new task for 
consumer country governments and has posed 
a significant challenge for their procurement 
policies. to be effective in avoiding the use of 
illegal timber there are three fundamental legal-
ity principles that procurement policies must 
respond to, namely, legal origin of timber, legal 
compliance and legal supply chain management. 
our descriptions of the four compared policies 

reveals that some contain additional require-
ments designed to ensure more efficient or 
effective verification, namely impartial assess-
ment/monitoring and the accreditation of manufac-
turers/suppliers. table 1 provides an overview of 
requirements for verifying timber legality in the 
compared policies.

this comparison is in principle based on the 
conceptual design of the policies, except for 
where the policy in practice builds upon private 

for more on the method of comparative analysis see lópez-casero (2005, 29-34).82.
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TabLE 1 – requirements for verifying timber legality in the compared policies

EvIdEnCE REQuIREmEnTS addITIonaL REQuIREmEnTS
LEGaL oRIGIn and 
ComPLIanCE (FoREST 
manaGEmEnT)

SuPPLy ChaIn manaGEmEnT ImPaRTIaL 
aSSESSmEnT/ 
monIToRInG

aCCREdITaTIon 
oF PRoduCERS/ 
SuPPLIERS

(ChaIn oF CuSTody) SEGREGaTEd 
manaGEmEnT

uK category A: 
certification schemes 
assessed against standards for 
legal compliance
category B:
checklist 2 requires: 
a) forest owner/ manager 

holds legal use rights
b) compliance with local & 

national laws, including:
 − environment
 − labour & welfare
 − health and safety
 − other parties’ rights

Performed by accredited 
body or auditor complying 
with iso 65 or equivalent
category A: details 
depend on each scheme, 
but 
category B: checklist 1 
requires: 
a) location & each stage 

of supply chain
b) Mechanism for 

verification
c) evidence provided

 ()
(if concern about 
adequacy, 
robustness or 
veracity of the 
evidence) 

—

netherlands the government announced in 2007 that verification will be conducted by an accredited body or auditor complying with 
nen-en-iso 45012 based on the above uK criteria for legal timber.
Previously, the requirements on legal timber were established in the Keurhout Protocol for Legality Validation and in each 
of the Keurhout validated certification schemes.

france Alternatives for category i products: 
 1. legality license by producer country
 2. forest certification
 3. attestation of management plan
 4. manager’s or 
 5. suppliers’ compliance with industry/trade 

association’s code of conduct
category ii: eco-label or certification 

()
(Mentioned only in 
the Notice of 
Information for 
public buyers)

()
(for category i 
products, i.e., 
timber, sawn 
wood, veneer, 
plywood)

—

Japan 3 alternative modalities to provide evidence of legality (& 
sustainability)
Modality 1: forest certification  
Modalities 2 & 3: trail of evidence documents for each 
stage: logging, processing, trade (specified by industry 
associations/ individual companies code of conducts) 


(for modalities 2&3 
under association’s/ 
company’s code of 
conduct)

—
(JfwiA plans 
random 
monitoring under 
modality 2)

 
(for modality 2, 
by JfwiA for 
domestic 
producers & 
suppliers)

sector engagement, as is the case with legality 
verification under the Keurhout Protocol in the 
Netherlands or the suppliers’ accreditation in 
Japan. 

3.1	 Evidence	required	for	
legal	origin	and	supply	chain	
management

Japan’s policy offers government suppliers of 
timber and timber products three alternative 
modalities to provide evidence of legality (and 
sustainability): forest certification (modality 1) 

and voluntary procedures established by 
industry associations (modality 2) or individual 
companies (modality 3). the latter two modali-
ties rely primarily on a paper trail that extends 
from the logging site to final public procure-
ment.

Japan’s policy resembles France’s policy with 
respect to all modalities. Both governments 
accept all major forest certification schemes 
without prior assessment against standards of 
timber legality. Neither of them develops crite-
ria for their procuring agents to assess the legal 
origin and supply chain management of the 
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timber and timber products they procure under 
the modalities other than forest certification. 
Instead, they rely on measures adopted by their 
private industry/trade sectors. 

In Japan, modality 2 allows the industry sector, 
under the lead of the Japan Federation of Wood 
Industry Associations (JFWIA), to further 
specify the verification procedure in codes of 
conduct. the JFWIA code establishes a paper 
trail from the forest owner/manager to the final 
government supplier, with all actors in the 
supply chain issuing and receiving documents 
to verify the legality and sustainability of the 
wood products they handle. this includes docu-
mentation that provides evidence of segregated 
management. requirements for modality 3, the 
self-established procedures of individual com-
panies for legality verification, do not vary 
considerably, as they must be modelled on 
modality 2.  

In France, alternatives 3, 4 and 5 for Category I 
products also heavily rely on measures taken 
by the private sector. Procuring agencies can 
purchase timber and timber products from sup-
pliers which have subscribed to the Environ-
mental Charter of either the country’s main 
timber trade federation or industry association. 
A difference to the JFWIA’s Code of Conduct is 
that the Charter of Le Commerce du Bois (LCB) 
will become compulsory for all members in 
2008, regardless of whether they supply the 
government or not. 

the Japanese procurement policy is the only 
policy that considers accepting existing verifica-
tion schemes in place in producer countries (e.
g., BrIK for Indonesia, Export Form 2 for 
Malaysia) if their governments consider them 
to provide a general proof of legality. the 
French government has recognised private 
sector initiated verification schemes, such as 
that of the Interafrican Forest Industries Asso-
ciation (IFIA), without a comprehensive prior 
assessment based on government set criteria, 
but it has not accepted schemes based on the 
official position of the producer country’s gov-
ernments. For both countries, the lack of gov-

ernment established legality standards makes 
the policies of Japan and France fully depend-
ent on existing verification schemes (forest cer-
tification and private sector initiated verification 
schemes such as BrIK or IFIA) whose credibility 
they have not assessed.   

In contrast, the policies in the UK and the 
Netherlands focus on the public buyer side, 
requiring evidence assessment by procurement 
agencies (with the support of commissioned 
expert bodies, namely CPEt, Keurhout or BrL) 
rather than relying on voluntary measures of 
the private sector. 

In both the UK and the Netherlands, expert 
bodies – on behalf of the government – assess 
forest certification schemes, namely the CPEt 
reference Board in the UK, and the Keurhout 
Foundation and more recently the BrL Board 
of Equivalence in the Netherlands. Both assess-
ments are based on sets of criteria for legality, 
distinguishing between evidence for legal 
origin, compliance and supply chain manage-
ment. However, while in the UK verification of 
timber legality is an explicit policy requirement, 
in the Netherlands the focus is higher on the 
sustainability of the procured timber and timber 
products. the Dutch policy has been and will 
continue to mandate public buyers to buy certi-
fied timber and timber products, and certifica-
tion schemes commonly include compliance 
with forest laws as one of their principles. For 
legality verification, public procurement agents 
presently still make use of assessments under-
taken by Keurhout on the basis of the Keurhout 
Protocol for the Validation of Claims of Legal Timber 
introduced in December 2004, a system to assess 
claims of legality of Keurhout members, as 
described above. However, following an 
announcement by the Dutch government in 
2007, in the near future the Netherlands will 
start making use of the UK’s criteria for assess-
ing legal timber, in an effort to harmonise the 
timber procurement policies of the UK, Nether-
lands and Denmark. together with their Danish 
counterpart, the UK and Dutch governments 
held two meetings on policy harmonisation - in 
Amsterdam in March and in Copenhagen in 
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September 2006. they stated that the primary 
reason for harmonisation was a call from indus-
try. over the long term, both the UK and 
Netherlands governments plan to leave it for 
the EU FLEGt Action Plan to introduce a more 
systematic approach to legality verification 
based on licenses, which could replace case-by-
case assessment of legality evidence.

the UK policy includes an alternative modality to 
forest certification, namely, the Category B evi-
dence. Under this modality, the assessment of 
timber legality (and sustainability) is not con-
ducted by an assessment body, but by the pro-
curement agents, which can make use of the 
free advisory service provided by CPEt experts. 
the criteria to assess legal origin, compliance 
and supply chain management are both 
included in the Framework for Evaluating Cat-
egory B Evidence, the 1st edition of which CPEt 
completed in June 2006. they are based on the 
generic definition of what “legal” timber means 
for the UK policy as described in detail in 
Chapter 3. Checklist 2 requires procuring agents 
to assess legality evidence by assuring that: 
a) the forest owner/ manager holds legal use 

rights;
b) local and national laws are complied with, 

including environment, labour and welfare, 
health and safety, and other parties’ rights;

c) all relevant royalties and taxes are paid, 
and 

d) the regulations of CItES are complied with.

regarding legal supply chain management, 
checklist 1 requires: 
a) a description of location and each stage of 

supply chain;
b) a mechanism for preventing mixing or 

substitution;
c) a mechanism for verification, and 
d) evidence available or provided.

In conclusion, the UK procurement policy is 
presently the only one of the compared policies 
that requires a separate assessment of legality 
evidence against its own criteria, but the Neth-
erlands will follow once it adopts the UK’s crite-
ria.  

Compared to the reliance of France and Japan 
on the private sector, the UK and Dutch 
approach of assigning responsibility to procure-
ment agents to assess evidence of legality for 
purchased wood and wood products or, alter-
natively, have it assessed by an independent 
expert body established by the government, 
hold a stronger promise of the government 
being able to have ultimate control of its timber 
purchases as well as the prior stages of the 
supply chain. In other words, in the UK and the 
Netherlands it is both the supplier and buyer 
side that are involved in providing assurance of 
legality, which exerts pressure on the suppliers 
to deliver evidence that is adequate and vera-
cious enough to pass the procurement agents’ 
case-by-case assessments. 

3.2	 Additional	requirements:	
Impartial	monitoring	and	
suppliers’	accreditation

Because verifying legality and sustainability are 
complex tasks, especially in countries where 
forest crime is thought to be prevalent, it is rea-
sonable to expect that public procurement poli-
cies would have to allow for independent inves-
tigations when the credibility of the evidence 
supplied is questionable. Moreover, a system of 
impartial monitoring of the evidence would also 
appear desirable. All compared policies address 
the issue of impartial monitoring or investiga-
tion, but through different approaches.

the Netherlands policy requires forest certifica-
tion and thus has the most consistent treatment 
of third party monitoring; forest certification 
involves impartial auditing of the FMU and 
annual monitoring. 

the UK policy prescribes independent monitor-
ing only “if there is any concern about the ade-
quacy, robustness or veracity of the evidence”. 
“Independent verification” for the UK means 
that an evaluation is undertaken by an individ-
ual or body whose organisation, systems and 
procedures conform to specific ISo guidelines 
as was described in Chapter 3. 
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the French policy is, at least in its conceptual 
outline, stricter than the UK policy, as it explic-
itly requires impartial monitoring for each of 
the modalities to assure legality and/or sustain-
ability. However, in practice, procuring agents 
in France may not insist on impartial verifica-
tion, given their generally low familiarity with 
the policy.83 

In Japan, the government stated that “at the 
present time, once exporter or harvester make 
rational explanation, no further question of 
investigation by Japan side are planned (unless 
the existence of illegal logging is undoubtedly 
sure with considerable evidence)” in a paper 
drafted in February 2006 to explain the public 
procurement policy to overseas wood and 
wood product companies (GoJ 08 February 
2006), as mentioned in Chapter 2. thus, while 
Japan’s government has provided for the option 
to investigate, unlike the UK, it has not elabo-
rated that they require impartial monitoring. 
the wording of the above statement also appears 
more reactive if compared to the more proactive 
formulation in the UK policy. the Japanese 
government should consider providing greater 
clarity to its statement on investigations.

In Japan, it is not the government guideline but 
the Code of Conduct of the Japan Federation of 
Wood Industry Associations (JFWIA) that estab-
lishes monitoring, which is conducted at 
random, and not by an impartial third party but 
by the JFWIA. Moreover, the monitoring by 
JFWIA is of its association member companies 
and not their suppliers. this is quite a separate 
issue from an investigation by the government 
to consider complaints about the veracity of the 
evidence. therefore, in Japan’s policy there is 
potential for two types of monitoring/investiga-
tion to be strengthened: government and 
industry sector monitoring. 

A strength of Japan’s policy is the accreditation 
procedure under the JFWIA Code of Conduct 
of producers and suppliers that provide timber 
and timber products to public departments and 
agencies, in accordance with modality 2 of the 

Forestry Agency Guideline. No other policy 
requires a comparable accreditation of govern-
ment suppliers, though the Dutch Keurhout 
Protocol for Legality Verification, which is not 
explicitly part of the Dutch policy, entitles posi-
tively assessed forest managers to refer to their 
timber as “Keurhout validated legal origin 
timber”. 

In terms of adherence to international agree-
ments, the policies of the Netherlands, the UK 
and France explicitly require compliance with 
CItES. While Japan’s procurement policy does 
not, it could be argued that it is the role of 
customs agencies to prevent the import of 
wood/wood products banned by CItES. 
However, as it is doubtful whether customs can 
effectively exclude such wood, there is good 
reason to include the CItES requirements in 
Japan’s timber procurement guideline, as, for 
instance, the French policy does in the Notice of 
Information (GPEM/DDEN 2005, 21-7).

3.3	 Key	observations	and	
messages	from	comparative	
analysis	

the four compared policies vary significantly in 
terms of the procedures they require for assess-
ing/verifying the legality of timber. the UK 
policy is the only policy so far that includes a 
specific and mandatory assessment procedure 
for legality. In the Netherlands, so far legality 
issues have been either only indirectly consid-
ered as part of sustainability assessment or 
based on the non-mandatory Keurhout legality 
validation. What is the reason for the evolution 
of these two rather different approaches, with 
the UK focusing on legality and the Netherlands 
on sustainability verification? 

the Dutch policy has centred on purchasing 
certified timber since its inception in 1997, a 
time when forest certification was gaining rec-
ognition, particularly in the Netherlands. At 
that time legality issues were not broadly dis-
cussed; this changed in the very first years of 

interview with french government officials (August 2006). 83.
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the new millennium when “illegal logging” 
emerged as a “hot topic” on the political agenda, 
particularly in the UK. Another reason for the 
focus on legality verification in the UK has been 
the limited availability of certified timber and 
the price premiums commanded by certified 
tropical timber, as recognised by government 
officials.84 However, the UK and Dutch 
approaches look likely to shed some of their 
differences as the Dutch government plans to 
largely adopt the UK assessment procedure of 
legality, the UK policy intends to make sustain-
ability verification a mandatory requirement, 
and both governments have committed to 
further policy harmonisation.

Drawing from the UK policy design that has a 
particularly strong and systematic approach to 
legality assurance, a public timber procurement 
policy could be strengthened by including the 
following:
1. A well defined understanding of timber 

legality, which allows for consistent applica-
tion through assessment procedures (e.g., 
checklists). 

2. Government criteria that provide guidance 
to private sector suppliers by informing 
them of the details of legality evidence 
expected by their public customers. 

3. Systematic and expert-based assessment 
of evidence against government criteria to 
ensure that procurement agents exclusively 
purchase timber and timber products which 
meet the government requirements. 

An important question is whether these ele-
ments, which are presently not part of France’s 
and Japan’s policies, could be incorporated into 
their private sector based “codes of conduct 
approach” to strengthen their policies, or 
whether a more fundamental shift to an “assess-
ment by procuring agent approach” is needed. 
In the case of France and Japan the industry 
sectors are rather autonomous in defining the 
standard of evidence that they deem neces-
sary/appropriate to provide to public purchas-
ers. As an initial step this approach could have 
the advantage of generating self-commitment 

amongst the domestic industry sector towards 
responsible purchasing policies through codes 
of conduct. However, there is an inherent risk 
of ineffective implementation in public procure-
ment policies that rely heavily on measures 
taken by the private sector. 

one way of strengthening the codes of conduct 
approach is to provide further specification of 
the policy requirements. Both the Japanese and 
French policies would be strengthened by pro-
viding precise definitions of legality and sus-
tainability and requiring these to be observed in 
the industry codes of conduct developed under 
the policies. the codes of conduct policy 
approach could also be strengthened by the 
government organising a systematic assessment 
of certification schemes and requiring the 
industry associations to reflect the results in 
their codes. 

Based on these observations, the governments 
of France and Japan should consider adopting 
precise generic standards for timber legality. As 
consumers who have committed themselves to 
purchasing legal timber products, governments 
have the ultimate responsibility for verifying 
legality and should not pass this responsibility 
entirely on to their suppliers, placing their faith 
entirely in self-declaration. the close working 
relationship that exists between the timber 
trade federations and the governments in both 
countries might justify a certain degree of trust 
in the domestic industry sector. However, it is 
questionable whether this trust should go as far 
as to de facto renounce the government’s 
responsibility for verifying that the procured 
timber originated from legal and sustainable 
sources.  

Generic legality standards could also be used to 
identify the specific legal requirements of each 
producer country that must be met for timber 
to be considered legal. this would provide 
consistency to the application of the policy in 
different countries with their different laws 
governing forest management. the UK policy’s 
Category B checklist for evidence of legality 

interviews with uK government officials (July 2006).84.
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provides a good example of general legal prin-
ciples that can be expected to be shared by all 
producer countries.   

With respect to the institution responsible for 
conducting the assessment, there are various 
options depending on the basic policy approach. 
In the case of the UK, and in the future also the 
Netherlands, the policies provide for expert 
services that the procurement agents can refer 
to for case-by-case assessments. In France and 
Japan, under their private sector based 
approaches, one option would be to have the 
timber trade federations/associations play a 
more active role in providing expert advice to 
the government suppliers. the basis for this 
“advice” (i.e., on what documents are accepted) 
should be made publicity available and should 
be responsive to public comment.      

Some Japanese officials have argued that Japan 
should not set generic minimum standards of 
legality and should accept the documents that 
the governments of producer countries present 
as an assurance of legality, without systematic 
and impartial scrutiny. Following this logic, the 
government has discussed recognising BrIK 
certificates from Indonesia, export declarations 
from Malaysia and SGS documents from Papua 
New Guinea as legality evidence. However, the 
reliability of such schemes has been questioned 
by some importer countries and NGos, as cases 
of document misuse, forgery and other defi-
ciencies in the schemes have been discovered. 

this indicates the need for independent, struc-
tured assessment of existing verification 
schemes, if they are to be used to implement 
the procurement policy. Such an assessment 
has not been conducted or commissioned under 
any of the compared policies. For instance, 
neither the UK government, nor CPEt on its 
behalf, have systematically assessed BrIK or 
the SGS log export monitoring system in PNG 
in terms of whether – or to what extent – they 
serve as evidence of legality. Such schemes 

would only been examined ad hoc in the case-
by-case assessments by CPEt. Systematic, con-
sistent and comprehensive assessments would 
require generic standards of legality and chain 
of custody, which the Japanese, French and 
(partly) Dutch policies presently lack. 

Monitoring the supply chain in the producer 
countries is critical to effectively ensure legal 
origin of timber, as it can uncover cases of docu-
ment misuse and forgery. In contrast to the 
other three policies, the Guideline formulated 
by Japan’s Forestry Agency does not prescribe 
independent monitoring of the procedures for 
providing and handling legality evidence in the 
supply chain. As mentioned above, only the 
JFWIA Code of Conduct includes random 
monitoring by the JFWIA; however, this cannot 
be viewed as entirely independent. Accredita-
tion of government suppliers seems to be the 
primary tool included in Japan’s policy under 
modality 2 to verify the suppliers’ capability to 
provide legality evidence and to ensure their 
commitment to the principles and regulations 
included in their industry association’s code of 
conduct. to be robust, this needs to be backed 
up by independent third party monitoring of 
suppliers’ performance against their codes of 
conduct.  

A general recommendation for European coun-
tries, and in an (initially) observatory role also 
for Japan, would be to take a more proactive 
role in negotiations between the EU and the 
major producer countries on individual defini-
tions of legality of timber/timber products for 
each producer country under the voluntary 
partnership agreements (VPAs). A number of 
European countries have not participated in 
any negotiation process so far. once such defi-
nitions of legality for each producer country 
have been negotiated, they could be accepted 
not only by EU consumer countries but also by 
other major importers such as Japan.
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4.0 verification of sustainability

All of the examined policies favour sustainable 
products. to be effective, they must (and indeed 
do) include instructions for verifying sustaina-
bility. However, as with legality verification, 
both the design and implementation of verifica-
tion procedures for sustainability vary greatly 
between the compared policies. one general 
difference is the extent to which the policies 
differentiate between the verification of legality 
and sustainability. the Dutch, French and (in 
the future) UK policies “aim high” by focusing 
on the verification of sustainability and posi-
tioning legality within their broader require-
ment of sustainability. In contrast, Japan’s policy 
clearly separates legality from sustainability 
and prioritises the former as a “criterion for 
decision”, whereas the latter is referred to as a 
“factor for consideration”. Moreover, Japan’s 
policy does not distinguish between tools and 
procedures for verifying evidence of legality 
and of sustainability. the UK policy, which 
presently requires procurement agents to 
ensure that timber comes “at least” from a legal, 
but “preferably” sustainable, source, has sepa-
rate criteria for assessing these two dimensions. 
An interim policy from 2009 to 2015 will demand 
timber/timber products from sustainably 
managed forests, unless they are licensed under 
the FLEGt scheme, and from 2015 only sustain-
able timber will be procured.  

4.1	 Requirements	for	
sustainable	forest	
management	standards	and	
CoC

As with legality, it is again the policies of the 
Netherlands and the UK that include govern-
ment criteria to assess sustainability, whereas 
those of France and Japan rely on the criteria 
and procedures of existing certification schemes. 
table 2 provides an overview of the main cate-
gories of criteria to assess sustainability evidence 
required by the four countries. the Dutch and 

UK policies cover all the same categories, except 
for socio-economic criteria, which are only part 
of the Dutch policy. 

the current Dutch policy based on the minimum 
requirements still relies on certification schemes 
validated by Keurhout based on government 
criteria. Under the not yet implemented BrL 
system, extensive principles, criteria and indica-
tors for sustainable forest management and 
CoC will have to be met, either by obtaining 
BrL certification (to be established) or having 
certification by an existing scheme recognised 
as BrL-equivalent. the main principles were 
described in detail in the above outline of the 
Dutch policy. 

With respect to forest management, principle 1 
of the policy states that at the planning stage 
“sustainable forestry must be practiced through 
a management system”, and criterion 1.1 speci-
fies that “the management system comprises 
the entire cycle of policy and planning, imple-
mentation, monitoring evaluation and correc-
tive action, aimed at attaining sustainable for-
estry objectives”. the policy not only is broad in 
scope but is also very detailed. the next princi-
ple prescribes that relevant features of sustain-
able forestry must be identified. Criterion 2.1 
specifies that “the features to be protected are 
described and determined on the basis of expert 
research where the preservation of the ecologi-
cal function is concerned and with the prior 
consent of the local community or indigenous 
peoples where the preservation of property 
rights and rights of use is concerned”.  

With respect to CoC, the revised Dutch policy 
includes a number of definitions and require-
ments that are stated in Chapter 4 of the BrL 
Guideline. According to Principle 1, “there must 
be a chain of custody system which systemati-
cally indicates, within each link in the supply 
chain, whether timber and timber products 
originate from a sustainably managed forest”. 
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Criterion 1.1 requires that “a chain of custody 
enterprise has introduced and implemented a 
chain of custody system”, and criterion 1.2 that 
there is a designated management body that is 
responsible for the implementation of the chain 
of custody system”. Further criteria seek to 
ensure segregated management and traceability. 

these examples illustrate how comprehensive 
and precise the Dutch government standards 
are in their conceptual outline. Whether they 
will be met on the ground will heavily depend 
on the actual implementation of the BrL system 
and on the rigour of the required third party 
assessment.

the UK policy does not include the develop-
ment of an independent certification scheme 
comparable to that of the Dutch BrL guideline, 
but provides an alternative procedure for 
assessing sustainability evidence (Category B) 
other than through forest certification schemes 
(Category A).

Under the Framework for Evaluating Category 
B evidence, there are a number of criteria for 
sustainable forest management. In contrast to 
the Dutch BrL, which has very detailed criteria 
to assess what are considered to be all the 
aspects of sustainable forestry, the UK policy 
limits itself to establishing a small number of 
criteria and indicators. It requires forest man-
agement units to produce their own definition 
of sustainability, which has to be performance 
based and cover all the issues set out by the UK 
policy: “there must be a definition of sustainable 
based on a widely accepted set of international 
principles and criteria defining sustainable or 

responsible forest management at the forest 
management unit level” (Checklist 3, CPEt 
2006a, 11). In addition, “the process of defining 
‘sustainable’ must seek to ensure balanced rep-
resentation and input from the economic, 
environmental and social interest categories”, 
that “no single interest can dominate the 
process” and that “no decision can be made in 
the absence of agreement from the majority of 
an interest category”. the remaining criteria 
require forest management to ensure that harm 
to ecosystems is minimised, and productivity of 
the land, ecosystem health and vitality, as well 
as biodiversity are maintained. While the UK 
government long argued that the inclusion of 

socio-economic criteria would contravene EU 
procurement guidelines, according to govern-
ment presentations given at the UNECE/FAo 
Policy Forum in october 2006 and at the Illegal 
Logging Update and Stakeholder Consultation 
in Chatham House in January 2007, this posi-
tion is presently under review.

Similar to the Netherlands policy, the Frame-
work for Category B evidence includes the fol-
lowing four criteria on supply chain manage-
ment (chain of custody):

the supply chain is clearly described and 
complete from point of supply back to the 
forest source;
for each stage in the supply chain an 
adequate mechanism for preventing uncon-
trolled mixing is prescribed;
information is provided on how these 
mechanisms are checked and verified;
evidence provided or available is adequate 
to confirm the information provided.  









TabLE � – requirements for sustainable forest management standards

uK nEThERLandS FRanCE JaPan
1. legal, policy and institutional framework   — —
2. extent of forest resources (conversion) ()  — —
3. forest health and vitality   — —
4. Production functions of forest resources   — —
5. Protection functions of forest resources   — —
6. Biological diversity   — —
7. socio-economic functions under review  — —

Source: Based on a joint presentation of the Danish, Dutch and UK governments at the Illegal Logging Update and Stakeholder Consultation, Chatham House, UK, January 2007.
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In conclusion, both the Dutch and UK policies 
include government criteria for the assessment 
of sustainable forest management and CoC. 
the Dutch criteria are more comprehensive 
and detailed and will serve for assessing forest 
management systems and supply chains under 
the BrL certification scheme and assessing the 
equivalence of existing schemes. therefore, it is 
sufficient for procurement agents to require 
BrL certification or equivalent. In contrast, the 
UK has two ways to verify sustainability: 1) use 
of forest certification systems after assessing 
them as reliable (Category A), 2) assessment of 
Category B evidence using a set of criteria. the 
first method is similar to that of the Dutch 
policy, only that the latter will include its own 
BrL certification scheme. the UK approach of a 
case-by-case assessment of Category B evidence 
for is a unique approach that, different from 
legality verification, will not be adopted by the 
Netherlands policy.  

While both the implementation of the BrL 
system as a government initiated certification 
scheme and the assessment of BrL-equivalence 
of existing schemes can be expected to be two 
quite ambitious, lengthy, resource consuming 
and complex tasks, the approach of the Dutch 
policy has the advantage of giving the responsi-
bility of verifying sustainability to an expert 
board, and not to the non-expert procurement 
agents. A further strength of the Dutch approach 
is that it has established a very detailed set of 
criteria for forest management. once can thus 
expect its standard of sustainability to be higher, 
overall, than those verified by Category B evi-
dence. the weakness of this approach is that it 
will be difficult to implement; this could explain 
why the Dutch is moving towards differentiat-
ing between legality and sustainability in its 
policy. 

the UK policy, instead, places the burden of 
verification on the procurement agents, but 
they can seek assistance from the Central Point 
of Expertise on timber (CPEt) as will be dis-
cussed later; the advantages of the UK policy 

are that non-certified timber can be procured 
and that procurement agents can be expected 
to gain expertise over time. A positive aspect of 
the UK policy is that it provides clear directions 
for developing sustainability standards, which 
are likely to be welcomed by many forest stake-
holders; namely, that widely accepted criteria 
and indicators should be used and elaborated 
through a multi-stakeholder process. 

4.2	 Assessment	of	forest	
certification	schemes

the French and Japanese governments have 
accepted all major global and national schemes 
without assessing them. For the French govern-
ment, forest certification schemes provide a 
“good guarantee” if they include verification by 
an independent body.85 the Notice of Informa-
tion from 2005 states that all certification 
schemes “mentioned” by the Itto and the 
African timber organisation (Ato) are accept-
able for public procurement of tropical wood 
(GPEM/DDEN 2005, 6). the Japanese govern-
ment has taken a similar approach, accepting 
Japan’s local scheme and five overseas national/
international schemes. According to one official, 
the government is wary of evaluating private 
sector initiatives as it might be regarded as 
biased if it prefers one scheme over another.86 
However, as noted in Chapter 1, certification 
schemes should be assessed because they are 
not always founded on true multi-stakeholder 
participation and as there is no factual grounds 
for assuming that they will capture all the ele-
ments of sustainable forest management. 

In contrast, the policies of the UK and the 
Netherlands include a number of key elements 
for the assessment of forest certification 
schemes, which they have recently succeeded 
in harmonising through collaboration (in which 
the Danish government also participated). As 
table 3 reflects, both policies explicitly require 
from certification schemes:

  According to a government presentation given in 2006.
  interview in July 2005.

85.
86.
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consistency of both certification and accredita-
tion processes with the same ISo guidelines;
balanced representation and decision 
making in the scheme;
consultation with the main forest stakehold-
ers prior to certification;
public availability of certification reports;
chain of custody performed by an accred-
ited body or an auditor complying with ISo 
standards;
controlled origin of recycled material, and
clear, credible and non-misleading rules on 
labelling.

An important final question is whether procure-
ment agencies have the option to pay a price 
premium for certified products. All four policies 
promote public purchasing of certified timber, 
which implies a certain leeway for public pur-
chasers to pay more for such products. However, 
if public buyers lack awareness of this type of 
policy detail, they may source cheaper, uncerti-
fied products over certified ones. this is a risk 
inherent in all compared policies that can only 
be addressed by adequately informing or 
instructing public procurement agents. 

4.3	 Key	observations	and	
messages	from	comparative	
analysis

All four countries accept forest certification as 
evidence of sustainable forest management. 















the governments of France and Japan did not 
specify standards of sustainability for the timber 
they procure and therefore have no frame of 
reference for evaluating certification schemes, 
which, indeed, they have no intention of doing. 
rather, they uncritically accept forest certifica-
tion as proof of sustainability on the basis that 
certification involves third party monitoring 
(and, for Japan, an independent standard). In 
contrast, the UK established standards to assess 
whether certification schemes meet the govern-
ment’s requirements for legality and sustaina-
bility and contracted ProForest to undertake 

the initial assessments. It also created another 
category of evidence (Category B) for sustaina-
bility and its advisory service, CPEt, has devel-
oped a checklist that allows procuring agents to 
conduct a case by case assessment of this evi-
dence. the Netherlands has adopted a tighter 
approach that only accepts forest certification 
as verification of sustainability, but like the UK 
(and unlike Japan and France) has not assumed 
that all certification schemes are credible, i.e., 
meets its standards. the Dutch policy prescribed 
the establishment of a certification scheme 
(BrL) based on government standards of sus-
tainability, which both certifies forests and 
assesses the equivalence of existing certification 
schemes. Public purchasers thus have the 
option to choose between timber certified under 
BrL or under certification schemes assessed as 
equivalent to BrL. 

TabLE � – criteria for assessment of certification schemes 

KEy REQuIREmEnTS on CERTIFICaTIon SChEmES uK nEThERLandS FRanCE JaPan
standard setting iso guide 59

Balanced representation and decision making 
certification Accredited body  — —

consistency with applicable iso guidelines 62, 65, 66 or equivalent — —
consultation with stakeholders  — —
information from certification reports 
publicly available

 — —

Accreditation consistency with iso guidelines 17011 or equivalent — —
chain of custody Performed by accredited body or auditor 

complying with iso 
65 or equivalent — —

recycled material of controlled origin  — —
labelling clear credible and non-misleading rules  — —

Source: Based on a joint presentation of the Danish, Dutch and UK governments at the Illegal Logging Update and Stakeholder Consultation, Chatham House, UK, January 2007.
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5.0 means for policy implementation

Public procurement policy should enable pro-
curing agents to identify products that are legal 
and sustainable. Forest certification can aid them 
in doing so, but the government should system-
atically assess existing certification schemes 
according to its own minimum standards. As 
with legality standards, the governments of 
Japan and France should introduce sustainabil-
ity standards, which could serve for case by case 
assessment of evidence other than certification 
and to construct a framework for the assessment 
of certification schemes. Such an approach could 
have the additional benefit of encouraging certi-
fication schemes to improve their standards and 
performance: for example, after a government 
commissioned assessment of the PEFC scheme 
was completed by the forest consultancy Pro-
Forest, PEFC revised its scheme to meet the UK’s 
sustainability requirements. 

Japanese officials argue that they have no 
authority to assess private sector initiatives and 
that they may be accused of being biased if 
some schemes are assessed favourably and 
others are not. Addressing both issues and 
drawing from the experiences in the UK and 
the Netherlands, a possible solution is for the 
government to commission the assessments to 
an external consultancy or expert group. 

the Japanese government should also increase 
the awareness of procuring agents of the 
advantages of forest certification over the other 
two verification modalities of its procurement 
policy and encourage them to pay premium 
prices for certified products.

A final question is where the process of devel-
oping government standards should lead to. 
the policy of the Netherlands has shown a 
progress from “minimum requirements” 
towards the inclusion of social criteria, which is 
widely regarded as necessary to complete gov-
ernment standards for sustainable timber. In 
the case of the UK, social criteria for assessing 
forest management and timber production 
were long rejected by the government until the 
autumn of 2006, when the official government 
position changed to “considering” their inclu-
sion. the inclusion of social criteria  provides 
government standards of sustainable timber 
with full integrity in terms of contributing to 
sustainable development in producer countries, 
but it requires political support from policy-
makers, which, in turn, seems to be conditioned 
by a sufficiently high degree of awareness of 
forest dependant stakeholder issues in producer 
countries.

Considerable differences can be identified 
between the four policies in terms of the means 
(tools and mechanisms) they provide for their 
implementation. table 4 provides an overview 
of the primary means for implementation of the 
compared policies. 

5.1.	 Guidelines

At present, of the four compared policies, three 
are based on guidelines, namely those of Japan, 

the UK and France. Japan’s policy is based on 
the Guideline developed by the Forestry 
Agency. In the UK, apart from the government 
Advice note, CPEt has developed two frame-
works, one for category A evidence and one for 
category B evidence. Although the relevant 
document in France is officially an Advice Note 
(circulaire), it essentially constitutes a form of 
guideline for government procurement, espe-
cially in combination with the Notice of Infor-
mation. the Dutch government is preparing 
the implementation of the BrL Guideline, 
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which has multi-stakeholder approval, but its 
implementation requires further time and con-
tinued stakeholder support. How the guidelines 
are officially referred to does not necessarily 
reflect their content, i.e., the extent to which 
they represent detailed and useful guidelines 
for assessing evidence of legality/sustainability 
or verification schemes. France and UK advice 
notes and Japan’s guideline are rather vague, 
whereas the (future) Netherlands BrL guide-
line is more detailed, including criteria for 
assessing verification schemes; in the case of 
the UK policy, however, details are included in 
the accompanying assessment frameworks 
developed by CPEt. the French Notice of 
Information is a small 30-page brochure with 
some general information that may succeed in 
making concerned procurement agents under-
stand the need for procuring sustainable timber. 
Compared to the UK criteria, it does not offer 
any concrete guidance on how to verify evi-
dence for legal and sustainable wood. the two 
documents relevant for Japan’s timber procure-
ment policy, the Basic Policy under the Green 
Purchasing Law and the Forestry Agency 
Guideline, lack detail on how to verify legality 
and sustainability, as concretisation of verifica-
tion modalities is to be undertaken autono-
mously by the private sector. As a result, public 

agents in France and Japan have to exclusively 
rely on existing certification schemes or on their 
suppliers’ efforts to provide assurance of legal-
ity and sustainability based on industry sector 
codes of conduct.  

5.2	 Hotline	support

the UK policy is presently the only of the 
examined policies which includes hotline 
support to public procurement agents and their 
private suppliers. this service is provided by 
government commissioned forest consultancy 
experts through the Central Point of Expertise 
on timber. Under the Dutch policy, institutional 
support is much less important, as procurement 
agents must seek certified wood and thus do 
not have to assess evidence. In contrast, Japan’s 
and France’s policies include alternative verifi-
cation modalities to certification, similar to the 
UK policy. For these modalities to be effective, 
the procurement policy must give the procure-
ment agents the responsibility for assessing 
whether the documents accompanying their 
orders provide assurance of legality and/or 
sustainability. relying on the suppliers to 
implement codes of conduct without regular 
independent and neutral monitoring places too 

TabLE � – Means for policy implementation

uK nEThERLandS FRanCE JaPan
guidelines  new Brl guidelines in 

preparation
Advice note and “notice of 
information” brochure



hotline 
support

to procurement 
agents


(cPet)

considered — —

to suppliers 
(cPet)

considered By industry/trade 
associations (lcB & ifiA)

By industry 
associations (JfwiA 
etc.) 

cooperation between central & 
local governments

developing strategy
(local govt.s can use 
cPet)


(guidance & support)

— 
information delivered to 
local governments

information provided 
to local governments

Public-private co-operation  
“very positive” [govt.]

considered 
government represented 
in lcB steering committee

close relations 
between govt. & 
JfwiA

Monitoring of agents’ familiarity 
with & adherence to the policy 

developing strategy 
(cPet task)

 —
developing strategy 
(sampling planned)

—
Questionnaire surveys 
planned

evaluation and reporting developing strategy
(cPet task)

 evaluation by research 
institute cirAd

developing strategy
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much faith in the private sector. However, 
public buyers cannot be expected to possess the 
expertise required to assess documentary evi-
dence of timber legality and sustainability; 
therefore, the hotline support for case-by-case 
assessment of Category B evidence provided 
under the UK procurement policy would 
appear to have considerable merit. 

5.3	 Cooperation	between	
central	and	local	
governments	

Cooperation between central and local govern-
ments is essential for public timber procurement 
policies to be effective. the four studied policies 
all encourage local government adherence. the 
central government of the Netherlands has 
provided systematic guidance and support to 
local governments. In the UK, CPEt services 
are available to local authorities to assist them 
in procuring legal and sustainable timber, but 
take-up has been generally low (Brack 2007). In 
Japan and France, contact between central and 
local governments regarding the timber pro-
curement policy has been largely limited to 
information exchange. In Japan, prefectures 
and municipalities have been informed of the 
guideline and they are expected to make efforts 
(doryoku gimu) to comply. A recent interview 
with government officials of Kanagawa Prefec-
ture revealed that the Prefecture has not yet 
developed a strategy of how to implement the 
policy. However, 16 of the 33 municipalities in 
this Prefecture are in the process of undertaking 
steps to implement the national Green Procure-
ment Policy – including the guidelines for pur-
chases of legal and sustainable timber (written 
reply from the Prefecture Forestry Department, 
30/03/2007). In France, the Advice Note does not 
mention local authorities, but the Notice of 
Information was sent to them. 

5.4	 Public-private	
collaboration

In designing and implementing public timber 
procurement policies, collaboration between 
the private and public sectors is desirable to 
enlist private sector support for the policy, 
though care must be taken to ensure this does 
not undermine the robustness of the policy. 
Collaboration between public purchasers and 
suppliers to refine and implement the policies 
is ongoing in all four countries. the UK timber 
trade Federation is represented in the CPEt 
reference board which assesses certification 
schemes and further develops the UK timber 
procurement policy, and informal collaboration 
also takes place. the government has evaluated 
this collaboration as “very positive”.87 In the 
Netherlands, collaboration suffered a setback 
when the Keurhout Foundation was placed 
under the Netherlands timber trade Associa-
tion (NttA) and was no longer the official 
assessment body. However, the NttA has par-
ticipated in formulating and approving the BrL 
guideline. the Dutch government is consider-
ing public-private sector cooperation in the 
implementation of the BrL system.88 In France 
and Japan, collaboration has been very close. 
the French timber trade association LCB has 
actively cooperated in formulating France’s 
public procurement policy through its involve-
ment in the National Working Group for tropi-
cal Forests. the fifth of the abovementioned 
modalities for category I material can be consid-
ered tailor-made for LCB members, as it refers 
to suppliers who subscribe to a code of good 
conduct, but the only existing one is that of the 
LCB. In Japan, the Federation of Wood Industry 
Associations, which has traditionally cooper-
ated very closely with the Forestry Agency, was 
commissioned to establish the working groups 
responsible for further developing the timber 
procurement policy. the focus on the private 
supplier rather than the public buyer side in 
France and Japan may have one advantage in 
that their wood trade associations were effec-

  Joint government presentation delivered at the unece/fAo forum in geneva in october 2006. 
  ibid.

87.
88.
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tively required to establish voluntary codes of 
conduct, which they may choose to apply to 
both public and private contracts. However, the 
implementation of codes of conduct may 
compete with other interests of private sector 
timber suppliers, such as profit maximisation; 
therefore, their implementation should be 
independently monitored.  

5.5	 Monitoring	of	familiarity	
with	and	adherence	to	the	
policy	and	evaluation

An essential element for any policy to be robust 
is systematic monitoring and evaluation, includ-
ing a mechanism to feedback findings into the 
policy refinement process. Major differences 
between the examined policies exist with respect 
to whether and how the procurement agents’ 
familiarity with and adherence to the respective 
procurement policy has been monitored. In the 
UK, CPEt is developing a strategy of how to 
organise this monitoring. In the Netherlands, 
monitoring has been conducted by the Keurhout 
Foundation, but in the future it will be conducted 
as part of the BrL system. In France, where no 
monitoring had occurred until mid 2006, based 
on an ad hoc decision the government is plan-
ning to conduct a sampling exercise to obtain 
quick indicative results of the procuring agents’ 
adherence to the policy. In Japan, the govern-
ment claims to regularly conduct thorough 
monitoring of the Green Purchasing Law’s 
implementation; monitoring of the timber pro-
curement policy will be part of this process. 

Evaluation of policy implementation has only 
occurred in the Netherlands, where it led the 
government to replace the previous Keurhout-
based policy with the BrL guideline. on behalf 
of the UK government, CPEt claims to be 
developing a strategy for policy evaluation. In 
France, government officials were expecting 
the Centre de coopération internationale en recherche 
agronomique pour le développement (CIrAD) to 
submit a report on the evaluation of the policy 
by mid 2007. In Japan, a strategy for policy 
evaluation still needs to be developed. 

5.6	 Key	observations	and	
messages	from	comparative	
analysis

once the BrL Guideline is implemented, the 
Dutch policy will be the most ambitious, as it 
will include an extensive list of criteria and 
indicators both for establishing its own forest 
certification scheme and for assessing the 
equivalence of existing schemes. While the 
Netherlands’ policy is the most advanced in 
terms of sustainability standards, it lags behind 
with respect to its treatment of legality. the 
Dutch government aims to address this short-
coming by adopting the UK’s legality standards. 
Based on the UK government’s advice note, the 
Central Point of Expertise on timber has elabo-
rated both a framework to assess existing verifi-
cation schemes (Category A evidence) and one 
to deal with evidence for legality and/or sus-
tainability based on a case by case assessment 
(Category B evidence). 

Presently, both the policy processes in the UK 
and the Netherlands have progressed to a stage 
where they are capable of assessing timber 
legality and sustainability (either directly by 
verifying evidence or indirectly by assessing 
certification schemes). Since the Dutch policy 
was introduced in 1997 in the form of minimum 
requirements, its progress has not been gradual 
or consistent. However, the knowledge all 
major stakeholders gained from the implemen-
tation of the minimum requirements certainly 
facilitated the formulation of the BrL Guideline. 
Formulated in 2004, the UK policy has devel-
oped incrementally, with components being 
added for the policy to gain its present shape. 

France’s and Japan’s policies have taken a fun-
damentally different approach by offering their 
industry sectors the option to develop autono-
mous verification procedures under codes of 
conduct. the similarity of their conceptual 
designs can be explained by a history of policy 
formulation that has a number of parallels. In 
both countries the policies were developed 
after international commitments were made to 
combat illegal logging by their heads of state, 
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without the extensive preparations seen in the 
UK and the Netherlands. In France, policy for-
mulation seems to have come to a standstill, 
except for the ongoing efforts of the main timber 
trade association to commit an increasing 
number of members to its Environmental 
Charter, which includes legality and sustainabil-
ity requirements. In Japan, the government, 
civil society and the private sector continue to 
be engaged in activities to strengthen the 
policy.

the UK policy can be regarded as innovative in 
terms of the hotline support the government 
has provided to its procurement agencies 
through CPEt services delivered by commis-
sioned forestry experts. A clear advantage of 
this approach is that institutional support 
enables public purchasers to examine evidence 
for legality and/or sustainability provided by 
their suppliers, rather than relying on the self-
declarations of suppliers. the Dutch govern-
ment has recognised the advantage of having 
such institutional support and is planning to 
offer a similar service to its procurement agents 
for the verification of legality. 

Japan and France should include evidence 
assessment in their policies, which could be 
conducted either by procurement agents or by 
a contracted expert body. If they choose the 
former approach, as the UK did, they should 
consider establishing a support service to 
provide expert advice to procurement agents 
and their suppliers for case-by-case assessments. 
this would represent a major step towards a 
more balanced policy design that identifies 
appropriate roles for both the private supply 
and the public demand side. A critical issue is 
whether experts on international forest man-
agement issues comparable to those of the con-
sultancy ProForest are available in these two 
countries. 

In France, the institute CIrAD (Centre de coopéra-
tion internationale en recherche agronomique pour le 
développement), which assessed the timber pro-
curement policy in 2006 as mentioned in 
Chapter 3, could be an option for the govern-

ment to consider contracting to raise the aware-
ness of and provide expert guidance to procure-
ment agents. 

In Japan, the government could also consider 
contracting an expert body or organisation to 
provide an advisory service to public procure-
ment agents, in a similar vein to that provided 
by CPEt in the UK. However, a major concern 
is whether or not a body with the required level 
of impartiality and of expertise on international 
timber trade presently exists in Japan. In order 
to identify an appropriate organisation the 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
should invite tenders for the work. However, it 
can be anticipated that establishing the support 
service would require a longer preparatory 
phase in order to secure the necessary degrees 
of expertise and neutrality for advising procure-
ment agents.

A number of organisations in Japan have 
recently looked into the verification of legal and 
sustainable timber, which could be employed 
for this purpose. these include the Forestry and 
Forest Products research Institute (FFPrI), as 
one of the largest institutions with expertise on 
forestry issues in Japan. Another option would 
be to contract the Japan Federation of Wood 
Industry Associations as a nexus between the 
government and the private sector. Although 
the JFWIA is a federation of industry associa-
tions, as we have highlighted earlier, it is more 
accurately described as a semi-public organisa-
tion. Since the establishment of its Code of 
Conduct, the JFWIA is increasingly gaining 
expertise on options for legality and sustainabil-
ity verification procedures in the most signifi-
cant timber exporter countries to Japan. So far it 
has provided guidance to government suppli-
ers through its member associations. the main 
concern to expanding this role to advising pro-
curement agents is how the JFWIA staff 
involved in this service could assume an impar-
tial role. An alternative could be to institutional-
ise the multi-stakeholder Council for tackling 
Illegal Logging Issue, expanding its role to pro-
viding guidance on Japan’s procurement policy 
to public purchasers. While this body could 
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6.0 concluding discussion: elements of 
robustness in the compared policies

claim a more independent status than the 
JFWIA, its “life” is currently bounded by the 
three-year time frame of the funding provided 
under the Project to Promote a Comprehensive 
responsive to Illegal Logging. Moreover, the 
Council is organisationally loose, consisting of a 
group of experts who belong to diverse organi-
sations and meet infrequently. In order to 
provide advisory services the Council would 
require a significant departure from its current 
status, function and composition toward a legal 

person able to employ experts for impartial 
support services.

regardless of the institutional arrangements, 
the establishment of a service that provides 
expertise to assess documentary evidence for 
non-certified wood items would significantly 
strengthen the legality verification process. the 
government would have to consider each 
option from the perspectives of feasibility, 
expertise and neutrality.

Ensuring that wood is legal and sustainable is 
potentially politically difficult as powerful 
actors may benefit by maintaining the status 
quo of wood production and trade. Moreover, 
providing assurance that wood is legal/sustain-
able is a complex process that must include the 
entire production chain. It is technically chal-
lenging, time consuming and potentially 
expensive. In order to successfully address 
these challenges and ultimately avoid the pur-
chase of illegal and unsustainable wood, a 
public timber procurement policy must be 
robust. Drawing on our comparative analysis, 
this concluding discussion elaborates on some 
of the essential design elements of a robust 
public timber procurement policy. 

1. Major wood product categories from all 
producer and intermediary countries
In Chapter 3 we pointed out that two procure-
ment policies, those of Germany and Denmark, 
initially required evidence for sustainability 
only for tropical timber, and that not all the 
policies cover all major categories of wood 
products (e.g., Belgium). For a procurement 
policy to be robust, it must apply to all major 
categories of wood products from all producer 
and intermediary countries. the four compared 

policies essentially include all major wood cat-
egories and apply to all supplier countries. 

2. Generic definitions/criteria of legality 
and sustainability
A key element of a robust policy is generic defi-
nitions and criteria of legality and sustainability 
to allow consistency in application. Although 
they are not an explicit part of the conventional 
policy in the Netherlands, public purchasers in 
the Netherlands have been encouraged to seek 
timber certified under the Keurhout system and 
validated under the Keurhout Protocol for 
Legality Validation described in Chapter 3. the 
new BrL guideline is impressive but also may 
be tough to meet in that it includes a broad 
definition of, and an extensive list of generic 
criteria for, sustainability. the UK policy 
includes basic criteria for both sustainability 
and legality in the framework for evaluating 
category B evidence and the Dutch policy has 
expressed its intention to adopt the UK’s legal-
ity criteria. In contrast to France, Japan’s policy 
includes a generic definition for legality, but 
both policies only have vague definitions of 
sustainability, considered insufficient even by 
government officials. 
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3. Provision of definitions/criteria for 
assessing evidence  
Another essential element is that these defini-
tions and criteria are provided as a basis for 
case-by-case assessments of evidence for legal-
ity, as well as for sustainability under a modality 
other than forest certification. the private sector 
based approaches of the French and Japanese 
policies do not presently guarantee the objec-
tivity required to verify legality and sustainabil-
ity based on evidence other than certification. 
Under both policies, procurement agents do 
not have an explicit mandate to conduct assess-
ments of the evidence they receive, nor is there 
a standard procedure or guidance service in 
place to deal with the complexity of verification. 
In the Netherlands, the policy is based on forest 
certification, which means that there is no need 
for public purchasers to assess evidence. While 
this will not change for sustainability verifica-
tion under the BrL system, it is expected to 
change for case-by-case assessment of legality 
evidence, once the UK criteria have been 
adopted. the UK model through which pro-
curement agents conduct individual assess-
ments supported by an expert service is one 
way to bring neutrality into the assessment 
process. 

4. Assessment of legality and 
sustainability assurance schemes using 
minimum criteria, if the procurement 
policy includes the option of using these 
in its design
A common feature of procurement policies is 
that they recognise forest certification schemes 
as one means of providing assurance of legality 
and sustainability. other existing assurance 
schemes include national legality verification 
systems established by producer governments 
(such as BrIK in Indonesia) and private sector 
services. Not all of these schemes were formu-
lated through multi-stakeholder processes and 
some have been heavily criticised. It is thus 
desirable that these schemes are assessed before 
being recognised by the procurement policy.   

the UK and Dutch policies developed criteria 
specifically to assess forest certification schemes. 

A number of certification schemes have been 
assessed under the UK policy and a pre-assess-
ment of six schemes is ongoing under the BrL 
system in the Netherlands. In both countries, 
the policy design includes periodic assessment 
of accepted schemes and assessment of other 
schemes. Policy designs in Japan and France do 
not require assessment of forest certification 
schemes. None of the policy designs extend 
their assessments to national legality assurance 
systems or private sector legality assurance 
services.

5. Effective system for case-by-case 
assurance of legal origin and compliance, 
and chain of custody
If the government chooses to create a system to 
independently verify legality, this system must 
provide assurance of legal origin and compli-
ance, as well as chain of custody. of the compared 
policies, only the UK has established a specific 
system for providing assurance of legal origin, 
legal compliance and chain of custody - the 
framework for evaluating category B evidence - 
but its effectiveness still needs to be evaluated. In 
the Netherlands, the government announced in 
2007 that verification will be conducted by an 
accredited body or auditor complying with 
NEN-EN-ISo 45012 based on the UK criteria for 
legal timber. Japan’s and France’s policies require 
suppliers to the government or their trade asso-
ciations/federations to autonomously develop 
systems for legality assurance in their alternative 
modalities. More detailed frameworks and the 
option of expert guidance offered to suppliers 
and procurement agents would strengthen their 
procedures for legality assurance.   

6. Third party investigation when there is 
concern over legal origin and compliance 
and chain of custody 
Closely related to the previous element is that 
of third party investigations into accusations of 
legal violations. the UK policy prescribes moni-
toring in such cases to provide independent 
verification of legality. However, as an essential 
element, an independent investigation (rather 
than monitoring) would be sufficient. In France, 
monitoring or surveillance by a third party is 
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prescribed at least in the policy design. In Japan, 
the government has stated that “at the present 
time, once exporter or harvester makes a 
rational explanation, no further question of 
investigation by Japan side is planned (unless 
the existence of illegal logging is undoubtedly 
sure with considerable evidence)” (GoJ 08 Feb-
ruary 2006) to explain the public procurement 
policy to overseas wood and wood product 
companies as mentioned above. this statement 
could be modified to “… (unless the existence 
of illegal logging is highly probable with con-
siderable evidence)”. Although not part of the 
policy design, the JFWIA voluntarily established 
random investigation of its member companies 
in its Code of Conduct. 

7. Policy mandatory as far as possible
Policies must be mandatory to be robust if there 
is a significant possibility that the affected actors 
will not adhere to the policy. there is no reason 
for timber procurement policies to be an excep-
tion. All four policies claim to have a binding 
effect at least on central state procurement 
agents. However, implementation practice in 
France has shown that few public purchasers 
seem to be aware of the policy, and even fewer 
seem to be strictly applying it. the practical 
effect on public purchases can be expected to be 
larger in the other three compared policies, 
which have designed stricter internal monitor-
ing procedures. 

8. Participation from all levels of public 
administration encouraged
to have a larger impact on the market, it is 
desirable that public procurement of legal/sus-
tainable timber is not limited to selected central 
state authorities but applies to all public entities. 
While in all compared countries for legal or 
political reasons central state procurement poli-
cies are not binding at the local level, the policies 
should encourage local authorities to either 
follow the national policy or develop their own 
policies. the first approach is part of the design 
of all the compared policies, but their means 
and degree of implementation varies widely. 
the UK and Dutch governments are intending 

to draw in all local authorities. In Japan, some 
municipalities have responded to the policy. 
the impact on local authorities seems to have 
been lowest in France.89 

9. Freedom to pay a price premium
the freedom to pay a price premium is essential 
in terms of enabling procurement agents to 
favour products certified as sustainable over 
those for which only legality assurance has 
been provided. In the policy design, all four 
compared countries grant public purchasers a 
certain leeway to pay price premiums, but this 
requires them to be familiar with the merits of 
forest certification. In practice, given the lack of 
active guidance in France and Japan, a concern 
is that a large number of public buyers in these 
two countries may continue giving preference 
to cheaper, uncertified products over more 
expensive certified products.
 
10. Comprehensive guidance to 
procurement agents
Such concerns highlight the need for compre-
hensive guidance to procurement agents. Con-
sultative services provided by experts is particu-
larly necessary where the policy design requires 
public buyers to conduct assessment of evi-
dence. Such alternative modalities to certifica-
tion are presently provided by the policies of 
the UK, France and Japan. only the first offers a 
government service contracted to an expert 
consultancy to provide comprehensive guid-
ance to procurement agents. the other two do 
not, as their policies task their private sectors 
with the responsibility of establishing and 
implementing systems to assure legality.   

11. Internal monitoring of public 
purchases
While guidance to procurement agents is essen-
tial, it has to be complemented with internal 
monitoring of public purchases. In the UK, 
CPEt has recently initiated a process of moni-
toring the extent of adherence to the timber 
procurement policy by public buyers. In France, 
the government is considering monitoring on a 
sample basis, but officials state that the purpose 

  interviews with french government officials (July 2006).89.
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of this monitoring is to obtain a general under-
standing of the progress of policy implementa-
tion. they are not intending to institutionalise 
the monitoring. In the Netherlands, regular 
internal monitoring has been conducted in the 
past and is planned by the government for the 
new BrL policy. In Japan, internal monitoring 
of public procurement bids will take place as 
part of the monitoring of the Green Purchasing 
Law’s implementation.   

12. Participatory and transparent revision 
procedure
As alluded to in the previous paragraph, a par-
ticipatory and transparent revision procedure 
for strengthening procurement policies is desir-
able. In principle, this element is shared by all 
compared policies, but only the policies of the 
UK, the Netherlands and Japan have well-
established procedures for such a process. 

Since all the compared policies in their present 
form are relatively new and some are set to 
undergo significant changes, it is too early to 
assess policy implementation. through com-
parative analysis we have elaborated on some 
of the essential design elements for a public 
procurement policy to be robust and contrasted 
the treatment of these elements in the four 
compared policies. table 5 provides an overview 
of our observations, distinguishing whether 
elements are missing (hyphen), reflected in a 
rudimentary fashion (hyphen in brackets), par-
tially included (tick in brackets) or fully included 
(tick) in the respective policy designs.  

the policy design elements for a robust public 
timber procurement policy and our recommen-
dations for strengthening Japan’s policy are 
explored further in Chapter 5, based on a syn-
thesis of the results of our analysis in Chapters 
2, 3 and 4.

TabLE � – essential elements of robustness in the compared policies’ designs

ELEmEnTS oF RobuSTnESS uK nEThERLandS FRanCE JaPan
1. Major wood product categories    
2. generic definitions/criteria of legality and 

sustainability
 () 

(to be revised)
(-) (broad definitions, 

no criteria)
(-) (broad definitions, 

no criteria)
3. Provision of definitions/criteria to 

procurement agents (or expert bodies on 
their behalf) to assess evidence of 
legality/sustainability


(criteria to 

agents)


(criteria to expert 

body) 

(-) (-)

4. Assessment of legality and sustainability 
assurance schemes using minimum 
criteria

()  
(5 schemes  

so far)

()
(procedure to be 

revised) 

— —

5. effective system for case-by-case 
assurance of legal origin and compliance, 
and chain of custody

()
(to be evaluated)

()
(uK system to be 

adopted)

(-) (private sector to 
establish)

(-) (private sector to 
establish)

6. third party investigation if concern over 
legal origin and compliance and chain of 
custody

  ()
(in principle demanded, 

not detailed)

() (if “considerable 
evidence” for 

illegality)
7. Be mandatory to the extent possible   () 
8. Participation from all levels of public 

administration encouraged
  (-) 

9. freedom to pay a price premium ()  () ()
10. comprehensive guidance to procurement 

agents


(support service)
()

(considering support) 
(-)

(information)
(-)

(information)
11. internal monitoring of public purchases () () (/-) 

(depends on amount)


(legal requirement)
12. Participatory & transparent revision 

procedure
  () 



1.0 introduction

c h a p t e r  F I v E

Elements of a Robust Public Timber 
Procurement Policy and options 
for Strengthening Japan’s Policy

	 Federico	Lopez-Casero	and	Henry	Scheyvens

this report began by highlighting the urgency 
in which illegal logging must be addressed and 
the importance of public procurement policy as 
a means of encouraging sustainable forest 
management in producer countries and reduc-
ing the international trade in illegal wood. the 
development and implementation of a public 
timber procurement policy by Japan is particu-
larly significant as it is the first country in the 
region to develop such a policy and also because 
it is one of the world’s largest timber importers. 
the government introduced the policy in a rela-
tively short period of time, placing the onus on 
Japan’s bureaucrats to strengthen and imple-
ment the policy. In turn, the bureaucracy has 
turned over significant responsibility for creat-
ing the systems necessary to implement the 
policy to Japan’s private sector. Implementing 

the policy as it stands and strengthening the 
policy to make it more robust are both challeng-
ing tasks that require supportive arrangements 
for suppliers and procurement agencies in 
Japan as well as support for the establishment 
of credible verification systems in the producer 
countries. the government has made funding 
available for implementation and strengthen-
ing of the policy and an institutional framework 
has been established for this purpose. this 
process is the primary target of this report.     

Four objectives were set for this study, namely:
to describe and analyse the context and fea-
tures of Japan’s public timber procurement 
policy;
to undertake a preliminary assessment of 
the strengths and possible weaknesses of 
this policy; 
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2.0 essential elements for a robust policy

to elaborate the essential elements that a 
public timber procurement policy should 
include for it to be robust in curbing the use 
of illegal wood by public agencies, and
to identify options and recommend further 
steps for strengthening the policy. 

our approach to explore the strengths and pos-
sible weaknesses of Japan’s policy in its current 
form and options for strengthening the policy 
was to a) juxtapose the policy against forest reali-
ties in producer countries, and to b) contrast the 





policy with the evolving policies of selected 
European countries. these two rather different 
perspectives from which to examine Japan’s pro-
curement policy produced a number of distinct 
and shared recommendations for how the policy 
can be strengthened. In addition, the analysis has 
elaborated on a set of essential elements that a 
public procurement policy must address to be 
robust. In this final chapter we first describe these 
elements and second draw together the major 
recommendations from our analysis for strength-
ening Japan’s procurement policy. 

Based on the analysis presented in this report, 
Box 1 lists the essential elements that a procure-
ment policy should include to be applied con-
sistently to exclude illegal and unsustainable 
wood products from public procurement.

Apply to major types of wood products 
from all regions
For a public timber procurement policy to be 
robust, it should apply to major types of wood 

box 1 – essential elements of a robust public timber procurement policy

1. apply to major types of wood products from all regions 
2. contain broad generic definitions/criteria of legality and 

sustainability
3. if the policy accepts existing legality and sustainability 

assurance schemes, 
a) define adequate criteria for assessing these
b) employ a third party to conduct the assessments and 

publicise results
c) allow freedom to pay price premiums

4.  if the policy has alternative modalities to existing assur-
ance schemes, these modalities should
a)  for legality assurance, cover legal origin, legal com-

pliance and chain of custody
b) for sustainability assurance, include those criteria 

that are broadly recognised by the international 
consensus reflected in sustainable forest manage-
ment criteria and indicators processes

c) include neutral assessment of documentary evi-
dence

5. monitoring of suppliers and third party investigation 
when there is concern over legal origin, legal compliance, 
chain of custody or sustainability

6. be mandatory to the extent possible 
7. provide sufficient guidance for procuring agents to 

implement the policy
8. encourage participation from all levels of public adminis-

tration, i.e., both horizontally (government agencies and 
(semi) public administrative bodies) and vertically 
(national and subnational)  

9. include internal monitoring of procuring agents familiar-
ity with and adherence to the policy 

10. include a participatory and transparent revision proce-
dure for policy strengthening

products from all regions. the risk of illegal 
wood being exported is higher in some coun-
tries than others. It is to these countries that 
consumer countries should provide assistance 
for the implementation of their procurement 
policies. Without such assistance, public timber 
procurement policies could inadvertently shift 
supply away from developing countries 
towards developed countries with more 
advanced forest management systems.
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Contain broad generic definitions/criteria 
of legality and sustainability
Essentially, public timber procurement policies 
are intended to promote good forest stewardship 
by favouring legal and sustainable wood prod-
ucts. Broad definitions of legality and sustainabil-
ity are required for public procurement policies 
to embrace the full range of laws in the producer 
country that regulates forest management. 
Narrow definitions that are restricted to forest 
specific laws and the harvesting of timber could 
result in the use of wood products associated 
with social injustices and human rights abuses.      

these broad definitions of legality and sustaina-
bility should be elaborated into generic standards 
consisting of criteria for fleshing out the defini-
tions. the generic standards can be used in 
negotiations with producer countries to deter-
mine which of their laws and regulations are 
relevant for the procurement policy. the stand-
ards thus provide consistency in how the policy 
treats individual producer countries, while 
encouraging each country to develop a national 
legality standard that meets the policy require-
ments. the alternative option of having each 
country decide what constitutes legal and sus-
tainable wood without the structure of generic 
standards to provide guidance could result in a 
great deal of inconsistency. Some countries may 
produce very narrow standards and others more 
broadly defined standards. the former is a risk 
in countries where governments or officials 
derive significant income from forestry as cur-
rently practiced, whereas the latter is more likely 
where there is a sharp boundary between the 
rewards of government office and forestry.  

If the policy accepts existing legality and sus-
tainability assurance schemes, it should:
a) define adequate criteria for assessing these;
b) employ a third party to conduct the 

assessments and publicise results, and
c) allow freedom to pay price premiums.

Existing assurance systems can be employed for 
the purposes of public procurement. these 
range from systems established by governments 
to provide exporters with documentary evi-

dence of legality, to chain of custody services 
provided by private consultancies, to forest 
certification schemes. these should be compre-
hensively and systematically assessed prior to 
their acceptance for public procurement. to 
engender public confidence in this process, the 
assessment criteria and the assessment results 
should be publicised. A system to allow public 
comments on the assessment results to be 
received and reviewed is desirable.  

If consumer countries elect to use forest certifi-
cation to verify sustainable forest management, 
they must allow procurement agents to pay a 
price premium. Certification adds costs to pro-
duction in the form of compliance and auditing, 
and an underlying assumption of forest certifi-
cation is that the final consumers will be willing 
to pay a premium for products verified as origi-
nating from well-managed forests.

If the policy has alternative modalities to 
existing assurance schemes, these modalities 
should:
a) for legality assurance, cover legal origin, 

legal compliance and chain of custody;
b) for sustainability assurance, include 

those criteria that are broadly recognised 
by the international consensus reflected 
in sustainable forest management criteria 
and indicators processes, and

c) included neutral assessment of documen-
tary evidence

Because forest certification schemes and legal 
assurance systems do not have extensive cover-
age in most producer countries, consumer 
countries may decide to formulate alternative 
assurance modalities under their procurement 
policy. this is reasonable given that insistence on 
certification or third party legal verification could 
result in timber being substituted by less “envi-
ronmentally-friendly” materials or a shift in 
supply from developing to developed countries. 

Alternative modalities will have to assess the 
accuracy and veracity of documentation pro-
vided for three key elements of timber legality: 
legal origin, legal compliance and chain of 
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custody. to be systematic and comprehensive, 
the modalities must be based on a conceptual 
framework of minimum requirements for each 
of these legality elements. Alternative modali-
ties can also be developed to assess documenta-
tion, other than forest certification, as proof of 
sustainability. these assessments would like-
wise have to be based on minimum require-
ments that ideally would reflect the interna-
tional consensus on criteria and indicators for 
sustainable forest management.   

A critical component of assurance provision is 
the neutrality of the assessor, and this applies 
equally to existing assurance systems as well as 
those created as alternative modalities. two 
broad approaches to alternative modalities can 
be identified in public procurement policies. 
First, some governments have instructed their 
timber associations or companies to develop and 
implement codes of conduct to provide assur-
ance of legality. A weakness of this approach is 
that there is no neutral assessment of product 
documentation as the private sector has a vested 
interest in timber supply. A second approach is 
for the procurement agents to conduct assess-
ments of the documentation they receive from 
their suppliers on a case-by-case basis. to under-
take these assessments, procurement agents 
must be familiar with the government’s legality 
and sustainability criteria and will require expert 
advice. there may be other approaches yet to be 
explored for ensuring neutrality in evidence 
assessment under alternative modalities.  

Monitoring of suppliers and third party 
investigation when there is concern over 
legal origin, legal compliance, chain of 
custody or sustainability
Even if strong alternative modalities are created 
and/or existing assurance schemes are rigor-
ously assessed, examples of policy implementa-
tion failure are to be expected. timber produc-
tion, processing, transportation and trade are 
complex processes that can be difficult to fully 
document and monitor. Periodic monitoring of 
suppliers (which could be based on sampling) 
should be conducted. If concern is raised over 
the accuracy or veracity of evidence provided 

for legal origin, legal compliance, chain of 
custody or sustainability, public timber procure-
ment policies should include an institutional 
mechanism with the necessary financing and 
expertise to receive and treat these in a trans-
parent, systematic and just manner. If the initial 
review of such claims concludes that an investi-
gation in the producer country is necessary, the 
policy should specify that this will be under-
taken by a recognised, independent and suitably 
experienced organisation and that the results 
will be made publicly available. 

Be as mandatory as possible
A procurement policy should be designed and 
implemented in a way that it ensures a high 
degree of compliance from the procurement 
agencies. this may be achieved through legal 
instruments that make the policy mandatory or 
other policy instruments that encourage com-
pliance. Ultimately, each consumer country 
must decide what type of policy instrument (e.
g., notice, regulation, directive or guideline) 
will most effectively encourage compliance 
with a public timber procurement policy. 

Provide sufficient guidance for procuring 
agents to implement the policy 
the central government must provide sufficient 
guidance to those agents who are responsible 
for implementing the procurement policy. this 
is particularly important if public procurement 
agents and their suppliers have to assess evi-
dence other than that provided by a govern-
ment approved forest certification or legal 
assurance scheme. Given the complexity and 
difficulty of assessing legality/sustainability 
evidence against definitions and criteria, the 
government could consider providing procure-
ment agents with a support service consisting 
of expert-based guidance. 

Encourage participation from all levels 
of public administration, i.e., both 
horizontally (government agencies and 
(semi) public administrative bodies) and 
vertically (national and subnational)  
A procurement policy should encourage com-
pliance by as wide a range of public buyers as 
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3.0 recommendations for strengthening 
Japan’s public timber procurement 
policy

possible to have maximum effect. A national or 
federal policy primarily targets central state 
authorities. Constraints might exist both hori-
zontally – with respect to autonomous or semi-
public bodies or organisations for which public 
procurement guidelines are not binding – and 
vertically – with regard to local/regional 
authorities for whom national guidelines do not 
apply. A national/federal procurement policy 
can address these actors by explicitly encourag-
ing their voluntary participation and by provid-
ing an example of good policy practice that 
encourages local/regional authorities to revise 
their procurement guidelines accordingly. 

Include internal monitoring of procuring 
agents familiarity with and adherence to 
the policy 
A public timber procurement policy should 
require internal monitoring of the procurement 

agents’ familiarity with and adherence to the 
policy to reveal the extent of compliance and to 
suggest remedial or additional measures. 

Include a participatory and transparent 
revision procedure for policy 
strengthening
Public timber procurement policies are a rela-
tively new policy instrument to combat illegal 
logging and the resultant timber trade. As the 
experience of European countries and Japan 
has shown, creating robust timber procurement 
policies is a very involved and long process. All 
timber procurement policies will require peri-
odic structured review to assess their achieve-
ments and weaknesses, and ideally this should 
involve all major interest groups. 

In addition to, and reflecting, the above listed 
essential elements for a robust timber procure-
ment policy, the analysis in this report has 
identified the following recommendations for 
Japan to strengthen its procurement policy:

Develop a broad generic legality standard 
Japan’s procurement policy is presently based on 
the unstated principle that the sovereignty of 
producer countries must be recognised. Japan’s 
officials argue that if the producer country states 
that a particular document or assurance scheme is 
acceptable as proof of legality, Japan should accept 
it as legal. Furthermore, the policy relies heavily 
on measures by the private sector to determine 
the documentation that should be supplied as 
evidence of legal origin and compliance and 

product segregation. the outcome of this 
approach is likely to be a high degree of inconsist-
ency in policy application in producer countries 
regarding how the scope of legality definitions 
and the reliability of documentary evidence. 
to apply its policy in a consistent manner to 
producer countries and to provide clearer 
instruction for its industry associations and 
procurement agents, Japan should create a 
broad generic legality standard. the legality 
standard should ideally cover the three basic 
“pillars” of sustainable development – environ-
mental, social and economic – to embrace the 
full range of forest management concerns. to 
accelerate the implementation of the policy, the 
standard could be introduced in a phased 
manner to initially focus on the forest law and 
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later to incorporate other laws with relevance to 
forest management.  

the idea of developing national legality stand-
ards is quite removed from current thinking on 
the procurement policy in Japan, but the 
concept of legality standards is not alien to the 
Japanese government. the government itself 
recognised that developing minimum stand-
ards of legality were essential steps to combat 
illegal logging and funded an Asia Forest Part-
nership work plan to establish a set of minimum 
standards of legality, timber tracking and chain 
of custody. the Council for tackling Illegal 
Logging Issues could revisit these standards 
and explore how they could be used as a basis 
for consultation with producer countries.    
  
Use the generic legality standard as the 
basis for participating in processes to 
formulate national definitions/standards 
of legality 
the generic legality standard could be used as 
the basis for discussions with producer coun-
tries to define legality on a country-by-country 
basis through a process of negotiation in a 
manner that does not compromise national 
sovereignty. the generic standard would 
provide a basis for consistency between coun-
tries for minimum legality requirements. Japan 
should take advantage of its existing bilateral 
agreements and should collaborate and pool its 
resources with likeminded consumer countries/
territories in assisting producer countries to 
develop national legality standards. the devel-
opment of multiple legality standards in a single 
country should be avoided. Japan could use 
regional forums such as the Asia Forest Partner-
ship, East Asia and Pacific FLEG, Itto and the 
Asia-Pacific Forestry Commission to promote 
further collaboration for the development of 
national legality standards.        

Provide a definition/standard of 
sustainable forest management 
Effectively, Japan’s procurement policy does 
not define sustainable forest management. 
Japan needs to provide a precise definition to 
operationalise this concept in a consistent 

fashion. Japan should establish a standard for 
sustainability, which could be incorporated into 
a framework for assessing forest certification 
schemes. 

Assess independent assurance schemes 
Independent legality/sustainability assurance 
schemes can take the form of national or state 
level chain of custody systems approved by 
government, chain of custody services pro-
vided by private consultancies, and forest certi-
fication schemes. It appears that all of these 
could be accepted under Japan’s public pro-
curement policy on the basis that either the 
producer country governments or Japan’s 
industry associations accept them as credible. 
this approach lacks consistency and rigour. 
Japan should combine the recommended legal-
ity and sustainability standards with a chain of 
custody standard to establish a minimum set of 
criteria for the systematic and comprehensive 
assessment of assurance schemes. Japan should 
publicise the criteria and the results of the 
assessments to engender public confidence in 
the assessment process. the results of the 
assessments should also be incorporated into 
the industry codes of conduct specified under 
modalities 2 and 3 to strengthen this 
approach.  

Make use of FLEGT achievements and 
consider collaborating in formulating a 
global licensing scheme
the EU has made significant progress in devel-
oping VPAs with producer countries. As they 
are being formulated through multi-stakeholder 
processes, Japan should consider recognising 
the national legality standards developed under 
the VPAs. Japan should also consider recognis-
ing the national licensing schemes that will be 
developed under the VPAs, if these are deemed 
to be robust. Japanese officials have recently 
acknowledged that progress was made with 
the VPA negotiations and expressed their inter-
est in exploring options for participating in or 
making use of the FLEGt licensing scheme.90 
Japan could initiate discussions with the EU on 
developing a global licensing scheme for legal 
wood, using the foundations laid by FLEGt.  
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Ensure neutrality by having public 
procurement agencies assess the accuracy 
and veracity of documentary evidence 
provided by their suppliers
Japan’s policy includes alternative modalities 
for legality/sustainability verification. Modality 
2 specifies that timber suppliers to the govern-
ment must have been accredited under the 
code of conduct of their respective wood indus-
try association, declare that they are providing 
legal wood and provide documentation 
received throughout the supply chain to 
support this statement. Japan’s industry associa-
tions (under the lead of the Japan Federation of 
Wood Industry Associations) are left to deter-
mine in voluntary codes of conduct which 
documentation should be provided for each 
country. Modality 3 differs mainly in that the 
codes of conduct are developed by companies 
and not associations.  

this approach has some strengths in the context 
of Japan, as can be observed by the quick 
progress in which associations have developed 
codes of conduct and in which companies have 
been accredited. It can be further bolstered by 
the government undertaking independent 
assessments of existing assurance schemes, as 
recommended above, and having its findings 
incorporated into the codes of conduct.  

For other documentary evidence specified by 
the policy, a neutral assessment on a case-by-
case basis is necessary, which modalities 2 and 3 
lack. Neutrality can be ensured by having the 
final actor in the supply chain submit the docu-
mentary evidence to a neutral, expert body for 
review. this may not be practical, however, 
because of the large number of procurement 
orders that include wood items. Another option 
is to have the procurement agents review the 
documentary evidence provided by their sup-
pliers against criteria established by the policy. 
In addition to comprehensive implementation 
guidelines, they would clearly require expert 
advice.    

Establish or employ a professional 
service to guide the implementation and 
strengthening of the policy, to handle 
grievance claims and to provide advisory 
support 
With the above recommendations in mind, the 
government should establish or employ a pro-
fessional service with expertise on timber legal-
ity/sustainability. the following are key tasks 
the service could cover:
1. assist in the development of legality/sus-

tainability standards and the assessments of 
assurance schemes;

2. advise on the documentary evidence 
required for each producer country;

3. provide ongoing support to procurement 
agents and private sector suppliers to assess 
the accuracy and veracity of documentary 
evidence; 

4. guide the implementation and strengthen-
ing of the policy, and

5. handle grievance claims. 

It is unclear whether institutions independent 
of government and the private sector with the 
necessary expertise for this work exist in Japan. 
Moreover, the current arrangement for imple-
menting and strengthening Japan’s procure-
ment policy does not appear to be supportive of 
assigning such responsibilities to an independ-
ent consultancy. one option is for the Council 
for tackling Illegal Logging Issue to accommo-
date some of the recommendations from this 
study, particularly to a) develop minimum 
legality/sustainability standards, b) assess assur-
ance schemes, and c) advise on the documenta-
tion required for each country. 

Specify comprehensive, systematic 
and transparent procedures to review 
documentary evidence when there is 
concern over its accuracy or veracity
Where there is concern over the accuracy or 
veracity of evidence provided for legal origin, 
legal compliance, chain of custody or sustaina-
bility, to be robust a public timber procurement 
policy must specify third party review and 

  for example, such interest was expressed at the gloBe international g8 illegal logging dialogue legislators forum in Berlin, June 2007.90.



4.0 proritising recommendations

investigation. In a paper drafted in February 
2006 to explain the public procurement policy 
to overseas wood and wood product companies 
the Japanese government stated that “at the 
present time, once exporter or harvester make 
rational explanation, no further question of 
investigation by Japan side are planned (unless 
the existence of illegal logging is undoubtedly 
sure with considerable evidence)” (GoJ 08 Feb-
ruary 2006). Building on this statement, the 
government should:

establish an institutional mechanism to 
receive and treat grievance claims in a trans-
parent, systematic and just manner, and 
specify that this will be undertaken by a 
recognised, independent and suitably expe-
rienced organisation and that the results 
will be made publicly available.





the circumstances under which an investiga-
tion would take place according to the above 
government citation are too narrow to allow for 
meaningful monitoring. the government could 
further define the investigation procedures by 
prescribing to ISo Guide 65 or an equivalent. 
With respect to the appropriate entity for the 
investigation, Japan’s policy should consider an 
organisation that has an independent status 
and is accredited to audit against timber pro-
duction standards by a national or international 
body conforming to ISo 17011 or equivalent. 

the recommendations listed above can be sepa-
rated into those that can be implemented build-
ing on the existing policy design (“low hanging 
fruit”) and those that would require significant 
design revision (“high hanging fruit”). Below 
we summarise and prioritise the recommenda-
tions from this perspective. 

“low hanging fruit”

1. develop minimum legality/sustainability 
standards

2. participate in the development of national 
legality standards

3. assess assurance schemes using these stand-
ards

4. assess and advise on the documentation 
systems for each producer country

5. incorporate the minimum standards and the 
assessment results into codes of conduct

6. provide a support service for government 
suppliers, such as a helpline, for assessing 
documentary evidence

7. specify comprehensive, systematic and 
transparent procedures to review documen-
tary evidence when there is concern over its 
accuracy or veracity

“high hanging fruit”

1. involve procurement agents in case-by-
case assessment of legality/sustainability 
evidence

2. establish or employ a professional support 
service to assist in reaching the “low hanging 
fruit” as well as: 
a) advise the case-by-case evidence assess-

ments by procurement agents 
b) guide the implementation and strength-

ening of the policy
c) handle grievance claims
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